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Improvements in instrumentation for fluorometric kinetic

measurements and the application of a new intensified diode array (IDA)

rapid scanning system to low level transient fluorescence measurements

are reported. This instrumentation is applied to a new fluorometric

kinetic method for thiamine (TM).

Modifications to the existing fluorometric reation rate instrument

include a mechanical arm to reproducibly position a reagent delivery

tube over the sample cell. Also a new circuit provides a trigger

signal which synchronizes the reagent delivery from an automatic

dispenser with the rate measurement.

A new KIM ratemeter was designed and constructed which uses only a

single board microcomputer and a minimum of external hardware to

acquire and store up to 100 data points and to perform rate or signal

magnitude calculations. A significant advantage of the KIM ratemeter

is that, since the data are stored in memory, the data may be

reexamined and further calculations performed after the experiment is



over. The software programmability of the KIM ratemeter provides

greater flexibility of measurement times and functions than a hardwired

ratemeter. Data points can represent time periods from 0.25 s to 64 s.

The time between data points is between 64 us and 0.44 s depending on

the variables selected. Subroutines to perform a hexidecimal to BCD

conversion and hardware to output the numbers to a digital printer are

described.

The IDA system is composed of the commercial IDA detector, an in

house control module, a PDP 11/20 computer, and software. The IDA

system can obtain spectra from 200-800 nm in as little as 5 ms, or 15

ms when the data are stored in the computer. The IDA detector was

characterized and S/N expressions are presented. The design of the

control module, computer interface, and interactive BASIC and assembly

language programs are described. Using the IDA system under software

control one can automatically store data from any portion of a

spectrum, control integration times, acquire multiple spectra which may

be added together or stored separately, and time periods between

integrations. Spectra may be displayed and manipulated on the graphics

terminal and added or subtracted. Also summations, means, standard

deviations, and rates of change of signals in specific wavelength

regions of the spectra may be calculated. Results of the application

of this system to situations involving only test equipment or to real

analytical situations are presented.

A new fluorometric kinetic method for thiamine in which thiamine

reacts with Hg(II) to form fluorescent thiochrome (TC) is presented.

An extensive absorption study of the reactions of thiamine in basic



aqueous solutions is described which provides evidence of the formation

of Hg(II) complexes with thiamine. The results of an extensive

interference study of species in multivitamin tablets and of the

successful analysis of multivitamin and cereal samples are presented.

The kinetic method for thiamine has a dynamic range of over four orders

of magnitude, a detection limit of 2 x 10
-9

M, and is faster and

simpler than the standard method.

The IDA system was used to study cereal and urine matrices and

provided information impossible or very difficult to obtain with a

typical scanning monochromator. The IDA system was also applied to a

novel simultaneous analysis of thiamine and riboflavin involving both

steady state and kinetic fluorescence measurements. The multichannel,

computer control, and data storage capabilities of the IDA system were

used to automatically initiate the reaction, and time and acquire

successive spectra from which both the steady state fluorescence of

riboflavin and the thiamine reaction rate are obtained.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTENSIFIED DIODE ARRAY SYSTEM

AND ITS APPLICATION TO NEW FLUOROMETERIC REACTION

RATE METHODS OF ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

In fluorescence reaction rate methods, changes in the fluorescence

signal during a reaction are measured and related to the inital

concentration of the analyte. Reaction rate methods, which are also

referred to as kinetic methods, have been shown to be rapid specific

and sensitive when properly applied (1 7). Fluorescence monitoring

can provide advantages such as better sensitivity and selectivity that

make fluorescence reaction rate methods a viable solution to the

problems facing the analyst in a variety of specialized applications (8

13).

A thorough discussion of the terminology and classifications in

kinetic methods has been presented by Pardue (14). The measurement

time is defined as that time over which the analytical signal is

measured (7, 14 16). The reaction rate can be determined over one or

several measurement intervals during the reaction. A delay time is

used to allow reaction rates to be measured only after any induction

period is over and to be sure that thorough mixing has occurred and the

reaction has been initiated. The fixed time method of rate computation

was used in the work presented here. In the fixed time method, the

change in reaction monitor signal during the fixed measurement time is

measured. This is implemented with an integration approach in which
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the reaction monitor signal is measured over the whole measurement

time. By subtracting the integral of the reaction monitor signal over

the first half of the measurement time from the integral of the

reaction monitor signal over the second half a value is obtained which

is proportional to the reaction rate or analyte concentration under

suitable conditions (15, 16).

The advantages of kinetic methods have been presented elsewhere (1

6, 8). The most obvious advantage with kinetic methods is that since

only part of the reaction is observed a considerable time savings is

realized for slow reactions. In addition kinetic measurements can be

more specific because only changes in the reaction monitor during the

measurement time are measured, and because conditions can be employed

where similar species are reacting at different rates. Some analytical

reactions which may be unsuitable for equilibrium based analysis,

because of unstable reaction products or reagents or side reactions,

may still be useful for kinetic methods if the reaction rate can be

related to the analyte concentration.

Kinetic methods have some important limitations which include the

need to strictly control reaction conditions and a lower signal to

noise ratio (S/N) of the measurement which results from using only a

portion of the reaction. The kinetic method requires reactions with

half lives between 5 ms and an hour depending on the instrumentation.

Suppression or enhancement of analyte reaction rates by the sample

matrix can also be a problem.

The advantages of fluorescence kinetic methods are a synergistic

combination of the characteristics of kinetic methods and fluorescence
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measurements. The sensitivity and specificity of fluorescence make it

ideal for kinetic methods. The linearization of signal necessary with

some detection systems is unnecessary with fluorescence in dilute

solutions.

Fluorescence can suffer some unique limitations. Interferences

may change the fluorescence quantum efficiency of the monitored

fluorophore. Prefilter and postfilter absorption effects by the matrix

and the monitored species must also be considered. Precipitation,

scattering and photolysis can be problems in fluorescence measurements.

In addition fluorescence instrumentation is more expensive and complex

than other commonly used reaction monitoring techniques, e.g.

molecular absorbance.

Important factors in the design of an analytical reaction rate

instrument include a temperature controlled sample cell and provision

for rapid mixing of solution in the sample cell (17). Automation of

the addition of sample and/or reagent solutions can be important for

improved reproducibility and throughput. A ratemeter, rate computation

circuitry or computer interface and programs are necessary to control

the timing and to rapidly extract the analytical rate information.

Normally a recorder or oscilloscope is used simultaneously to

continuously monitor the changing reaction monitor signal and to

provide visual feedback to check for abnormalities. Recent advances in

reaction rate instrumentation are periodically reviewed (18 20).

The purpose of this work was to enhance and investigate

fluoreicence kinetic methods of analysis. To this end, various

improvements to the existing instrumentation were devised. Changes
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were made in the ratemeter and in the fluorometer to allow the

automatic addition of the last reagent which initiates the reaction. A

new microcomputer controlled ratemeter was designed which replaced the

existing hardwired ratemeter. The new KIM Ratemeter has all the

capabilities of the old ratemeter. In addition it stores the data

during the experiment and allows the recalculation of rates under

different conditions after the experiment is over. The functions of

the ratemeter may be easily changed by reprogramming.

A rapid scanning intensified diode array (IDA) system consisting

of a commercial detector, a control module and a computer interface and

software was constructed and tested. S/N studies characterizing the

detector and the IDA system and its application to fluorescence

measurements were performed. The rapid scanning capabilities of the

IDA were applied to low light level situations where the spectrum is

changing with time. In addition the IDA was used to investigate sample

matrices. A new fluorescence kinetic method for thiamine (vitamin B1)

was developed. The reaction of thiamine in basic solutions involved in

the production of fluorescent thiochrome was studied. The kinetic

method for thiamine in urine was investigated. The method was

successfully applied to the determination of thiamine in vitamin pills

and cereal. A unique simultaneous analysis for thiamine and riboflavin

based on the kinetic method for thiamine and the intrinsic fluorescence

of riboflavin was devised.



HISTORICAL

Reaction Rate Methods

5

In examining the historical development of fluorescence methods

and reaction rate methods, one finds that it is only relatively

recently that the two have been combined. Reaction rate methods,

usually monitored colorimetrically, have been in use for about a

century. Early reaction rate methods were based on the amount of time

required for a given amount of reagent to be totally consumed. The

early development of kinetic methods using several reactions involving

iodine or iodide has been previously discussed (8, 14, 21). A paper

published in 1881 by Roberts (22) was first to describe a quantitative

method for determining the amylolytic activity of pancreatic extracts.

Roberts method involved the digestion of a starch solution with the

enzyme amylase and the detection of starch by iodine. The method was

rather inconvenient because the analysis typically had to be repeated

several times with either dilutions or increased volumes of enzyme

solution in order to reach the point at which no starch was detected at

the required time.

A further development of kinetic methods was presented by Baines

(23) in 1930 in a method for the determination of iodide in which the

time to completion was inversely proportional to the amount of iodide

present. In contrast to Roberts scheme, only one run was required to

obtain the concentration (activity) of the analyte. Methods were also

published in the late 1920's and 1930's in which kinetic differences
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were used to determine two components in a mixture simultaneously (21)

but it was not until the 1960's that reaction rate methods became

widely studied and accepted (24).

The historical development discussed above indicates that it was

initially realized that a kinetic method had to be used for enzyme

activity determinations since the enzyme activity does not affect the

equilibrium concentrations, only the rate of reaction. This led to the

idea that inorganic catalysts could also be determined by kinetic

procedures to provide better sensitivity than conventional procedures

since the measurable product accumulates as the catalyst participates

repeatedly in the reaction and results in chemical amplification.

Finally it was realized that kinetic methods could be used to determine

noncatalytic substances and provide certain unique advantages compared

to conventional equilibriumbased techniques.

Fluorescence Methods

The early development of fluorescence analysis was dependent on

the development of suitable instrumentation. An interesting review of

the development of fluorescence methods has been given by O'Haver (25).

Visual estimation of fluorescence was used to determine riboflavin and

other vitamins in the late 1930's. Photoelectric detectors were

applied to fluorescence measurements in the 1930's and led to the even

wider use in the 1940's of equilibrium fluorescence methods

particularly for medicine and vitamins. Photomultiplier tubes were

soon incorporated in commercial instruments and fluorescence
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attachments were available for several brands of spectrophotometers

(21). In 1956 and 1957 commercial spectrofluorometers (AmincoBowman

and Farrand), based on the work of R. L. Bowman and S. Udenfriend

(21, 25, 26) were first marketed.

Fluorescence Kinetic Methods

The first to use fluorometric monitoring for measurement of

initial reaction rates were Theorell and Nygaard (27) in 1954. They

used a filter fluorometer in fundamental biochemical studies of flavin

mononucleotide and its apoenzyme. They were able to determine rate

constants inaccessible through spectrophotometric monitoring and

praised the sensitivity and wide dynamic range of fluorescence. In

1956 and 1957, Lowry (28) also found the sensitivity of fluorescence

important in determining the activity of enzymes in reactions involving

the reduced forms of fluorescent nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

(NADH) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH).

The general acceptance of fluorescence reaction rate methods

awaited the development of more sophisticated, specialized and stable

instrumentation made possible by the introduction of stable solid state

analog and digital electronics. Improved spectrofluorometers and

better control of experimental conditions that affect the rate e.g.,

temperature, allowed small changes in a fluorescence signal during a

reaction to be measured more precisely and accurately. To a large

extent, instrumentation for reaction rate methods and general

instrumentation to measure steady state fluorescence signals in
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equilibrium procedures continued to be developed and improved

independently from each other.

Initially reaction rate methods were often more time consuming and

tedious than conventional equilibriumbased measurements. Often

reactions were quenched and an aliquot of the resultant reaction

mixture was analyzed in a separite step. Also, often the change in the

reaction monitor signal over a large extent of the analytical reaction

(sometimes over the whole reaction) or the time to reach equilibrium

was measured. It was found that it is much more convenient and often

faster to initiate and follow the reaction in one step and measure only

during the first few percent of the analytical reaction.

General S/N expressions for initial rate measurements and specific

S/N expressions for fixed time rate measurements with absorbance and

fluorescence monitoring have been derived and discussed (8, 17, 29,

30). These equations allow one to determine the dominant noise source

in a particular situation and thus make intelligent decisions as to

what can be done to improve precision and detection limits.

Reaction Rate Instrumentation

Introduction

In general improvements in reaction rate instrumentation are not

restricted for use with one reaction monitor, for example, increased

speed of analysis or reproducibility of experimental conditions would

be advantageous for any kinetic method. Automation of the mixing step
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and fast repetitive analysis were made possible by the development of

the stopped flow instrumentation as reviewed in a recent chapter by

Crouch (19). Fast multiple sample analysis was made possible by the

development of the centrifugal analyzer (31). Several specialized

instruments designed or well suited for fluorescence reaction rate

measurements have been described (17, 19, 32-34).

Ratemeters

Post analysis time in kinetic methods became as small as in many

equilibrium procedures with the development of ratemeters or

computation circuitry which automatically extract rate information from

the raw data. Ratemeters have also undergone considerable development

and improvement. Initial attempts to improve reaction rate

measurements introduced analog circuitry utilizing operational

amplifiers to output voltage levels proportional to reaction rates

(16). The development of prepackaged digital circuitry lead to the

design of hybrid analog digital systems (35) and finally to totally

digital ratemeters (36). Measurement and delay times could be set by

switches and the calculated rate output to a digital printer. Systems

were also devised in which a minicomputer controlled the timing and

functions of the external digital ratemeter (37). Here the timing is

easily changed since it is controlled by software.

Once a computer is introduced into the kinetic instrument, a

continuum of options are available including various levels of:

control of external hardware to monitor or control the experiment,
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storage of data, calculation of reaction rates, sophistication of data

reduction, outputting of data in various formats, interaction with the

operator, logical decisions as to how to do the above, etc. A novel

scheme utilizing a computer program allowed both the initial analyte

concentration and the rate constant to be calculated in one run (38).

The rate constant can be used as a diagnostic tool to detect error and

to correct the measured rate for the dependency upon experimental

variables. This approach utilizes more of the information available

from the experiment to improve precision and accuracy. Another system

used a computer to control the dilution and mixing of reagents, and

based on the signal from the reaction monitor, to determine what the

concentrations in the next run should be, and so on, until the optimum

response was obtained (39). The continued development of various types

of specialized kinetic instrumentation using extensive hardware to

provide speed, convenience, and reproducibility, and computer software

to interact with the hardware and to extract the abundance of

information available in the kinetic methods, has advanced the

sensitivity, precision and applicability of reaction rate methods in

general.

Applications of Fluorescence Kinetic Methods

Introduction

The applications of kinetic methods in general are periodically

reviewed (20) and fluorescence kinetic methods in particular have been
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recently specifically reviewed (8). Typically kinetic methods have

been mostly used in clinical analyses and for the determinaion of

catalysts. The main thrust of the work to be presented here deals with

the development of fluorescence kinetic methods involving noncatalytic

species. If the rate of formation or decay of a fluorescent species

can be related to the concentration of the analyte reactant in a

noncatalytic reaction (e.g., complexation, redox), the analyte can be

determined by a fluorescent kinetic method. Since the amplifying

catalytic effect is not present, these reactions may not be as

sensitive as catalytic kinetic determinations. However, the

sensitivity of fluorescent monitoring still allows ppb detection limits

to be realized, and kineticsbased determination can be faster and more

specific than equilibriumbased fluorometric procedures utilizing the

same reaction. Metal ions may form a fluorescent complex with organic

chelates, participate in redox reactions to form fluorescent products,

or effect the rates of fluorescence indicator reactions (40, 41).

Substrates in enzymatic reactions may be determined by kinetic methods

under the proper conditions (31, 42 44). Organic compounds have also

been determined kinetically in oxidation reactions (45) and in

reactions involving the formation of fluorescent intermediates (46,

47).

The fluorescence of one important group of organic compounds,

vitamins, spurred the early development of fluorescence. Many of these

compounds are also determinable by fluorescent kinetic methods.

Photolysis is used in the determination of both riboflavin and

vitamin K. Riboflavin in blood was determined at sub ppm levels by
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extracting the riboflavin into butanol and pyridine. When irradiated

with UV light, the rate of decrease of riboflavin fluorescence is

proportional to the riboflavin concentration (48). Vitamin K is

nonfluorescent, but when irradiated at 365 nm in ethanol, it decomposes

to a product which fluoresces at 431 nm. With a detection limit of 5

ppb, the photochemical fluorescence kinetic method for vitamin K was

reported to be two orders of magnitude more sensitive than previously

reported methods. Since the photolysis needed to be observed for only

1 to 2 minutes the kinetic method is also much faster (49). A

fluorescence kinetic method for vitamin C has also been reported (8).

Thiamine Analysis

Since thiamine is a biologically important compound voluminous

amounts of literature on its determination are available. Microbial,

chromatographic, direct molecular absorption, and equilibriumbased

colorimetric and fluorescence methods have been used (50-52). A

nonfluorometric kinetic method for thiamine has been reported (53).

The excess free cobalt ion remaining after a 1:1 complexation with

thiamine was determined through its catalytic effect on the rate of

oxidation of pyrocatechol violet by H202. Nicotinic acid,

nicotinamide, and vitamin B
6

could also be determined by the same

reaction, thus the reaction lacks specificity with respect to the

thiamine determination. In addition, the presence of other species

which could also form complexes with thiamine would compete with the

cobalt and interfere.
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The standard method for the assay of thiamine is an

equilibriumbased method called the thiochrome method and involves the

oxidation of thiamine to fluorescent thiochrome (TC) (54, 55). In the

analysis of pharmaceutical preparations, an alkaline potassium

ferricyanide oxidant solution is added to the thiamine sample solution

(55). The sample solution is shaken with isobutanol, the isobutanol

layer is withdrawn, and the fluorescence of TC in the butanol is

measured. The blank is the sample treated with all the reagents except

the oxidizing agent. Samples other than pharmaceuticals may require

enzymatic hydrolysis of thiamine pyrophosphate to the free thiamine

(54). The sample must then be filtered and the thiamine removed by an

ion exchange column. The thiamine is eluted with a hot acidic

potassium chloride solution.

There are several critical points in the standard procedure. The

initial purification anion exchange step has been thoroughly studied

(56, 57). The temperature and the volume of the potassium chloride

solution affect the percentage of thiamine recovered, and usually some

of the thiamine is lost. The amount of potassium ferricyanide must be

sufficient to oxidize the thiamine but a large excess is undesirable

since it may result in the decomposition of TC (50). The presence of

other oxidizable materials in the sample complicates the choice of the

proper amount of oxidant (58). The yield of the reaction is about 67%

(52). The extraction of the TC with isobutanol is necessary to

separate the TC from other fluorescent substances and because potassium

ferricyanide quenches the thiochrome fluorescence (59). The addition

of the oxidizing reagent, the mixing, and the extraction with
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isobutanol must be carefully standardized to be reproducible (60).

Many subtle variations of this method have been reported which

provide advantages for specific matrices (61-63). For example cyanogen

bromide (64, 65)and Hg(II) (66-69) have been used as oxidants instead

of potassium ferricyanide.

The reactions of thiamine in basic solutions and with Hg(II) have

been carefully studied (70) and will be discussed in the Results and

Discussion section in connection with studies carried out for this

dissertation. The product of the oxidation of thiamine, thiochrome, is

the only fluorescent species among all the reactants, intermediates and

products in the thiochrome reaction. In addition, TC is the only

species which absorbs significantly above 300 nm (71) and it has an

absorption maximum at 367 nm. This is fortuitous because a XeHg

excitation source provides a strong line at 365 nm. Since the other

species do not absorb strongly at this wavelength they do not cause a

prefilter effect even at high concentrations. TC has a molar

absorptivity of 9.33 x 10
3

at pH 7 (72). On a weight basis the maximum

fluorescence of TC is greater than that of quinine sulfate (73). The

fluorescence of TC is pH dependent (58, 73). The emission at 444 nm is

a maximum between pH 8 and 13, and is negligible below pH 4. Since TC

is commercially available a calibration curve is easily constructed,

and the amount of TC formed at any time during the reaction can be

determined.
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Rapid Scanning Multichannel Detectors

Introduction

The ability to rapidly scan portions of the electromagnetic

spectrum is required by many scientists. Although it is very

convenient to obtain a spectrum rapidly other more pressing demands

have spurred the development of rapid scanning spectroscopy. For

example during a chemical reaction the concentrations of species may be

changing so rapidly that it is impossible to obtain an undistorted

spectrum of reactants, intermediates, or products if the spectrum must

be scanned over a period of several minutes. The ability to obtain

timeresolved spectra throughout a reaction can be used to determine

which species are present and the kinetics of the reaction.

Various instrumental approaches to rapid scanning spectroscopy

have been reviewed (74, 75). In one common approach a prism or grating

is used to separate the spectrum into energy bands which can be

monitored independently. The dispersed spectrum can be detected by

scanning the spectrum across the focal plane by rapidly moving some

optical component (e.g. the grating). Successive portions of the

spectrum pass through the exit slit and are detected by a single

detector.

The dispersed spectrum can also be intercepted by an array

detector. An array detector may be thought of as an ensemble of very

small discrete detectors which are arranged in a linear or

twodimensional array. The spectrum is obtained by electronically
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interrogating each element of the array. Since mechanical motion is

not involved, array detectors have the capability of operating much

more rapidly and without the problems associated with mechanical

devices. An integrating array detector, such as a vidicon or diode

array, is able to accumulate the signal resulting from the photons

incident on it over a period of time. This has several advantages.

The photons from all portions of the spectrum are observed

simultaneously and signals obtained represent the same length of time

for all portions of the spectrum. Even if the total time per scan is

the same, a signal to noise ratio (S/N) advantage over other dispersive

rapid scanning methods also results. For example if 100 spectral

elements are observed sequentially each element is observed for one

hundredth of the time required to scan the complete 100 element

spectrum. With the integrating detector each element of the spectrum

may accumulate signal during the entire scanning period.

Integrating array detectors like the vidicon or the diode array

are not sufficiently sensitive in many spectroscopic applications. In

situations where very small signals resulting from low light levels

need to be detected, the noise inherent in the thermally generated dark

signal and the interrogation process may be overpowering. The

typically small size of the individual detector elements of the array

also implies a smaller S/N than with a PMT. One solution to these

problems is to use an intensifier that has the effect of multiplying

the incoming photons. With the intensifier, gain is introduced before

the detector and thus an increase in the ratio of light signals to dark

signals or to fixed magnitude noise is experienced.
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Since rapid scanning devices may output spectral information at

rates much greater than one hertz, other electronic devices, usually a

computer, are a necessary adjunct to these spectrometers. The added

expense and complication of computer interfacing is more than returned

by the increase in power, flexibility, control and speed both during

the experiment and in data manipulation after the experiment.

Characteristics

The important operating characteristics of a rapid scanning system

(RSS) are the following: 1) It should obtain spectra rapidly. 2) It

should be precise, sensitive and have good resolution. 3) The detector

should have a wide dynamic signal range. 4) In many cases the ability

to randomly access specific spectral elements would be advantageous.

In some cases these characteristics are interdependent. No one system

can adequately provide all the desired characteristics, but the

criteria for RSS as they apply to integrating array detectors are

discussed below.

By definition a rapid scanning spectrometer must be able to obtain

spectra rapidly. The time required to obtain a spectrum could be

limited in several ways. First the amount of time required to obtain

the signal from each element in the array could be limiting. For

example, if 10 gs were required per element, 1000 elements per spectrum

would require 10 ms and would limit the spectrometer to 100 scans per

second if it were necessary to sequentially interrogate each element in

the array. The ability to randomly access individual elements in an
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array would allow one to compromise wide spectral coverage in favor of

speed.

The ability to distinguish two events in time may be limited by

the speed of spectral acquisition. Vidicon detectors have a

characteristic called lag in which only about 909'0 of the signal is

removed from the detector in one interrogation. The remaining signal

may interfere with signals which are subsequently integrated or will

entail additional clearing scans and thus produce a slower effective

scanning rate.

The time required to accumulate a signal with an adequate S/N may

also be limiting. This time is related to the sensitivity, efficiency

and noise level of the detector and associated electronics, and the

amount of gain available from the intensifier. The signal produced by

a given incident light level must be above the inherent noise of the

detector or readout electronics if one is to be able to measure that

light level. Thus low noise and stability are as important as a

detector with a high quantum efficiency.

The detector may be coupled with an intensifier to improve its

ability to detect low light levels. In this case the incoming light

signal is enhanced or intensified until the resulting signal is much

higher than the limiting noise level. A wide dynamic signal range

detector is desirable to allow the observation of the light levels that

vary by orders of magnitude. The ability to decrease the intensifier

gain is desirable to extend the dynamic range to higher level light

signals. The ability to vary integration times over wide ranges would

also be useful. Very long integration times imply that the sensitivity
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and dark signal of the detector and intensifier be very stable. The

rate of dark signal accumulation must also be relatively slow since the

time for the dark signal to reach saturation limits the maximum

integration time. Cooling may decrease both the level and fluctuation

of thermally generated dark signal and thus increase the useful

integration time. The spectral responsivity of the detector would

ideally be constant across the observed spectral region.

For good resolution an array should be composed of many

independent elements which are not affected by the signal level in

adjacent elements. The resolution of the detector will be limited at

best by the number of elements in the array. Crosstalk between

elements, or blooming, in which an intense signal in one channel

spreads into adjacent channels as occurs in vidicons, will reduce

resolution. Other factors such as the resolution of the intensifier,

the size of the slit, or the inherent polychromator resolution may

degrade the resolution even more. There is also an interaction between

wavelength coverage, the dispersion and the resolution of the system.

Since the detector size is fixed, an increase in spectral dispersion

may increase the resolution but will decrease the wavelength region

observed.

Applications

Early intensified diode arrays (IDA) include one reported by

Beaver and Mcllwain (76) in 1971. In this case electrons emitted when

the light image strikes a photocathode are accelerated through a 20 kV
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potential and directly bombard a 38 element photodiode array. They

planned to use the system for astronomical measurements. McNall and

Nordsieck (77) used a microchannel plate intensifier fiberoptically

coupled to a self scanned linear photodiode array also for astronomical

measurements.

The applications of multichannel detectors for molecular

fluorescence (75) and for atomic and molecular absorbance and emission

have been discussed in a recent publication (78). In atomic

spectroscopy these detectors have been exploited primarily to carry out

multielement analysis (79 81). Multichannel detectors have also been

employed for profiling (82, 83), correlation (84), time resolved

studies (85), spectral stripping (86), internal standard compensation

(87), and flame temperature studies (88).

In molecular spectroscopy, these detectors are not used as much

for multicomponent analysis because molecular bands are much broader

than atomic lines. However Christian and coworkers (89) and Pardue,

and Milano and coworkers (90, 91) have shown that multicomponent

fluorescence and absorbance analysis, respectively, is feasible for a

few components in certain cases. Multicomponent kineticsbased

analysis with absorbance monitoring has also been demonstrated (92).

In molecular absorbance applications (93) often nonintensified

multichannel detectors can be employed. However, for photoluminescence

work (33, 89, 94 96) where light levels are much lower an intensified

multichannel detector, usually a Silicon Intensified Target (SIT)

Vidicon, has been used.

In molecular work, these detectors are often employed as one means
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to construct a rapid scan spectrometer to view transient species such

as from a HPLC or GC (93 95), or in kinetics experiments (33, 92).

For kinetics experiments in solution with absorbance monitoring, the

disappearance of reactants, appearance and disappearance of

intermediates, and appearance of products can be monitored

simultaneously by the changes in the absorbance spectrum (92, 97). In

addition, kinetic parameters such as rate constants can be calculated.

An application of multichannel detectors for monitoring kinetics wih

fluorescence has been presented by Kohen and Kohen and coworkers (33).

They employed a SIT for monitoring kinetics in living cells and for

topographical or multisite fluorescence studies. A SIT fluorometer was

also used for in vivo monitoring of respiratory enzymes (34). The

application of the IDA to a fluorescence kinetic method is discussed in

this thesis and has been reported in the literature (78). In this same

paper the first application of this type- of detector to

chemiluminescence reactions is also discussed. Since some of these

chemiluminescence reactions are typically over in a few seconds the

rapid scanning ability of the IDA system is required. Time resolved

chemiluminescence spectra were also obtained. The effect of metal

activators on the chemiluminescent species was clarified and a spectrum

obtained during a unique delayed chemiluminescence reaction was

presented.
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The fluorometric reaction rate instrument used in this research

has been previously discribed in detail (15, 17, 36). This instrument

consists of a 200 W Hg Xe lamp and housing, an excitation

monochromator, a reference phototube, a thermostated sample cell, an

emission filter or monochromator and a PMT detector. The excitation

beam is split by a beam splitter and monitored by a phototube (PT).

The PT signal is ratioed with the voltage from the fluorescence signal

output by the PMT and current to voltage converter. This helps

compensate for source fluctuations. The ratioed fluorescence signal is

monitored by a chart recorder and a digital ratemeter (36). The Wilson

ratemeter allows selection of various delay and measurement times, and

other functions. The ratemeter outputs numbers proportional to the

reaction rate in binary coded decimal to a digital printer to provide a

record of the experimental results.

Modifications in this system have been made and are described in

this section. Provision has been made to automatically add the last

reagent which initiates the reaction, and to synchronize this with the

beginning of the rate measurement. The lamp housing was fixed into an

adjustable but stable assembly.

A new microcomputer ratemeter was introduced into the kinetic

instrument. It directly substitutes for the digital ratemeter. In

addition this new ratemeter has added capabilities not possible with
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the hardwired digital ratemeter. Modifications were also made to mount

a polychromator and an intensified diode array detector to the

fluorometer, instead of the PMT, to allow fluorescence emission spectra

to be taken during reactions. The characterization of the intensified

diode array detector and the design and development of the intensified

diode array system are also presented in this section.

Modifications to the Fluorometric Kinetic Instrument

Automatic Reagent Addition

The instrument was modified by using an automatic injecting and

filling syringe (1 mL) (Hamilton model 77000) to introduce the last

reagent which initiates the reaction. The device is pneumatically

operated and when purchased was activated by a manual push button

pressure release valve. Two electronically controlled 3way pneumatic

valves (Skinner model MB 0002) and a solid state relay (Grayhill model

7052-04B-02H) to activate the valves were substituted. The solid

state relay and hence the valves are triggered by standard 5 V logic

pulse generated by a monostable (555) which causes injection of the

last reagent in about 0.5 s. This circuitry was constructed by Arthur

S. Ambrose (98). After the injection the syringe automatically is

refilled for the next run through plastic tubing between the syringe

and the reagent reservoir. The monostable is synchronously triggered

by the same manual switch which triggers the measurement cycle of the

ratemeter (15). Thus the measurement time is much more precisely
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synchronized to the time of initiation of the reaction than previously

described (17). Reproducibility is also improved because the relative

standard deviation of the sample volume delivered is about 0.05%, the

rate of sample delivery remains constant from run to run and the

dispenserreagent reservoir system is closed and minimizes

contamination.

The flexible tube from the automatic syringe which delivers the

last reagent is positioned directly over the cell by an aluminum arm

which swivels out of the way to allow sample removal, cell cleaning,

and addition of other reagents. The arm is illustrated in Figure 1.

The components are: A, exterior handle; B, cylindrical shaft; C,

brass threaded stock which provides the axis for the arm; D and G,

panels which affix to either side of F, the fluorometer external wall;

E, an oring to provide friction and a lighttight seal; H and I, the

arm; L and M, a screw and oring bumper which stops the arm in the

horizontal position; K, a set screw; S, slots through which mounting

bolts pass; T, holes through which reagent tubes pass. The sample

cell is directly below these holes.

Ratemeter Modifications

Injector Trigger Circuit. A modification was made to the Wilson

ratemeter (15) to allow the switch labeled number 2 on the ratemeter to

trigger the injection at the same time it signals the ratemeter to

begin the rate measurement process, i.e. at the beginning of the delay

period before the first measurement period. The rising transition
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output by gate 9 in the ratemeter (see Figure 12 in reference 15)

occurs when Switch 2 on the front of the ratemeter is lifted to the A

position at the beginning of each run and thus is the ideal signal to

trigger the injection. Figure 2a illustrates the circuit installed in

the ratemeter. Without affecting its previous function in the

ratemeter the output of gate 9 is buffered (IC1) and used to trigger a

monostable (IC2) which outputs a 70 gs wide low pulse. This low pulse

is buffered and output to the injector. Here and elsewhere unless

otherwise stated all resistances are listed with a 10% tolerance. The

discussion assumes a familiarity with basic electronics and the

terminology used is consistent with common sources (99). Power and

ground connections in all of the figures may have been omitted for

clarity but are easily available (100).

Individual Rates Circuit. Another modification to the ratemeter

caused it to output the rate for each measurement period instead of the

sum of the rates for all the measurement periods up to that point in

that run. This change resulted in more reliable operation.

Transitions in many signals in the ratemeter are occurring at the

beginning of each measurement period. Spurious counts would

occasionally be generated in the updown counters in the ratemeter as a

result of crosstalk between the inputs to the updown counters and

other signal lines. The modification caused a pulse to be sent to the

updown counters to clear them at the beginning of each measurement

period. Thus the accumulated counts in the updown counters at the end

of the measurement period would represent only the counts accumulated
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IC1, SN7404, Hex buffer; IC2 and IC4, SN74121, monostable;

IC3, SN7432, OR gate; R1 to R3, 11c0; R4, 10 10:2; Cl, 0.001

gF; C2, 0.1 gF; GATE 9, Sri, and GATE 13 are all from the

original ratemeter, see Figure 12 in reference 15.
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during that period. In addition, by clearing the counters 1.5 ms into

the measurement period, after the noise generating transitions were

over, the spurious counts were also cleared. This 1.5 ms delay caused

the first half of each measurement period to be 1.5 ms shorter than the

second half. Since reaction rates with this system are typically

measured over a 8 or 16 s measurement period, a 1.5 ms imbalance is not

significant.

Figure 2b shows the circuit added between gate 13 (Figure 12,

reference 15), and pin 14 on the updown counters in the ratemeter.

Formerly a positive pulse output by gate 13 cleared the updown

counters only at the beginning of the first measurement period. Now a

signal is also used which is output by Sri (Figure 12, reference 15), a

rotary switch on the front of the ratemeter which selects the

measurement time. The signal from Sri is ORed (IC3) with the output of

gate 13 to trigger the clearing pulse. IC1 buffers the 1.5 ms delay

and clearing pulse output by the monostable, IC4, before it clears the

updown counters. Both of the above modifications are on a new board

mounted within the ratemeter box.

With the above modifications, when switch 2 is thrown to the A

position the injector is immediately triggered. After the selected

delay period is over, the updown counters are cleared by the pulse

from gate 13. Then the reaction rate is measured and printed. At the

end of the hold period between rate measurement periods (equal to the

measurement time), the updown counters are again cleared. This begins

another rate measurement period and the process is repeated.
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Lamp Housing Clamp

The lamp housing clamp was necessary because formerly the lamp

housing was not fixed to the fluorometer base and could vibrate or be

moved out of position. Changes in the angle or placement of the lamp

housing would cause a different wavelength to be passed by the

monochromator or a different portion of the arc image to be incident on

the sample cell.

The lamp housing clamp is illustrated in Figure 3. The two 0.25

in thick aluminum panels are fixed with nuts and bolts to brackets

which are screwed to the wooden base on which the fluorometer is

mounted. The top view of the assembled lamp housing shows how it

surrounds the lamp housing. The screws (S) may be adjusted to position

and hold the lamp housing firmly and precisely.

Intensified Diode Array Mount

To use the IDA as a detector on this fluorometer, the PMT and

emission monochromator assembly is removed. An aluminum panel composed

of the two parts illustrated in Figure 4 is affixed directly to the

side of the fluorometer. The large panel, A, is 0.25 in thick. The

entrance slit assembly from the IDA spectrograph fits through the

aperture, F, in the panel. The IDA spectrograph is supported at the

proper height by a 1/2 in thick aluminum plate (Figure 5) which is

fastened with brackets to the panel at points El and E2. In this

configuration the entrance slit of the IDA spectrograph aligns with the
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Figure 3. Diagram of the lamp housing clamp. All dimensions are in

inches.
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for mounting the IDA. All dimensions in inches. C, holes
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1

and E2, holes to mount brackets from IDA base; F,

fluorescence aperture.
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optical path provided by the fluorometer optics. An image of the

masked sample cell is focussed on the entrance slit by a 1 in diameter

f/3 quartz lens which is positioned at the proper height on the optical

rail of the fluorometer 3 in from the slit. This lens replaces the

f/4.5 lens normally used with the emission monochromator and PMT.

KIM Ratemeter

Introduction

The application of inexpensive microcomputers as ratemeters can

provide increased flexibility and capability compared to hardwired

ratemeters but with similar convenience, speed, and expense.

Microcomputers have the same advantages as larger computers with

respect to programmability and data storage capability but are

physically much smaller and have reduced power requirements. Single

board microcomputers may have limited capabilities with respect to data

and program storage and the number of lines available to interact with

external devices but are sufficiently inexpensive to allow dedication

to the kinetic instrument.

The purpose of the design and construction of the new KIM

Ratemeter was threefold, 1) to produce a new ratemeter which would

directly replace the Wilson ratemeter, 2) to provide a flexibility not

currently available on the Wilson ratemeter, and 3) to demonstrate the

capability and applicability of the inexpensive single board

microcomputer. Simplicity of the interfacing hardware was also
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considered important.

The old hardwired ratemeter which will be referred to as the

Wilson ratemeter has been previously described (15, 36). Whereas it

performs calculations and timing through hardware, the KIM ratemeter

uses software for these functions. The KIM ratemeter was designed to

calculate both rates and signal magnitudes during a reaction. The

functions of the KIM ratemeter were implemented in the same manner as

in the old ratemeter, i.e. digitization through a voltage to frequency

converter (V/F) and integration of the V/F pulse train over various

time periods for the rate or magnitude calculations. Since the V/F

influences the resolution, precision, and accuracy of the rate

calculation a V/F comparable to that previously used was employed. The

KIM ratemeter allows the selection of various delay and measurement

times. These are entered as variables into the program rather than

selected with rotary switches as is done with the Wilson ratemeter.

The new ratemeter allows the input of voltage or current to the

V/F. The same 9 digit Newport Model 810 digital printer is used for

hard copy in both ratemeters. Since this printer requires a binary

coded decimal (BCD) input, the KIM ratemeter has to perform a binary to

BCD conversion. The printer also requires that all the 36 lines

carrying nine BCD digits be held at the proper signal level throughout

the printing period (about 0.25 s).

In addition to providing the functions above comparable to the old

ratemeter, the ability to store data and be programmed allow the KIM

ratemeter to provide functions either not available or not possible

with the hard wired ratemeter. The KIM ratemeter has the ability to
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store the data obtained during a reaction which allows rates or

magnitudes to be recalculated after the experiment with different delay

or measurement times. The KIM ratemeter could be used to obtain and

store data during a very fast reaction whereas the speed of the Wilson

ratemeter is limited by the mechanical printer. The selection of times

is more flexible since one may input a variable to the program and is

not limited to predetermined times or switch settings. The new

ratemeter has a much lower dead time than the 50% dead time which the

Wilson ratemeter has. In this case dead time is defined as the time

between rate calculations when the ratemeter is not integrating the

pulse train from the V/F.

The use of the KIM-1 single board microcomputer in this

application brings some conventient capabilities but also requires some

compromises. The KIM-1 microcomputer cost about 4170 when the

ratemeter was designed. The features and operation of the KIM are

documented in detail (101) but will be reviewed briefly here. The KIM

uses the 6502 microprocessor and is equipped with 1) 1 k static RAM, 2)

15 input output (I/O) bits that are bidirectional and individually

programmable, (only 14 I/O bits if the interrupt is used) 3) a cassette

tape interface for program and/or data storage, 4) a 20 mA current loop

Teletype (TTY) interface, 5) an interval timer, 6) a 2 k ROM operating

system which is the monitor in Keyboard Interface Monitor (KIM), 7) a

six digit seven segment LED display and 8) a 23 key hexidecimal keypad.

The fact that only 1 k of RAM is available seriously limits the size of

programs and the amount of data which may be stored. Since there are

only 15 I/O lines, some of which are needed for other functions,
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additional hardware was required to drive the 36 input lines of the

printer. The programs are loaded from a tape cassette. Variables are

input through the keypad and examined on the LED display or input

through a TTY. The interval timer provides time intervals from 1 gs to

0.26 s. Programming can provide longer time intervals which are

multiples of these times.

A block diagram of the KIM ratemeter which provides the functions

discussed above is shown in Figure 6. It is a system composed of a

V/F, two binary counters, the KIM hardware and software, and a printer

interface. In operation the assembly language program sends signals to

activate the automatic precision liquid dispenser and provides timing

for the delay time and measurement time. The two binary counters count

the V/F output to provide the lower 8 bit byte of the 2 byte data word.

The KIM counts the transitions of the most significant bit of the lower

byte to accumulate the upper byte. At the end of the measurement time

the KIM rapidly performs a binary to BCD conversion by outputting

pulses representing 10,000, 100 or 1 counts to the nine decade counters

in the printer interface. The outputs of the counters go to the

printer which the KIM signals to print when the conversion is complete.

The program continues timing measurement times, collecting data,

performing calculations, and outputting data until the memory available

for data storage is filled. Then the operator may input new parameters

and have the reaction rates recalculated, or the signal magnitude

determined using the same data.
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TABLE I. KIM RATEMETER COMPONENTS.

1C1 Teledyne Philbrick 7405 V/F

1C2 DM7403 Quad 2input NAND with open

collector outputs

1C3 DM74126 TriState Quad buffer

1C4,105 DM7493A Binary Counter

CNR 44 pin female edge connector (44PFEC) on

ratemeter PC board

CNS 44PFEC Application connector on KIM

CNT 44PFEC on ratemeter PC board

CNU 44PFEC connector J1 on printer

CNV 36PFEC connector 12 on printer

R1 200 0 Cermet pot.

R2 50 k12 Cermet pot.

R3,R5,R7 1 kfl pull up resistor

106 DM7432 Quad 2input OR Gate

1C7 to 1C15 DM7490 Decade Counter

1C16 DM7407 Hex Buffer with open

collector output

BNC1 BNC connector for input signal voltage
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Hardware

Both the digitization and counting circuitry and the printer

interface circuitry were put on one printed circuit board (ratemeter PC

board) with two 44 pin finger male edge connectors. The circuitry used

to perform the digitization and counting is shown in Figure 7. Here

and elsewhere the symbol will be used to denote a hexidecimal (hex)

number. The V/F is the same model as used in the Wilson ratemeter.

The V/F outputs 100 kHz per volt up to 10 V with less than Q02%

nonlinearity. The current input, + Iin, has been brought to the edge

connector. To use this input, additional external resistors must be

supplied which are specified on the V/F data sheet. The components for

the KIM ratemeter are listed in Table I. The pulse train to be counted

is input to gate 1 of 1C2. The binary counters IC4 and IC5 are cleared

with a high CLEAR signal from the KIM and counting begins when CLEAR

goes low and GATE COUNT, also referred to as just GATE, goes high.

These two signals are output by the KIM at the beginning of the

measurement time. The KIM stores a count of one in the upper byte of

the data word each time the output D of 105 makes a high to low

transition, i.e. the count in the binary counters reached 256. At the

end of the counting period the 8 bits of count in the counters are

stored in the lower byte of the data word. The INJECT and PRINT

signals are positive pulses which are about 30 gs and 90 ms wide,

respectively. The INJECT signal is produced by the KIM at times

determined by the software and is buffered on this board by gate 2.

The signals from the KIM will be discussed further with the software.
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The circuitry used to interface the KIM and counting circuitry to

the digital printer is shown in Figure 8. The general theory of

operation is that the KIM outputs a number of pulses into the decade

counters equal to the hex number stored in the KIM memory which is to

be printed. The decade counters count the pulses and provide the

binary to BCD conversion and hold the final count at their A, B, C, and

D outputs for the printer. The time requirement for the KIM to count

by ones from 0 to 2
24 (16,777,216 decimal) would be many seconds. To

give conversion times of less than 100 ms for a 24 bit binary number,

one pulse is output for each 10,000's, then 100's, the l's unit in the

data word. The pulse for the 10,000's count is ORed with the D output

of the 1000's digit, and the pulses for the 100's count is ORed with

the D output of the 10's digit.

Since the printer has nine digits, nine digits of BCD counters are

provided even though the program will only output numbers up to 8

digits. It should be noted that DM 7493, binary updown counters,

could be substituted directly for the DM 7490's (IC7IC15) to produce a

binary output. The substitution would change the value at the 10,000's

and 100's lines to 65536 and 256, respectively.

A power supply was also constructed to meet the special

requirements of the KIM ratemeter: +12 V (0.5 A) for the cassette

interface, ±15 V (0.5 A) for the V/F and +5 V (3 A) for the TTL

circuitry. The power supply was constructed from a standard design.

The complete schematic and parts list are included in the KIM ratemeter

manual.
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Software

Information on the software portion of the KIM ratemeter is given

in Tables II and III. The 0.25 s interval was chosen as the basic unit

of time in this program because it is the longest convenient time that

could be controlled by the interval timer. To use the KIM interval

timer one loads an 8 bit number (maximum of 255
10

) into a location

which indicates the frequency with which the 8 bit number will be

decremented. The slowest frequency available is 10
6
/1024 Hz. A count

of 244 at this frequency takes 0.2499 s.

Figure 9 is a simplified flow chart of the KIM ratemeter program

which is listed in Appendix I. Here and elsewhere M.S. and L.S. are

used to denote most significant and least significant, respectively. A

detailed flow chart is in the KIM ratemeter manual. The subroutines

and their functions in the KIM ratemeter program are listed in Table

IV. After the desired variables are input one starts the program by

entering the address 10309 with the keypad and pushing GO. After

initialization the injector is activated by the combination of high

pulses from both PA2 and PA3, i.e. bits 2 and 3 of $1700 which are the

I/O parts on the KIM applications connector. These bits are also used

for the CLEAR and GATE signals but both signals are high only at this

one point in the program. After the reaction is initiated a delay

period is timed. The program then determines if there is room in

memory to store data points, which there would be on this first pass

through the loop. The counters are cleared, the gate to the counters

is opened and the timing of the first data point is begun. Now each
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TABLE II.

Name

I/O ASSIGNMENTS IN THE KIM RATEMETER.

Address Active State Use

PAO to PA7

PBO to PB5

PBO

PB1

PB2

PB3

PB4

PB5

PB2 AND PB3

11700

11702

high

high

high

all 8 bits input

from binary counters

all 6 bits are output,

positive logic

100's count

PRINT signal

CLEAR counters

GATE counters

l's count

10,000's count

INJECT signala

a when both PB2 and PB3 are high and then either goes low

the injector is triggered.



TABLE III. VARIABLES IN THE KIM RATEMETER.

Name Address Purposes

45

MEASNO $0000 number of data points used in

a rate c or magnitude calculation

TIME $0001 number of 0.25 s periods added

into one data point

DELAY $0002 number of 0.25 s periods in

the delay period

SELECT $0004 bit 0b = FIXEDT (fixed time

rate calculation)

bit 2b = DVM (magnitude

calculation)

OFFSET $0003 the number of data points after

which the recalculation begins

a all variables are entered in hexidecimal
b a 1 in that bit means the option is selected

for a rate calculation MEASNO must be an even number
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TABLE IV. SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE KIM RATEMETER PROGRAM.

Name Functions

INIT initialization

POINT stores lower byte of data word

FIXEDT fixed time rate calculation

TOCLR to clear rate calculation work space

DVM calculates sum of MEASNO data points

ADDER performs addition for FIXEDT and DVM

ADD1 performs addition for ADDER

SUB1 performs subtraction for FIXEDT

XRIGHT gets X index in correct location for more data

collection after calculations

RATBCD outputs BCD value for printer

BCD outputs BCD value of contents of SER1, SER2, SER3.

REPORT outputs pulses to counters for BCD

ERR111 causes error message to be printed if

overflow occurs or if rate is negative
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change from the high to low state of the most significant bit of binary

counters is stored as 1 count in a byte of the KIM memory. The program

loop which checks for the level changes requires at least 48 gs. This

means that the ratemeter can count frequencies up to 5.3 MHz, i.e.

256/gs. The counting loop is exited when the requested number (TIME)

of 0.25 s periods have passed and the GATE to the binary counters is

closed. If the upper byte of the data word, which was incremented by

the KIM's counting, has overflowed an error message is printed.

If MEASNO data points have been collected the program checks to

determine if a fixed time rate calculation is requested. If it has,

subroutines are called which add up the first half of the MEASNO data

points into a 3 byte word and subtract them from the sum of the second

half of the data points. The difference, the rate, is converted to a

BCD number by the RATBCD subroutine and the counters. This subroutine

will be discussed later. After the rate is printed the program checks

to determine if the magnitude calculation, DVM, has been requested. If

so, all the MEASNO data points are added together and the sum is

converted to BCD and printed. When DVM is finished or if it was not

requested the program compares the X index to a previously stored value

which defines the top of data memory. If there is still room the

process of obtaining data points is repeated.

Typical values for DELAY, TIME, MEASNO and SELECT during an

experimental run might be i20 (3210), t8, i4 and 1, respectively.

This would cause a delay of 8 s (32 times 0.25 s) after the signal to

the automatic injector before data points are stored. Each data point

would represent a total of 8 consecutive 0.25 s periods of the
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reaction. Since MEASNO is i4, when 4 data points have been stored then

the sum of the first 2 data points is subtracted from the sum of the

second 2 data points. Data points would continue to be stored for 2 s

periods and the rate calculated after each 4 data points were stored.

After the memory is full or the operator has halted the run by

pushing the STOP key (ST) on the keypad, a value for OFFSET or new

values for MEASNO and SELECT may be entered. The flow chart of the

post data collection program is shown in Figure 10. As with the

previous program the options indicated by SELECT are executed.

If FIXEDT is selected the rate for the first group of MEASNO

points after the OFFSET data points is calculated and printed. Then

the rate for the second group of MEASNO points, and so forth. If DVM

is selected the magnitude of the sum of MEASNO points is also

calculated and printed for all the stored data points.

The flowchart of the subroutine, RATBCD, which is called by both

of the previous programs for outputting data is shown in Figure 11.

The three byte number to be output is loaded into the appropriate

locations used by RATBCD, and the counters are cleared in preparation

for the new count. If M.S. byte of the data word is nonzero, 60,000

(decimal) is subtracted from the number and six pulses are output to

the decade counter IC11 in Figure 8. This is repeated until the M.S.

byte is or becomes zero. Then the second byte is examined. If it is

nonzero, 200 is subtracted from the number and 2 pulses output to IC9.

This is repeated until the second byte is or becomes zero. Then the

L.S. byte is handled. The number of pulses output to IC7 is equal to

the value of the L.S. byte. When all three bytes are equal to zero
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the PRINT signal is generated and the digital printer prints the number

in the counters. This subroutine is also used to print error and

signal messages. The numbers to be printed are just loaded into the

appropriate locations and RATBCD called.

Using this method of count generation the largest decimal number

which can be stored in three 8 bit bytes, 16,777,216, can be output in

less than a tenth of a second. The printer interface used here was

designed as one unit consisting of hardware and software. It was

chosen because it is simple, economical of memory and reasonably rapid.

Other types of hex to BCD conversion programs are possible and

were considered. For example a binary to BCD conversion program has

recently been published (102). This program takes the same method of

attack as the program used here, i.e., a quantity is subtracted from

the number to be converted and another location incremented for each

subtraction. All of the subroutines used by the published program were

not given but it appeared to require more memory than RATBCD. That

would be a definite disadvantage in this application. However the

published program appeared to be faster. Since the mechanical printer

limits printing speed to 3.7 lines per second there is no point to the

program being much faster than this. The published program would

require an additional subroutine to output the data, and would still

require additional external hardware to provide the 36 input lines for

the printer. A shift register would work well with this type of

program. Nine 4 bit shift registers would be no simpler than the nine

decade counters used here but would require only two I/O lines from the

KIM compared to the three currently used. A subroutine to output the
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BCD number to the shift register would require even more memory.

A memory map of the KIM loaded with the KIM ratemeter program is

shown in Figure 12. The space allotted for date storage can hold 102

two byte data points. Since each point uses two 8 bit bytes numbers up

to 65535 can be stored. For numbers greater than 65535 the amount of

overflow and an error message is printed. This means that with 0.25 s

per data point (TIME = 1) the counts from the maximum voltage of 2.622

V can be stored by the ratemeter. Higher voltages could be accommo

dated by using shorter times by changing the values at 4035A and 40377

in the program. With signals less than 0.655 V, as is common in

fluorescence measurements, each data point could represent 1 s and data

over 100 s of reaction could be stored. Correspondingly longer

portions of the reaction could be covered with lower signal levels.

The dead time of this ratemeter, that is, the time during the

reaction when data is not being collected, is determined by the time

required for data storage between data points, by the time required for

the rate calculation, the time for the hex to BCD conversion and the

time for the printer to print. The rate calculation requires less than

0.4 ms when MEASNO is 2 and less than 7 ms when MEASNO is 48. The hex

to BCD conversion takes about 90 ms and also requires much less time

than the printer which requires 340 ms. The maximum total dead time

would thus be less than 0.44 s. When TIME is 1, i.e., each data point

represents 0.25 s, the percentage of dead time is 3.7% for a MEASNO of

48 and 88% for a MEASNO of 2. To minimize the dead time, the

calculations and printing could be eliminated during data collection by

making MEASNO larger than the number of data points which will fit in
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memory. This would give a dead time of about 64 gs, or 0.03%, between

0.25 s data points.

Intensified Diode Array System

The intensified diode array (IDA) system which was developed and

which is discussed in this section is composed of three major modules

1) the IDA detector and polychromator 2) the control module 3) the

computer interface and software.

The IDA Detector and Polychromator

Characteristics. The detector is the Tracor Northern (TN) 1223-21

diode array rapid scanning spectrometer. It was supplied interfaced to

an f/3 polychromator which contains a concave holographic grating.

With this polychromator the spectral region from 200 to 800 nm is

intercepted by the diode array. The individual elements in the

detector and polychromator are illustrated in Figure 13. The light

dispersed by the concave holographic grating strikes the photocathode.

The electrons emitted by the photocathode are multiplied by the

microchannel plate. The packet of electrons output by the microchannel

plate strikes a phosphor which emits photons which are integrated on

the diode array. If the intensifier (microchannel plate) is not turned

on, no light signal is accumulated by the photodiodes but a thermally

generated dark signal is still accumulated. It should be noted that a

measured signal level from the diode array is the sum of signals from
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three sources:

Total Signal = Offset Level + Dark Signal + Light Signal (1)

The offset level is controlled by the OFFSET potentiometer on the

printed circuit (PC) boards provided with the detector. This voltage

level is adjusted to give a small positive voltage. The offset occurs

after the detector and is independent of integration time. The offset

level can be determined by extrapolating measured dark signals to zero

integration time. The thermally generated dark signal is dependent on

both temperature and integration time. The light signal is also

dependent on integration time. Given sufficiently long integration

times dark and/or light signals may saturate the diode array. The

level of dark signal is reduced by cooling which extends the amount of

time required for dark signals to saturate the diode array but does not

affect light signals. A thermoelectric cooler was provided with the

detector to maintain the array at about 0° C. In some cases additional

temperature stabilization and cooling was found to be advantageous and

will be discussed later.

It should be noted that measurements which are referred to as dark

signals are made with the intensifier off. Signals referred to as net

light signals are made with the intensifier on and have had the dark

signal from an equivalent integration time subtracted.

The specifications given by TN for the detector and polychromator

are listed in Table V. These and other characteristics of the detector

were studied in detail. A thorough understanding of the detector was
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TABLE V. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE TRACOR NORTHERN TN 1223-21 DIODE ARRAY
RAPID SCAN SPECTROMETER DETECTOR.

Diode array Reticon RL512 EC117

Number of 512

resolution elements

Size 25 mm

Area per channel 2 x 10-4 cm2

Element width 50 gm

Element height 0.45 mm

Resolution at 50To MTF 8 line pairs/mm

Dispersion of 1.25 nm/element

polychromator

Internal gain >2 x 104

Operating temperature 0°C

Channel to channel minimal

cross talk

Target Lag none

Spectral response See Figure 14
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necessary for the proper design of a control module and computer

interface, and for the proper application of the system as a precise

analytical instrument. It should be noted that most of the studies

described in this section required the use of a control module and

computer interface and software. These studies were performed both

with a prototype control module and with the final design which is

described in this work. The softwarehardware system controlled the

timing of the experiments and allowed the means and standard deviations

for the data from a particular diode or group of diodes to be

calculated. The data are grouped into sets, each of which is one

spectra which is the result of one or more interrogations (scans) of

the diode array.

The characteristics discussed in the detector section are

attributable to the detector and polychromator and are not limited by

the control module or computer interface.

The detector was obtained with some processing electronics. Their

complete schematics and signal requirements are included in a manual

provided by the manufacturer (103). Since the control module interacts

with this circuitry some explanation is required. The diode array

detector requires a TTL clock signal (scan time base) and a BEGIN SCAN

(START) signal. Figure 15 is the timing diagram for these signals and

the output of the signal processing circuitry, called the VIDEO signal.

The first diode is interrogated on the falling edge of the second clock

cycle after the narrow (< 10 gs) low going BEGIN SCAN pulse. The

signal from the first diode peaks on the video line about 1 gs after

the falling edge of the clocking waveform and is about 1 gs wide at
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half height. The shape of this peak can be adjusted slightly by a

variable resistor, PZ, on the electronics which accompany the detector.

With successive clock cycles each of the 512 photodiodes is

sequentially interrogated. Since the signal processing electronics

require about 2.5 gs to pass the voltage peak for each diode the

maximum clocking rate of the array is about 400 kHz. This means that

512 diodes can be interrogated in about 1.3 ms. This is the minimum

integration time as determined by the speed of the signal processing

electronics which accompany the detector. The diode array itself may

be clocked at rates up to 10 MHz (104). Variable resistors are

accessible on the TN PC boards which can be used to adjust the analog

level of the video line (OFFSET), to remove a zigzag baseline (0/E

AN) and to vary the gain of a preamp (GAIN). These are also described

in the detector preamp section of the manufacturer's literature.

Although the detector is specified to have no lag i.e. all of the

signal is read in one interrogation cycle, it was determined that after

a large dark signal has accumulated, several scans are required to

reach a constant level for successive identical dark integration

periods. For example, the first spectrum obtained after a clearing

spectrum after the array was saturated with a dark signal was 3% higher

than the average of nine subsequent spectra with identical integration

times. The relative standard deviation (RSD) of the last nine spectra

was 0.4%. This lag is not seen when a REFRESH signal is used to

continuously scan the diode array every 20 ms until the computer takes

control and provides timing and data storage. The REFRESH prevents the

initial high value because the array is not allowed to saturate with
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dark signal. Lag has also been observed with the other Reticon diode

arrays (105).

While the signal which is carried over from a saturating dark

signal is removed after two scans, a longer lasting and larger effect

is seen with light signals. For example, in a situation where the

intensifier is on, the slit is briefly exposed and a light signal is

allowed to saturate the array, it was found that five or more two

second scans were required to reach a stable baseline value after the

exposure was terminated. Five sets of two one second scans had the

same effect. UV regions of the array stabilized faster than visible

regions. These symptoms indicate that a longer lived component of the

phosphor may be causing the apparent lag of light signals. UV regions

stabilized faster because light levels were lower in this region.

Assuming an exponential decay the half life of the residual

phosphorescence was found to be between one and three seconds. One of

the components of the phosphor is known to have a life time of about 30

ms and the longer lived component has also been observed by Tracor

Northern (106). Cooling could cause the phosphorescence to persist

longer.

Other characteristics of the intensifier were studied. The

intensifier requires about 0.3 s to reach 90% of its maximum gain from

when the switch is turned on. The combination of intensifier turn off

time and phosphor decay requires about one second for the diode array

to go from full scale signals with the intensifier on to dark levels

with the intensifier off. The intensifier may be used as a shutter to

prevent light signals from reaching the array before the experiment but
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sufficient time should be allowed for the intensifier to turn fully on

at the beginning of the experiment.

The gain of the intensifier varies by a factor of about 50 between

0.0 and 10.0 on the intensifier control potentiometer, as shown in

Figure 16. When light signals are much larger than dark signals the

RSD of light signals is not significantly affected by the amount of

gain. The intensifier may still be affecting the signal to noise ratio

(S/N) of light signals even if this effect is not dependent on the

amount of gain. It has been predicted that for very large gains the

S/N is degraded by about a factor of two by a channel plate electron

multiplier (107). However there is a small dark signal and noise

contribution from the intensifier which are greater at higher gains as

shown in Figure 17. The data points were taken in order from

intensifier gain settings of 0 to 10 and an upward drift in the dark

signal over the time of the experiment is evident. The intensifier off

data at each gain setting was always taken right after the intensifier

on data.

The intensifier degrades the resolution by about a factor of two

according to the manufacturer's specifications. The maximum possible

resolution based only on the diode size of 50 Rm is 20 line pairs/mm.

Using the smallest slit, 0.05 mm, produces an image which may be

intercepted by at most two adjacent diodes, this gives a FWHM of

slightly greater than one channel, or 1.25 nm, when only diode and slit

width are considered. The specified resolution with the intensifier is

eight line pairs/mm at 50% MTF. This means that for a 0.125 mm wide

light and dark line pair (each 0.0625 mm wide) an image results that
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has a 33% overlap between the adjacent light and dark images (108).

With this polychromator an infinitely narrow line would thus give an

image 0.125 mm/0.050 mm per diode x 1.25 nm/diode = 3.1 nm wide at half

maximum. The measured resolution of the intensified diode array

obtained with a mercury pen lamp placed in the sample cell of the

fluorometer was 3.5 channels FWHM, or 4.4 nm. The same result was

obtained with the 0.10 or 0.05 mm slits indicating that the intensifier

is indeed limiting the resolution.

Tracor Northern specifies 0° C as the typical lower temperature

limit with the Peltier effect thermoelectric cooler. Removing the heat

generated by one side of the Peltier cooler allows it to cool more

efficiently and attain lower temperatures. An aluminum watercooled

collar was constructed (109) which fits snugly around the portion of

the IDA where the diode array and thermoelectric cooler are mounted.

Tap water was continuously circulated through the collar at a constant

rate, approximately 1-2 L/min, to remove the heat generated by the

electronics and the cooler. With the collar the dark current

stabilized after about one hour as opposed to several hours without the

collar. About 80 counts of dark signal per second accumulated with the

collar compared to 180 counts per second without the collar. The dark

signal of photodiode arrays is known to approximately double with a 7°

C temperature increase (77, 104, 110). Since the dark current

decreases by more than a factor of two with water cooling, the

temperature of the array is about 10° C with tap water circulating

through the cooling collar. Temperatures at the array may be

determined by measuring the voltage dropped across a thermister
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installed by Tracor Northern near the cooler and array and from the

calibration data in their manual. At normal operating temperatures

with the thermoelectric cooler on continuously and with the tap water

cooled collar, a dark signal equivalent to about 2% of saturation (80

counts out of 4095 at saturation) is accumulated per second.

The characteristics of dark signals and light signals with respect

to integration time, number of scans summed, and number of diodes

summed were studied. A nonlinearity in dark signal versus integration

time was observed. Figure 18 illustrates the curvature in the dark

signal at two different temperatures, that is, with and without the

thermoelectric cooler. The curvature in dark signal becomes

significant when a signal about equivalent to 25% of the saturation

level is caused by dark signal alone. The nonzero intercepts in Figure

18 are due to an offset level of about 80 counts. The rapidity with

which dark signal accumulates at room temperature as shown in curve B

underscores the necessity for cooling the array, especially when

working at low signal levels that require long integration times. The

nonlinearity in dark signals is rarely mentioned in the literature but

has been observed elsewhere (77, 110). Since any spectrum obtained is

the summation of light and dark signals, a dark signal or a blank

spectrum which also contains the dark signal, with the identical

integration time should be subtracted from each light spectrum to

obtain the net light signal.

When the dark signal reaches about onefourth full scale the net

light signal versus integration time also exhibits nonlinearities.

However the nonlinearity is not related to approaching saturation as
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Figure 18. Dark signal vs. integration time. A) At approximately 10°
C with the thermoelectric cooler. B) At nearly room
temperature without the thermoelectric cooler. The dashed
lines are straight lines for comparison.
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shown by curve C in Figure 19. Curve C was obtained at a higher light

level such that light signals approached saturation before dark signals

reached 5% of saturation. Although a nonlinearity is seen for light

signals at successively longer integration times due to phenomena

associated with the dark signal, the detector does respond linearly to

various light levels at a constant integration time. This is shown in

Figure 20. Since it is possible to obtain a linear response in this

case there is no doubt that the nonlinearity with integration time

discussed above is due to processes in the diode array and is not

caused by the manner in which the signal is processed or sampled, or by

the intensifier.

The effect on the signal magnitude of adding together multiple

scans in a set or several channels in a region was also examined. It

was determined that the total signal magnitude increases in direct

proportion to the number of scans obtained under identical conditions

for either dark or light signals. However the individual response to

the same amount of incident light or to the same thermal level may vary

considerably from channel to channel. Figure 21 illustrates dark

signals for 512 diodes for various integration times. Both the gentle

variations in baseline and the larger. deviations exhibited by some

individual channels are reproducible and are characteristic of this

particular array.

The response of the intensified diode array to uniform

illumination is shown in Figure 22. To obtain these plots the light

from the tungsten source was reflected from a scatterer in the sample

cell of the fluorometer. The entrance slit to the polychromator was
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removed and the grating covered with white paper to prevent any

wavelength dispersion and to act as a scatterer to direct the radiation

towards the detector. The shape of this response is reproducible and

is independent of intensifier gain and the substance used to block the

grating. The variation in response to light signals could be due to

any or all of the elements in the IDA detector. Nonuniformities in the

photocathode responsivity, microchannel plate gain, phosphor emission,

and diode size or responsivity could all contribute. Tests were not

performed which would differentiate the effects of the photocathode,

microchannel plate, or phosphor because these components are in a

sealed assembly under a vacuum.

There are indications that the channel to channel response to

light signals has changed over long periods of time. The spectra in

Figure 23 show the fluorescence emission of riboflavin in September

1978, January 1979 and January 1980. The structure evident in the last

spectrum is not seen in the first. The IDA supplier's specifications

indicate that the readout mechanism does not age the diode array

itself. The fact that the channel to channel variation in response has

changed with time indicates that differences in the active area and

responsivity of individual diodes is not the only source of the

response variations shown in Figure 22. Photons of visible light

should not cause degradation in the diode array itself.

A decay in the gain of microchannel plate (MCP) intensifiers has

been reported (112, 113). Weiser, et al (113) attributed the decay to

the CsI photocathode because there appeared to be a wavelength

dependency in the gain decay, although these photocathodes are stable
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in sealed PMT's. They did not state if the wavelength dependency they

saw could be distinguished from a spatial effect in the MCP or

photocathode. That is, commonly a certain portion in the MCP

intercepts a certain wavelength of light and this geometry is fixed.

Sandel, et al (111) related the decay in gain to the total amount of

charge which had been drawn from the MCP. They showed the gain

decreasing from 400 to 6 over a period of 2300 h use. Figure 22 shows

the lowest gain in our IDA occurs approximately between diodes 330 to

480. The intense light source which has been observed most with the

IDA is fluorescent room light. Typically the peak in this spectrum is

seen below diode 320. At diode 390 the signal has dropped by a factor

of 100. Thus it does not appear that the shape of the IDA response is

related to the spectrum of roomlight, or to the amount of charge drawn

from the MCP. Indeed it is not known if the gain has decreased only

that variations in reponsivity have increased. It should be noted that

a decay in the phosphor caused by electron bombardment would also be

related to the roomlight spectrum.

Although the channel to channel variation does not affect the

usefulness of the detector for quantitative measurements, it does

effect the quality and usefulness of the spectra obtained. It may be

difficult to determine the maximum of an unknown peak for qualitative

purposes. In addition the spectra appear noisier than the signals

really are. A corrected spectrum, free of detector distortion could be

obtained by ratioing the signal from each channel in a spectrum, with

the relative response of that channel when the detector is uniformly

illuminated.
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S/N Studies. The signal to noise ratio (S/N) characteristics of

the IDA detector were also studied. Noise may arise from the readout

process, variation in dark signal, variation in the distribution of

photons entering from the experiment and electronic noise. The total

noise, a
T

is given by

2 2 2 2
aT = ( ar + ad + aL + ae)

1/2
(2)

where a
r
= readout noise, includes electronic noise of TN

circuitry, counts

a
d
= dark noise, counts

a
L
= photon noise, counts

a
e
= electronic noise of control module, counts

The electronic noise component attributable to circuitry external to

that obtained from TN (a
e

) is insignificant in comparison to the other

sources so will be disregarded in the development below. The

electronic noise will be discussed with the control module. It was

determined that the readout noise was not effected by the magnitude of

the offset level therefore no terms have been included for the offset

level. It has already been mentioned that the light and dark signals,

as long as the dark signal is less than 25% of saturation, are

proportional to the integration time (t) and the number of scans (s).

The light and dark signals are also proportional to the number of

channels (c) added together assuming a uniform excitation and response
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across the channels. If there is no flicker noise in the light or dark

signals, then only shot noise in these signals need be considered. The

shot noise in these signals is proportional to the square root of the

signal, and the S/N of the total measurement can be represented by

(S/N) T
= [tcsmkgL + tcsgd] /[tcsmkgL + tcsgd + csga

r

2
]

1/2

where S = total signal from light and dark sources, counts

N = total noise, counts

m = gain of the intensifier, dimensionless

L = light level per channel, photonss
-1

d = dark signal, electronss
-1
channel

-1

k = efficiency of the detector,

electronsphoton
1
channel

-1

g = gain factor for electronics, countselectron
1

(3)

If readout noise is insignificant, the S/N of dark signals is

described by Equation 4,

(S/N)
d

= (tcsdg)
1/2

The S/N of the light signal is described by Equation 5

2 2
(S/N)

L
= S/Ea

L
+ a

d
]

1/2

(S/N)L = tcsmkgL/[tcsg(mkL + d)]1/2

(4)
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Several inferences can be drawn from these Equations. Equations 5

and 6 indicate that if a
d

is comparable to a
L

(or d is comparable to

mkL) the gain of the intensifier, m, should be increased to improve the

S/N, but once a
L

is dominant a larger gain will cause no improvement in

S/N. Equation 3 shows that when readout noise is dominant a square

root improvement in S/N will be seen when the number of channels or

scans is increased. However the S/N should improve directly

proportional to the integration time. This indicates that at very low

signal levels where readout noise may be significant integration times

should be as long as possible. Studies were performed which verified

the applicability of these Equations for the IDA in certain situations

and provided insights into other important variables.

SIN expressions bearing some similarities to Equation 3 have been

developed for the SIT vidicon detector (75, 114). The main purpose of

the above referenced equations was the comparison of the SIT and the

PMT with respect to rapid scanning, integration and multiplex

advantages.

The increase in the standard deviation of the dark signal with

integration time is shown in Table VI. The standard deviation

increases dramatically above eight seconds when the water cooled collar

is not used. Besides reducing the magnitude of the dark signal, the

additional cooling evidently stabilizes the temperature and the dark

signal. This becomes more evident and important at long integration

times. Without the cooling collar, the square root improvements in S/N

were not obtained above eight seconds integration time. However

measurements which could be made over short periods of time, for
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TABLE VI. STANDARD DEVIATIONS IN DARK SIGNALS AT VARIOUS INTEGRATION

TIMES, WITH AND WITHOUT THE WATER COOLED COLLAR.a

Integration

Time (s)

a
D

w/o collar

a
d

w/o collar

a
D

with collar

a
d

with collar

0.5 3.4 3.6

1.0 3.9 1.6 3.6

2.0 4.3 2.4 3.8 1.4

4.0 5.6 4.3 4.5 2.7

8.0 6.4 5.3 5.2 3.8

12.0 13.6 13.1 5.7 4.4

16.0 20.5 20.2 7.0 6.0

20.0 7.7 6.8

a All standard deviations are in counts.

ad is obtained from the formula

2 2 1/2
a
D

= (a
d

+ a
r
) with a

r
= 3.55 counts.
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example 30 1 s integrations, did not show a significantly larger

standard deviations when the cooling collar was not used. In most

cases standard deviations in the dark signal will not be limiting, i.e.

the noise inherent in the light signals is much greater than the

standard deviation of the dark signal. However when one is forced to

work at very low signal levels and at long integration times, the

temperature related instability of the dark signal can introduce

unacceptable uncertainties into the total measurement. In these cases

use of the water cooled collar is recommended. The loglog slope of

the standard deviations in the dark signal obtained with the cooling

collar, and compensated for the readout noise, is 0.60 with r = 0.994.

This indicates that an approximately square root improvement in S/N is

seen between 2 and 20 seconds. The slope is slightly greater than the

0.50 which is ideally expected and could indicate that even with the

water cooled collar drifts in temperature may be occurring at long

integration times. However monotonic drifts in dark signal magnitudes

were not obvious even at long integration times. The square root

dependence on integration time is not seen below one second because,

although the dark signal level does not decrease proportional to the

integration time, the standard deviation of the dark signal is much

smaller than the readout noise and cannot be accurately determined.

The effect on the S/N for ensemble averaging of successive dark

scans is shown in Table VII. In this case the computer provided the

timing for each scan and added together the requested number of scans

(1, 2, 5, 10, 25, or 50) into one set as the data were stored. The

standard deviation was calculated between 30 such sets. The loglog
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TABLE VII. ENSEMBLE AVERAGING FOR DARK SIGNALS.

Number

of Scans

Standard

Deviation

(counts)

RSD

(percent)

1 3.5 3.6

2 5.1 2.7

5 7.7 1.5

10 11.3 1.1

25 19.3 0.77

50 27.0 0.54

Conditions: Intensifier off, 1 s integration, 30 sets or more per

standard deviation. Standard deviations and RSD's are based on the

total signal measured including both dark signal, readout noise and

offset level contributions.
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plot of standard deviation of the dark signal versus number of scans

has a slope of 0.52, r = 0.999, indicating that Equation 3 does

describe the S/N characteristics in this situation.

Adding together successively more channels caused the RSD to

improve by the square root of the number of channels as Equation 3

predicts. This is called the multiplex advantage. The results of this

study are shown in Table VIII. Notice that the improvement in RSD

between 1 and 100 channels is very close to the factor of 10 which is

expected. Similar results were obtained whether adjacent or

nonadjacent channels were added together.

The characteristics of the detector with respect to light signals

were also examined. The effects on S/N of increasing integration time,

number of channels, and number of scans on the S/N were studied. For

these studies each light signal measurement was accompanied by a dark

signal measurement of the same integration time. That is,

and

Net Light Signal = Total Signal Dark Signal (7)

2 2 1/2
a = ( aT aD ) (8)

In this case the dark signal represents the total signal level

obtained with the intensifier off and is composed of both the dark

signal and offset level. a
D

represents the standard deviation of this

dark signal and is composed of both dark noise and readout noise.
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TABLE VIII. MULTIPLEX ADVANTAGE FOR DARK SIGNALS.

Number Standard RSD Ratio Between Expected

of Deviation (percent) Adjacent Ratio

Channels (counts) RSD's (c)1/2

1 3.5 2.1

2.8 2.2

5 6.0 0.74

1.1 1.4

10 10.5 0.66

2.2 2.2

50 24.4 0.30

1.5 1.4

100 32.5 0.20

Conditions: Same as Table VII.
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Table IX lists the standard deviations for light signals at various

integration times and the conditions under which the measurements were

made. a
L
was much larger than a

D
at all integration times. The net

light signal was 76.5 counts at the 0.5 s integration and 1795.1 counts

at 16 s. A loglog plot of a
L

versus integration time has a slope of,

0.49 with r = 0.965. This indicates that Equation 6 applies in this

situation and shot noise is dominant. The data in the last row in

Table IX were obtained with the slit covered with black opaque tape and

shows the contributions due to light leaks in the polychromator and to

the intensifier dark signal. The standard deviation in this signal is

8.2 counts for a 16 second integration time, which is only slightly

larger than aD and much smaller than aL. The difference in magnitude

between the dark signal measurement with the intensifier off and the

measurement with the intensifier on but the slit blocked is also 8.2

counts out of a total of 1130.9 counts. This means that noise and dark

current contributions from the intensifier or light leaks are not

significant in comparison to aL and the light signal and may be

disregarded.

The tungsten source was used for these studies because the higher

flicker noise of the mercuryxenon lamp normally used with the

fluorometer obscured the characteristics of the IDA detector which were

under investigation. Table X lists data obtained with the

mercuryxenon lamp under conditions equivalent to that in Table IX for

comparison.

The effects of ensemble averaging of light signals are illustrated

by the data in Table XI. The improvement in RSDs obtained are very
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TABLE IX. STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF LIGHT SIGNALS AT VARIOUS INTEGRATION
TIMES.

Integration

Time aT ID aL RSD

(s) (counts) (counts) (counts) (percent)

0.5 6.6 3.5 5.6 7.3

1 6.4 3.5 5.4 3.9

2 10.9 3.8 10.2 3.8

4 14.4 4.5 13.7 2.6

8 24.6 5.2 24.0 2.4

12 26.5 5.7 25.9 1.8

16 22.9 7.0 21.8 1.2

16a 8.2 7.0 4.4

Conditions: Intensifier 1.0, at least 30 sets per standard deviation,

the standard deviation of two channels calculated separately and

averaged together for each aT above. Tungsten Lamp source (HeathR

Light Source, Model EU-701-50) stabilized with an optical feedback

circuit, reflected from a scatterer in the fluorometer sample cell.

Water cooled collar used.

a For this row the entrance slit to the polychromator was blocked.

See text for discussion.



TABLE X. STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF LIGHT SIGNALS WITH THE HgXe SOURCE
VERSUS INTEGRATION TIME.

Integration Net Lighta

Time Signal

(s) (counts)

a
aT

(counts)

Net Lightb

Signal

(counts)

aT

(counts)

88

0.1 28 4.1

0.5 145 8.0 74 8.0

1 245 9.5 151 8.5

2 -- 304 9.3

4 971 26.9 586 15.5

8 1055 28.2

12 1583 39.9

15 2406 58.8 1982 46.2

Conditions:

setting

Same as Table IV except for the source and intensifier

a Intensifier = 0.5

b Intensifier = 0.3
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TABLE XI. ENSEMBLE AVERAGING FOR LIGHT SIGNALS.

Number

of Scans

aT aL

(counts) (counts)

RSDa

(percent)

1 10.3 9.7 1.10

2 14.7 13.8 0.77

5 26.1 24.9 0.57

10 36.2 34.4 0.39

25 56.3 52.8 0.25

50
b 77.8 72.9 0.17

Conditions: Same as Table IX except intensifier = 0.1, and integration

time 1 s per scan.

a aT divided by net light signal.

b calculations in this row based on only 15 sets.

c = (al ar2
)1/2 using values for ad from Table VII.
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close to that predicted by Equation 6. It should be noted that these

standard deviations in light signals are much larger than those shown

in Table VII for dark signals. The contribution of ar, to aT is rather

small and was not considered for the relative standard deviation

calculations. The loglog slopes of aT and aL versus number of scans

were 0.52 (r = 0.999) and 0.52 (r = 0.998), respectively. The data

from which the last two rows in Table XI were obtained became

increasingly more erratic because of drifts occurred over the long

times required to obtain the large number of scans. For 25 scans/set

the standard deviation was calculated for five sets at a time, and the

individual standard deviations averaged together to partially

compensate for drifts. The net light signal varied between 953 and 903

counts per scan for this study. Higher light levels were not used so

that the sum of the signals for each channel from 50 scans would not

overflow the 16 bit word in the computer memory.

The advantage obtained by observing various numbers of channels,

that is various bandpasses, was also studied. Since the specified

resolution of the intensifier is 2.5 channels, adjacent channels are

not totally independent. Thus it is not surprising that adding

together adjacent channels does not give the square root improvement in

S/N. Curve A in Figure 24 shows the change in RSD as signals from

greater numbers of channels are added together. The slope of 0.27

indicates that the improvement in RSD is much slower than seen for dark

signal in Curve E, Figure 24, and in Table VIII. The light was

obtained from the scattered light from a deuterium lamp in the Heath

Light Source, Model EU-701-50. The scattered spectrum was relatively
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Figure 24. Relative standard deviations of light and dark signals vs
number of channels summed. Conditions: 1 s integration
time, 4.5 intensifier gain setting. Signal level
approximately 1600 counts for net light signals.
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flat in the region used in the calculations. To more fully investigate

the nonindependence of channels, the same data as were used for Curve A

were used to generate curves B, C, and D by averaging together the

signal from nonadjacent channels. For Curve B every second channel in

a group was summed, for C, every fifth channel, and for D, every tenth

channel. Curves B, C and D illustrate that as the channels are more

widely separated the improvement in S/N approaches the square root

dependence.

The nonindependence of channels was also investigated by studying

the variations in signals of ten adjacent channels. The standard

deviation of the signal from 30 1 s integrations from scattered light

from the tungsten source with the intensifier at 0.5 was obtained for

each individual channel. The 0.05 mm slit was used. The results of

the study are listed in Table XII. The experimental standard deviation

was obtained by calculating the standard deviation of the sum of two

channels which were separated by various numbers of channels, that is,

a
experimental

= a
(channel A + channel B)

The expected standard deviation was calculated from the formula

2 2 1/2
a
expected

= (a
channel A

+
channel B

)

(9)

(10)

which is obtained from propagation of error formulas. Several studies

of this type provided sufficient data to allow one, with 95% certainty,

to reject the hypothesis that the variations seen in standard
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TABLE XII. NONINDEPENDENCE OF CHANNELSa.

Channel

Numbers Channel a difference
experimental

aexpected

A B Separation (counts) (counts) (counts)

260, 261 0 46.5 37.2 9.3

260, 262 1 51.4 41.7 9.7

259, 261 1 40.1 32.6 7.5

259, 262 2 41.5 37.6 3.9

260, 263 2 46.4 43.3 3.1

259, 263 3 42.2 39.3 2.9

258, 264 5 49.7 45.4 4.3

257, 265 7 36.1 42.3 6.2

256, 266 9 50.3 47.1 3.2

a See text for discussion and conditions
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deviations are due to random variations for pairs of channels separated

by fewer than two channels. This is not surprising considering the

specified resolution of the intensifier. The extent of channel

interdependence did not appear to be related to the intensifier gain.

It is seen in Table XII and all the groups of data obtained agree, that

even with as wide a separation as nine channels there appears to be

some interdependence, but random error canot be ruled out at the 95%

confidence level. These trends in the data could have several physical

explanations. A flicker in the intensity of the source at all

wavelengths or a flicker in the gain of the intensifier could both

contribute. The conclusions which should be drawn from this is that an

improvement in S/N is obtained when more channels are grouped into a

region, however the improvement will not be as great as predicted by

Equations 3 and 6.

Equation 3 states that summing adjacent diodes or summing scans

will improve the S/N when readout noise is limiting. Readout noise

could be reduced by further cooling the array since it is proportional

to the square root of the absolute temperature (106). It should be

noted that what has been called readout noise in this thesis also

contains the electronic noise from the TN electronics, but the

electronic noise should show the same temperature dependence. Based on

the specified saturation charge of 3.2 pC of the RL 512 EC/17 diode

array (105) used in this work and 4095 counts at saturation, it is

calculated that one count is equivalent to about 4900 electrons. Thus

the 3.5 counts of readout noise of the IDA represents about 17,000

electrons. At much lower temperatures, noise levels of about 800
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electrons have been reported for other systems (107). Reticon has

recently announced a new series of photodiode arrays which have been

predicted (106) to have only 1000 electrons of readout noise at 25° C.

With an equivalent amount of dark noise and an amplifier with 1200

electrons noise which was also described, a measurement should be able

to be made which has about 1800 electrons noise. This would result in

a S/N under readout limited conditions of over a factor of 9 better

than achieved in this work.

Control Module

The IDA control module was designed and developed to meet the

criteria discussed below. It was desired that the control module could

either be used by itself in the stand alone mode with the spectra

displayed on an oscilloscope or interfaced to a computer.

In the stand alone mode the control module a) provide the IDA

BEGIN SCAN and IDA CLOCK signals required to run the IDA (these are

called START and SCAN TIME BASE, respectively, by TN), b) provides

several selectable integration times, c) processes the signal output by

the IDA on the video line to provide an oscilloscope display

recognizable as a spectrum, d) allows the input of integration times

and IDA CLOCK frequencies from external devices, e) supplies the

voltage and power requirements of the system.

Figure 25 is a diagram of the IDA system in the stand alone mode.

The IDA BEGIN SCAN signal is generated from the integration time

selected by Switch 3 (S3) from frequencies generated by the crystal
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TABLE XIII. SWITCHES ON THE CONTROL MODULE.

Switch Label Switch Label on
in Figures 25, Control Module Subswitch

26, 27

Signal Purpose

S1 BETWEEN 1 400 kHz NONDATA
SCAN CLOCK

3 100 kHz

S2 CLOCK 5 100 Hz COMPUTER
TIMING CLOCK

7 1 kHz

S3 INTEGRATION
TIMES

1 0.01 s integration
times in stand

3 0.02 s alone mode or
refresh rate

4 ext (B9) when computer
interfaced

5 0.1 s

6 1.0 s

7 10 s

S4 CLOCK 1 33 kHz DATA (IDA)

SELECT CLOCK
3 ext (B19)

5 100 kHz

7 10 kHz
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clock or from an external device. Internally or externally generated

IDA CLOCK frequencies are selected by Switch 4 (S4). The video signal

output by the IDA is sampled at the appropriate portion of each cycle

and output at S/H OUTPUT for display on an oscilloscope. Power

supplies which provide all the voltages required by the system are part

of the control module but are not pictured.

When the control module is interfaced to a computer it a) allows

integration times to be controlled by the computer, b) digitizes analog

signals for computer storage, c) allows sychronization between data

generation by the IDA and data storage by the computer, d) provides for

refresh scanning between computer controlled scans, e) provides optical

isolation for noise immunity for signals coming from the computer. In

general the interface electronics contribute negligible noise to the

system and are fast, accurate and precise.

Figure 26 shows the additional parts of the IDA system which

function when the system includes the PDP 11/20 computer. The PDP

11/20 minicomputer used in this system uses 16 bit words and has 16 K

of core memory. It uses a T-4002 Tektronix graphics terminal and a

4601 Tektronix hard copy unit. Individual bits of memory location

177570
8

may be set or cleared with a manual switch register (SR). An

external pulse train is input to the computer for computer timed

integration times. This pulse train, the COMPUTER TIMING CLOCK signal

as shown in Figure 26, is selected by S2. The computer actually

triggers the IDA BEGIN SCAN (IDA BS) signal and initiates the scan with

the COMPUTER BEGIN SCAN (COMP BS) signal. The output of the sample and

hold (S/H) is digitized and a 12 bit binary number is transmitted to
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the computer by the analog to digital converter (ADC). Synchronization

of data generation and storage is provided by the 33 kHz GATE and 100

kHz GATE signals with the Logic and Timing circuitry, and by the ADC

DONE BIT and DATA TRANSMITTED signals. The frequency of the IDA CLOCK

signal during the refresh scans is selected by S1 and is called

NONDATA CLOCK. When the computer is not timing a data scan, the

REFRESH signal allows scanning at repetition rates determined by S3.

Optical isolation is used for the 5 signal lines shown in Figure 26.

The physical design of the control module makes it a) convenient

to use, b) easy to access important signals and voltages, c) rugged and

reliable, d) flexible i.e. easy to interface to a different computer,

e) well shielded from external noise sources.

The control module and associated circuitry are mounted in a rack

stand in a Vector
R

cage. The components are listed in Table XIV. The

control module contains two separate power supplies, printed circuit

(PC) boards, and the intensifier control. Five PC boards, the third

through seventh components in Table XIV, are mounted in individual

aluminum boxes which slide into the Vector cage. The back of the boxes

are labeled with names which indicate which PC boards they contain.

Holes in the back of the Logic and Timing, and S/H ADC boxes allow

adjustment of potentiometers on these PC boards. The rear panel

contains a removable cover labeled S/H Output Access which allows

access to the sliding door in the side of the S/H ADC box for

connecting the S/H output to the front panel. S4 and its external

input, shown in Figures 25 and 26 and Table XIII, are mounted on the

edge connector end of the Crystal Clock box. Connection to S4 is made



TABLE XIV. CONTROL MODULE COMPONENTS.

Component Source Comments
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Power Supply

Intensifier
Control

Power Supply

Crystal
Clock board

Logic and
Timing board

OptoIsolators
board

S/H ADC board

Datel Systems, Inc. Model MPT 12/1 5/3

provides ±12 V (1 A)
for the IDA, +5 V (3 A)
for the thermoelectric
cooler

Tracor Northern, Inc. Model TN 1710-38 Intensifier
ON/OFF switch and gain
control on the front panel

in house

in house

in house

in house

in house

115 V (0.5 A) and ±5 V (3 A)
powers the control module

generates frequencies required
by the system

various functions

provides optical isolation
of lines from the computer

processes and digitizes
video signals
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to the Crystal Clock board with a ribbon cable and DIP header. The PC

boards extend through slots in their boxes and make electrical

connection with female edge connectors mounted in the Vector cage. To

keep signal lines short, the front panel, illustrated in Figure 27, is

only one inch in front of the edge connectors, except for the

Intensifier Control edge connector which is at the rear of the box.

Panel APO allows access to S4 on the Crystal Clock box.

Other points to note in Figure 27 are the barrier strips A and B

mounted on the reverse of the front panel for easy and secure

connections or changes. The fuse and ON/OFF switch on the left are for

the in house PC board power supply only. An ammeter is provided to

monitor the thermoelectric cooler current. At 5 V, 1.5 A is typically

drawn by the cooler. Numerous banana jacks are provided for easy

access to power supply output and to important signals. These jacks

simplify interfacing to another computer. The switches, S1 to S4, are

detailed in Table XIII. Only one position per switch should be

selected at one time. The connections which need to be made to the

control module in the stand alone mode and when interfaced to the

computer are given in Table XVI.

The grounding used in the control module was very carefully

considered. The analog ground is the case and the ground plane under

the S/H and ADC. The digital ground planes are not in contact with the

boxes. The digital ground from each board, the analog ground, and

earth ground are connected together at one point on the A barrier

strip, following accepted grounding practices (115). The computer

ground is connected to the control module ground only between B6 and B2
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Table XV. CONNECTORS IN THE IDA CONTROL MODULE.

Connectora Description

pins typeb

Location Connects To
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CND 37 amphenol front panel

CNE

CNF

CNG

CNH

CNJ

CNK

CNL

BNC1

25 amphenol front panel

37 amphenol front panel

9 amphenol

44 edge

44 edge

44 edge

44 edge

1 BNC

BNC2 1

B1 to B18 1

B19 1

BNC3

BNC

banana

banana

front panel

Crystal Clock box

OptoIsolator box

Logic and Timing box

S/H ADC box

front panel

front panel

front panel

Crystal Clock box

1 BNC(male) from S/HADC box

a CN prefix denotes connector

b All connectors are female unless otherwise noted

computer DR-11 OUT

167772
8

rainbow

ribbon cable

IDA

computer DR-11 IN

167774 8
blue

ribbon cable

IDA intensifier

PC board

PC board

PC board

PC board

computer, external

counts for CLOCK

BNC3

See Figure 27

optional external

frequency source

BNC2



TABLE XVI. CONNECTIONS TO THE CONTROL MODULE.

Label from
Figure 27

Stand Alone
Mode

Computer Interface
Mode
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CNE

CNG

BNC2 VIDEO OUT

S1

S2

S3

S4

CND

CNF

BNC1 COMPUTER

CLOCK

B5 COMP +5 V

25 pin male connector

from IDA

9 pin male connector

from IDA

BNC3

no effect

no effect

desired integration

time

desired clocking rate

no connection

B6 COMP GND no connection

B15 BEGIN SCAN oscilloscope external

trigger

B16 S/H OUTPUTa oscilloscope x input

same

same

same

100 kHz

1 kH z b

desired REFRESH rate (0.02 s)

33 kHz

167772
8
DR-11A on computer

(rainbow ribbon cable)

167774
8
DR-11A on computer

(blue ribbon cable)

"External counts for clock"

BNC input on computer

+5 V on computer

ground on computer

same, if oscilloscope

display desired

same, if oscilloscope

display desired

a
See section on S/H ADC board for internal jumper connection required

for this output.

b 100 Hz used with some program versions
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and the two pieces of equipment should be powered by the same

electrical outlet.

Power Supply. The power supply which provides ±15 V and +5 V for

the control module was constructed by Dean Marino (116) from a standard

design which is included in the IDA system manual along wih a detailed

components list and physical layout. Since the control module requires

less than 500 mA at +15 and 15 V, and less than 1 A at +5 V, which

this power supply can provide, additional associated devices may also

be powered through the control module. For example, the +5 V required

by the TIT, controlled Hamilton
R precision liquid dispenser, discussed

previously in connection with automatic reagent addition, could be

obtained from B4 on the front panel of the control module.

Crystal Clock Board. The purpose of this board is to provide the

various frequencies required to determine integration times, both

internally and by the computer, and to provide various IDA CLOCK

frequencies. As the name implies this board contains a crystal

oscillator. The crystal oscillator circuit, Figure 28, is similar to

that used elsewhere (117). The 4 MHz resonant frequency of the crystal

is divided to provide the frequencies as shown in Figure 29. On all

the following circuits power and ground connections may have been

omitted for clarity. Resistances are accurate to within ±10% and

capacitances to within ±20% unless otherwise stated. In Figure 29, the

intrachip connections required to generate the divide by 12, 10, and 4

functions are also omitted. These connections are given in standard
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references (100). To maintain optimum flexibility all the frequencies

are accessible at the edge connector, CNH, and most are buffered

through IC1 or IC11 to provide a fan out of greater than 10 TTL loads.

Many of the frequencies are used at the switches as listed in Table

XIII. The frequency selected by S4, including the externally input

signal, are returned to this board for buffering, before it is output

at pin 9 of the edge connector. This frequency is the IDA CLOCK or

DATA (IDA) CLOCK signal. The ability to input an external pulse train

at this point means that another clocking rate could be used which

might be more convenient with another computer.

OptoIsolator Board. Optical Isoloation was found to be necessary

to provide immunity to noise generated by the PDP 11/20. Without

optical isolation a high frequency noise was observed on the analog

line. This caused the ADC to favor the high state for the lower three

bits, that is, the ADC output a disproportionate number of numbers

which ended in octal sevens or odd numbers.

A total of eight individual optical isolators (01) were mounted on

a PC board. All lines carrying signals from the computer to the

control module are isolated except DATA TRANSMIilED (CNE pin 37). DATA

TRANSMliiED was not optically isolated because it was found to be

unnecessary and because the signal is too fast to be isolated with an

inexpensive OI. As listed in Table XVII, COMPUTER BEGIN SCAN, REFRESH,

100 kHz GATE and 33 kHz GATE signals, representing bits 0, 1, 2 and 3,

respectively, from DR 11 out, 1677728, are optically isolated.

Figure 30a shows the schematic used for each of the 0I's. OI F, G, and



TABLE XVII.

Optical

Isolator

OPTOISOLATOR PC BOARD.

Rla Signal

0 Name

Signal

Source

Connection at CNJ

Input pin Output pin

Front Panel

Connection

A 330 COMPUTER computer 4 3 CND pin 31

BEGIN SCAN

B 330 REFRESH computer 6 2 CND pin 29

C 1 k 100 kHz computer 8 9 CND pin 4

GATE

D 330 33 kHz computer 7 10 CND pin 2

GATE

E 330 CM 16 15

F 330 CM 18 14

G 1 k CM 20 21

H 1 k COMPUTER CH 19 22 BNC1

TIMING CLOCK (S2)

a 330 0 and 1 MI result in signals which require 4 and 15 gs respectively for a 4 V signal change

at the output for a 4.5 V change at the input.

b Cl = Control Module.
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E are available for further expansion for signals going to the computer

from the control module. Signals input to the OI need only be capable

of driving one TTL load. The output signal has the same logic as the

input. When no connection is made at the input the output floats high.

Optical isolation and an additional monostable shown in Figure 30b

were necessary to provide sufficient noise immunity for the COMPUTER

TIMING CLOCK signal. A monostable at the output of OI H provides a 2

gs low pulse in a normally high waveform. The computer counts on the

falling edge of this pulse. Without this monostable, noise during the

low portion of the COMPUTER TIMING CLOCK signal was occasionally of

sufficient magnitude to cross the upper logic level and be counted by

the computer. Noise superimposed on the normally high waveform does

not interfere.

Logic and Timing Board. The circuitry on this board is a group of

independent circuits which will be discussed separately. The following

functions are provided:

1. The capability to allow the control module on the computer to

determine integration times and to provide refresh scans.

2. The ability to gate a faster IDA clock frequency when data are

not being stored to allow a scan to be completed more rapidly.

3. Synchronization between generation of data by the IDA and

storage of the data by the computer.

4. A variable delay and pulse width signal to trigger the S/H.

5. A variable width pulse to start the ADC.

The first function is provided by the circuit in Figure 31. This
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circuit a) allows the control module to initiate scans at the

integration times selected at S3 when the computer is not connected, b)

allows the computer to determine integration times when it is used and

c) provides for refresh scans when the computer is not timing an

integration.

The operation of this circuit is illustrated by the waveforms in

Figure 31. Here and elsewhere N will be used to abbreviate NAND gate.

When the cable from the computer carrying the COMPUTER BEGIN SCAN (COMP

BS) and REFRESH signals is not connected, section A of the waveforms in

Figure 31, the outputs of OI A and B are high. Thus N1 and N2 are open

and the integration time selected at S3 is gated through N2 and then N1

to the monostable which outputs a 2 gs low IDA BEGIN SCAN (IDA BS)

signal to the IDA.

When the computer is used, the software determines the states of

REFRESH and COMP BS. When the program is initialized, section A in

Figure 31, both signals are high and the integration time selected at

S3, usually 0.02 s, is once again gated through N2 and N1 to provide

the refresh scan. The program blocks this refresh scanning in

preparation for a computer timed integration, section B in Figure 31,

by sending REFRESH low. The output of N2 now stays high and the output

of Ni will follow COMP BS. At the beginning of the integration time,

the computer initiates a clearing scan by holding COMP BS low for

approximately 10 gs to trigger the monostable. At the end of the

integration time COMP BS again goes low to trigger the monostable,

generate the IDA BS and to start interrogation of the IDA. When the

computer is done storing data points, section C, it returns REFRESH to
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the high state allowing the CLOCK BS signal through N2 and N1 to

initiate refresh scans.

The second function listed at the beginning of this section is

valuable because in some cases it allows integration times of less than

15 ms to be used even when the system contains the computer. When the

PDP 11/20 is storing data at least 24 gs are required per data point.

The IDA CLOCK frequency when interfaced to the computer was chosen to

be 33.3 KHz, i.e. 4 MHz divided by 120, because that frequency allows

30 gs per data point and because it can be easily obtained from the 4

MHz frequency. For simplicity this signal is usually referred to as 33

KHz. This IDA CLOCK frequency means that about 15 ms are required to

scan the complete 512 diode array and thus 15 ms is the minimum

integration time. The circuit of Figure 32 allows a faster frequency

to be gated in after the data from the pertinent channels have been

stored. This allows shorter integration times when signals from diodes

towards the end of scan are not stored. In addition, the ability to

block the IDA CLOCK signal provides a means to synchronize data

generation by the IDA and data storage by the computer.

When the cable from the computer is not connected, region A in the

waveforms in Figure 32, the outputs.of IO D and C make N3 and N5 open

and N4 closed. Thus the frequency selected at S4, usually 33 KHz, is

gated through to the IDA. The 33 KHz GATE (33 KG) and 100 KHz GATE

(100 KG) signals, shown in Figure 32, are so named because they

normally are used to control these frequencies: however, they can be

used to pass any signal output by S4 and Si, respectively.

When the computer is connected and the program has been
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initialized, region B, both the 100 KG and 30 KG signals are low. The

output of N3 is high making N5 open to the output of N4. Since the low

100 KG signal is inverted by N9, N4 is open to the frequency selected

at Si, typically 100 KHz. This NON DATA CLOCK signal is gated through

N5 to the IDA and the IDA is interrogated during the refresh scan at

100 KHz. Within 20 ps before the COMP BS signal (not shown in Figure

32) is generated, the 100 KG signal is sent high, region C, forcing the

output of N4 high and N5 low. The period when no clocking transitions

are being transmitted to the IDA is very important in determining which

data point is being stored and in synchronizing the hardware and

software. The particulars in this situation will be discussed later

with the IDA HANDLER program.

After the computer generates the COMP BS signal, region D, the 33

KG signal goes high allowing the 33 KHz signal to be gated through to

the IDA. After the computer has counted the requested number of data

points, region E, the 33 KG signal goes low closing N3 and opening N5

to the output of N4. Then the 100 KG signal is sent low opening N4 and

allowing the frequency from Si, usually 100 KHz, to be input to the N5

and then to the IDA to finish the interrogation more rapidly. Using

these gates and signals integration times as short as 5.3 ms can be

obtained if the data from only the first few diodes in the array are

stored. However if the portion of the spectrum desired intersects the

diode array at the end interrogated last, the minimum integration time

would be about 15 ms. In this situation if only one portion of the

spectrum was desired, the detector could be turned upside down such

that longer wavelengths would be on the end interrogated first.
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The other functions included on the Logic and Timing board are the

S/H trigger and ADC START conversion. The IDA video signal, which has

a pulse height proportional to the amount of light integrated on the

photodiode, peaks at about 1 is after a falling transition of the IDA

clock and is only about 1 us wide. Thus a very narrow trigger signal

is necessary to trigger the S/H at the peak of the pulse. The Computer

Labs
R
HTC 0300 High Speed Track and Hold is used in the IDA system

and is on the S/H ADC PC board. It tracks on a high and holds on a

low signal input to the HOLD input. It will settle to within 0.01%

accuracy for a 10 V change with only a 300 ns wide pulse to HOLD. In

this application the HTC 0300 is used in the S/H mode since it is

normally left in the HOLD condition.

Figure 33a illustrates the circuit used to generate a variable

width delay and variable width trigger pulse. The monostable generates

the DELAY signal and two NAND gates are configured as a monostable to

produce HOLD. Potentiometers, R1 and R4, are accessible through holes

at the rear of the Logic and Timing box to vary these pulse widths.

The waveforms b, c, and d in Figure 33 illustrate the optimum

timing for DELAY and HOLD. The HOLD pulse is positioned such that the

S/H OUTPUT is a maximum and such that minimum signal change is required

of the S/H OUTPUT during the tracking period. This is desirable

because it makes the speed of the S/H and the inverting amplifier that

follows it less critical.

HOLD is also used to start the ADC. An additional monostable

which is not illustrated is available on the Logic and Timing board

which could provide the ADC START signal. This monostable (SN74121)
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HOLD circuit and waveforms. a) IC1, SN74121, mono
IC2, SN7400, Quad NAND; IC3, SN7407, Hex buffer;

R2, 1 kg; R3, 1.5 kfl; R4, 5 kg; R5, 1 ka; Cl,

C2, 47 pF; C3, 220 pF. b) Optimum conditions
50 gs, HOLD = 0.45 gs. c) DELAY and/or HOLD too

DELAY and/or HOLD too long. D = DELAY, H = HOLD.
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outputs positive pulses on pin 2 of CNK and triggers on a negative

transition input to pin 1 of CNK. The pulses output should range from

about 1 to 7 gs because it has a 0.001 gF capacitor and a 10 kg

potentiometer, which is also accessible.

S/H ADC Board. The function of this board is to sample the

video signal, output a stable voltage level to the ADC, and convert

that voltage level to a 12 bit binary number. The components on this

board were carefully chosen to provide the speed and accuracy required

in this application. The basic characteristics of the S/H were

discussed in the last section on the S/H trigger. The ADC is a Datel
R

Systems, Inc. Model ADC EH 12 B3. The Computer Labs MAS-1202 ADC

could be dirctly substituted for the Datel ADC. The ADC converts

voltages between 0 and 10 V to a 12 bit binary number in 2 gs. It

clears on a high and starts a conversion on the falling edge of a TTL

signal input to the START CONVERSION input. The full scale and zero

levels can be calibrated with potentiometers which are accessible

through the rear of the box. An inverting amplifier following the S/11

has a time constant of 0.15 gs and a slew rate of 50 V/gs at unity

gain. The resistances of the input and feedback resistors were

measured before installation and chosen to produce a gain of 1.31.

This gain was chosen to provide 10 V to the ADC when the IDA is

saturated. With this amplifier gain the minimum and maximum settings

of the GAIN pot on the IDA detector (this is not the intensifier GAIN

on the control module) will result in voltages between 7.6 and 12.6 V

input to the ADC when the IDA is saturated. This pot is set at
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midscale to give 10 V at the amplifier output.

The layout of this board was carefully planned to minimize

interaction of analog signals with digital or external signals. Analog

and digital lines and functions are spatially separated as far as

possible and separate ground planes are provided for the analog and

digital portions of the circuit. The video signal (analog) from the

IDA is brought directly to the PC board on a shielded BNC cable and

connected close to the S/H input. The distances between the S/H

output, the amplifier and the ADC input are kept to a minimum. Analog

lines are shielded with ground lines. Two decoupling capacitors, 0.1

gF ceramic and 4.7 gF Tantalum, are installed between +15 and 15 V and

ground close to the components. TTL chips are decoupled with 0.1 gF

ceramic capacitors. Power supply connections were planned such that

the voltage drops in all the lines would be similar. The two

monostables required to trigger the ADC and S/H are installed on a

separate board to eliminate that noise source. As are all the boards,

it is completely enclosed in a metal box in contact with the grounded

Vector cage.

Figure 34 is a schematic of the circuitry on the S/H board.

Figure 35 illustrates its operation. The triggering of the S/H by HOLD

has been previously discussed. The S/H output is amplified and

inverted by the OA, IC3. The ADC is cleared by a high from HOLD and is

started on its falling edge. Two microseconds later the ADC conversion

is complete and the END OF CONVERSION signal from ADC pin 1 input to

the clock input of IC4 (flip flop) causes the DONE BIT signal to go

high. When the computer senses the DONE BIT it stores the 12 bit
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binary number and sends out the short DATA TRANSMITTED signal which

clears the done bit. This process is repeated for each data point.

The time required by the S/H and ADC to process the information for one

data point is only 3 gs. The ADC and S/H are being triggered and the

DONE BIT is set whenever the IDA CLOCK signal is active even when the

IDA is not being interrogated and the computer is not storing data.

The output of the inverting amplifier may be accessed for the

oscilloscope display in the stand alone mode of operation. A jumper to

the connection post P1, shown in Figure 34, transmits the amplifier

output to a banana plug on the front panel of the control module. When

this jumper is connected to the analog line the careful isolation of

analog signals is violated and the ADC does not perform optimally, i.e.

the ADC favors odd numbers. Thus when very precise data are required

this jumper should be removed and connected to the grounded post, P2,

which is provided below it. This operation is easily performed by

access through the panel on the control module labeled S/H OUTPUT

ACCESS and through the sliding door on the side of the S/H box. Other

connections necessary for the stand alone mode are listed in Table XVI.

Computer Software and Interfacing

The IDA system was designed as one unit consisting of hardware and

software. The control module described earlier is based on the

assumption that when interfaced to a computer control signals with a

certain time sequence would be available. In turn, certain hardware

was necessary because the characteristics and capabilities of the
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particular PDP 11/20 and languages which were to be used.

The program written to function in the IDA system is called IDA

HANDLER. A listing of the BASIC and assembly language parts of the

program and their flow charts are found in Appendix II and III.

Besides providing the control signals required by the system the

program was meant to make the IDA system a powerful and convenient

analytical tool.

To use the computer with the IDA and the control module the

connections described in Table XVI are made. The assembly language

binary paper tape labeled IDA HANDLER AL for BASIC and the BASIC

interpreter labeled 16K "VARIABLE SIZE" BASIC are loaded into the

computer using the absolute loader. The BASIC program labeled IDA

HANDLER is loaded by typing OLD (CR) on the terminal. The program is

started by entering RUN (CR) and it responds with the intitial

parameters as shown in the sample program in Figure 36. The BASIC

program prompts the operator to change the parameters. This allows the

operator to specify the integration time, the number of sets (spectra)

to be accepted, the number of scans added into each set, the time

between sets, and the portion of the spectrum to be stored. In Figure

36 the operator changed the number of sets to be accepted at one time

from one to three. The operator also requested that the data from 100

leading diodes not be stored and then tried to exit the subroutine.

The program checked the validity of the entries and determined that

erroneous conditions had been requested. An error message was printed

and the operator was prompted to input new conditions which would be

acceptable. When all the desired changes had been made their validity
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READY
OLD
READY
RUN
IDA HANDLER

1=YES, 0=NO OR EXIT LOOP
INITIAL PARAMETERS
1) 1 =INTEGRATION TIME IN SECONDS (MINIMUM=0.017 SEC)
2) 0 =NUMBER OF LEADING DIODES IGNORED
3) 512 =NUMBER OF POINTS RECORDED
4) 1 =NUMBER OF SETS (MAXIMUM= 8 )

5) 1 =NUMBER OF SCANS PER SET
6) 1 =TIME BETWEEN SETS IN SECONDS(MAX TIME =32 SEC)

(WHEN MORE THAN 1 SET IS SELECTED)
ENTER INDEX OF PARAMETER TO BE CHANGED?4
PARAMETER VALUE=73
ENTER INDEX OF PARAMETER TO BE CHANGED?2
PARAMETER VALUE=?100
ENTER INDEX OF PARAMETER TO BE CHANGEMO
POINTS RECORDED+DIODES IGNORED MUST BE LESS THAN 513
ENTER INDEX OF PARAMETER TO BE CHANGED?3
PARAMETER VALUE=?412
ENTER INDEX OF PARAMETER TO BE CHANGED?0
LIFT BIT 0 TO BEGIN SCANNING

Figure 36. Sample output of the IDA HANDLER. Underlined characters are
entered by the operator. The entry is terminated with a
return.
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was checked and the subroutine was exited by entering 0 (CR) i.e. zero,

return, and the program continued.

Besides this short initialization routine the small BASIC main

program consists of an infinite loop that checks the status of 16

switch registers (SR) on the front of the computer to determine if a

particular function has been selected. These selections are

implemented by various interactive BASIC subroutines, which may call

other BASIC or assembly language subroutines. The funtions and options

available are listed in Table XVIII. The option is selected if the

appropiate SR is set to 1. The order in which the subroutines are

entered if they are requested is illustrated by Figure 37 and

demonstrated in the sample output of Figure 36. In the sample output,

SR2 (ACCEPT) has been selected and once SRO is set to 1, spectra will

be ACCEPTed. Then the spectra will be displayed, or calculations will

be made according to the options selected by l's at the appropriate SR.

Some subroutines which are used to perform these options are loops

which can only be exited by answering 0 (zero) (CR) or changing the SR

to the zero position. Identification numbers and parameter information

are stored with each set and displayed when the spectra are plotted.

When the program has performed the options down to 8 in Figure 37

it waits. This pause is designed to give the operator the opportunity

to change the requested options by changing the states of the SR. For

example, if SR2 is in the 1 position more spectra will be accepted on

the second pass through the loop. If this is not desired the switch

should be in the 0 position. The operator terminates the wait period

by entering any nonzero number followed by RETURN, and the program



TABLE XVIII. IDA HANDLER PROGRAM OPTIONS.

SR Option
Number Name Purpose or Function
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0 START SCAN a 1 indicates the operator is ready to begin
a scan

1 PARAMETERS change the desired parameters

2 ACCEPT store requested number of scans and sets

3 DISPLAY plot set (spectra) on TES terminal

4 CROSSHAIR displays crosshair on screen which can be
moved with joystick, and feeds back
crosshair location on the display

5 NEXT displays any requested set

6 SCALE allows the display to be made larger or
smaller in the x or y direction

7 SUBTRACT Adds or subtracts any 2 requested sets

8 SUB DURING Subtracts the 2nd scan from the first as
ACCEPT it is being stored in the same

locations.
9 ROUGH PLOT to save time only every fifth point

is plotted
10 CHANGE REGIONS Sets up regions for CALC REGIONS

11 CALC REGIONS calculates and prints the sum, mean,
standard deviation of regions and rate
of change of stored sets

12 PRINT prints out the value of each data point
in a region

13 PUNCH saves set on paper tape

14 STORE HERE stores next spectra accepted in a specified
region of memory

15 CALIBRATE allows wavelength calibration for display
and region calculations
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1. INITIALIZATION

2. ACCEPT

START scan

SUBtract DURING ACCEPT

DISPLAY

ROUGH PLOT

CROSS HAIR

3. CALIBRATE wavelength

4. Display NEXT spectra

SCALE

DISPLAY

ROUGH PLOT

CROSS HAIR

5. SUBTRACT

6. CHANGE REGION

7. CALCULATE REGION

STEP

PRINT

8. PUNCH data

9. WAIT

10. PARAMETERS

11. STORE spectra HERE

12. GO TO 2.

Figure 37. Order in which program options are entered. Indented

options are only entered if the less indented option above

it is selected. Options are defined in Table XVIII.
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continues by again checking the SR. If the PARAMETERS option (SR1,

number 9 in Figure 37) has been selected, the listing seen in the

initialization portion of the sample program (Figure 36 lines 9 to 16)

is output and the operator may make the desired changes. If STORE HERE

(SR14, number 10 in Figure 37) is selected the operator may specify by

set number where the next spectrum to be accepted will be stored. This

option is useful when one has filled all the available memory and

desires to save some spectra but write over others with new data.

After these options-are executed the program returns to number 1 in

Figure 37 and repeats the loop.

The program keeps track of the amount of memory available for data

storage and will not allow the operator to specify that sets be stored

in areas occupied by the program itself. Since only 16K of memory is

available considerable effort was expended to design a program that

could use it efficiently. Both the ability to store only a portion of

the spectrum and to store each partial spectrum adjacent in memory

rather than in a preassigned 512 word block of memory, was incorporated

to conserve memory. Assembly language subroutines are used where their

conciseness and speed are useful. The timing of the control signals

used by the Logic and Timing board previously discussed is mostly

provided by the assembly language subroutine ACCEPT. These signals are

listed in Table XIX along with signals input to the computer which are

used within ACCEPT.

Important points with respect to the interaction of hardware and

software are discussed below. The states of four of the control

signals throughout the program are illustrated in Figure 38. The



TABLE XIX. LINES BETWEEN CONTROL MODULE AND COMPUTER.

Signals From

Control Module Input

Active

State Purpose

COMPUTER TIMING CLOCK

ADC DONE BIT

12 BITS DATA IN

external counts

1677708 bit 15 High

167774
8
bits 0-15 High

computer counts for integration time

ADC output ready for computer storage

12 bit binary number from ADC, upper

4 bits to digital ground

Signals From Computer

DATA TRANSMITTED

COMP BEGIN SCAN

REFRESH

33 kHz GATE

100 kHz GATE

INJECT (CND33)

1677748

1677728 bit 0

1677728 1

1677728 2

1677728 3

1677728 6

High

High

High

Low

clear ADC DONE BIT

initiate IDA scan

allows refresh scans

gate in 33 kHz IDA CLOCK

gate in 100 kHz NONDATA CLOCK

activate dispenser
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COMPUTER A

BEGIN SCAN

REFRESH
B N

30 K HZ GATE

100K HZ GATE

IDA VIDEO

EF G KL M

G

IIntegration Time .l

M

Figure 38. Sequence of control signals from the computer and the
resultant IDA VIDEO output.
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letters in the figure are correlated with the discussion below and with

the instructions listed in Table XX. A) the levels of the four control

signals are initialized by the BASIC program and are reinitialized on

each loop through the program. When the operator requests a scan the

following sequence of events occurs. B) REFRESH goes low. The program

times a 5 ms delay to allow the present refresh scan to finish. C) The

integration time is begun and the 100 kHz Gate is closed with a high

level. This holds the IDA CLOCK signal low. D) The COMPUTER BEGIN

SCAN (COMP BS) pulse is given for the clearing scan. This scan is used

to remove light or dark signals accumulated on the detector before the

integration time. At this point the 'ADC DONE BIT is cleared by

executing the assembly language instruction TST (R2). See locations

67752
8

and 66626
8

in the assembly listing in Appendix III. R2 contains

the address of the ADC input, 167764
8'

and executing a process on the

data at that address causes the DATA TRANSMITTED signal to be sent. As

discussed with the S/H ADC board, DATA TRANSMITTED clears the DONE

BIT. It is important to clear the DONE BIT before the program begins

to check for it. The DONE BIT would have been set by the last END OF

CONVERSION signal generated by the last negative edge of the IDA clock

signal. Since IDA CLOCK is still being held low by the 100 kHz GATE

and the 33 kHz GATE the DONE BIT cannot be reset in this period. E)

The 33 kHz GATE is opened, the IDA is clocked and the ADC is started at

the 33 kHz rate required by the computer for data storage. F) The

program begins looking for the DONE BIT. Since the IDA CLOCK was

inactive during D and the DONE BIT had been cleared, the first done bit

which is sensed after E is known to be generated by the first negative
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TABLE XX. ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS AFFECTING CONTROL
SIGNALS.

Point in Address
Figure 14 (octal)

Instruction Comment

In SETTER Subroutine

A 66126 MOV #103,a#DROUT ;100 kHz CLOCK
;AND REFRESH

B 66256 MOV #101,a#DROUT ;STOP REFRESH

In CLEAR Subroutine ;Clearing scan

C 67726 MOV #111,(R0) ;NOREFRESH, NO CLOCK
D 67732 MOV #110,(R0) ;BEGIN SCAN PULSE

67742 INC (RO)

E 67754 MOV #115,(R0) ;START 30 kHz CLOCK

In ACCEPT Subroutine ;Data scan

G 67772 MOV #101,(R0) ;START 100 kHz CLOCK

I 66612 MOV #111,(R0) ;STOPS ALL CLOCKS
66616 MOV #110,(RO) ;BEGIN SCAN PULSE

66624 INC (RO) ;BEGIN SCAN

K 66630 MOV #115,(RO) ;START 30 kHz CLOCK

M 66660 MOV #101,(R0) ;100 kHz CLOCK

In SETTER Subroutine

N 66434 MOV #103,a#DROUT ;BETWEEN SET
;REFRESH

66472 MOV #3,(RO) ;BIT 6 = INJECTOR
;LO = ACTIVE

66476 MOV #103,(RO) ;INJECTOR PULSE
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edge of the 33 kHz IDA CLOCK. Without control over the IDA CLOCK and

the clearing of the DONE BIT, one could not be sure whether the first

DONE BIT resulted from the negative edge of IDA CLOCK before or after

the COMP BS signal was given and thus one would not know when storing

the data point whether that point resulted from the first diode or a

previous ADC conversion. With the gating outlined above it is known

which DONE BIT sensed represents the first diode. However the first

clock transition is used by the IDA circuitry to propagate the COMP BS

signal and the second DONE BIT represents the first diode. This is

easily handled by the software.

The amount of time required to perform the clearing scan must be

exactly the same as the amount of time used during a data scan so that

each diode will have exactly the same integration time. To do this the

same number of points are counted for the clearing scan, before the

faster 100 kHz is gated in, as would be for the data scan. During the

clearing scan the data points are not stored. G) The 33 kHz GATE is

closed, the 33 kHz GATE is opened and the remaining diodes are clocked

through at 100 kHz and the points are not counted or stored. H) When

the integration time is over, steps C, D and E now labeled I, I, and K

are repeated. That is, the I) 100 kHz GATE is closed, I) the COMP.BS

signal given and K) the 33 kHz GATE is opened. L) The program begins

looking for the DONE BIT and the first point is rejected. The program

counts the number of points which will not be stored and then counts

and stores the data points which were requested. M) After the

requested points have been stored the 33 kHz GATE is closed and the 100

kHz GATE opens to clock through the rest of the diodes.
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Three different situations may occur at this point depending on

number of sets and scans per set requested by the operator. 1) If more

than one scan per set was requested steps H through N are repeated for

each additional scan. 2) If more than one set is requested the REFRESH

signal goes high at N allowing refresh scans at intervals determined by

S2. The computer determines the time between sets. Then steps B

through N are repeated for each additional set. 3) If all the

requested scans and sets have been accepted the REFRESH signal goes

high at N allowing refresh scans to occur and the ACCEPT subroutine is

subsequently exited.

The states of the four lines discussed above need to be maintained

throughout the program. If other bits from the DR-11 need to be used,

care needs to be taken to not interrupt the states required for the

correct operation of the logic circuitry. For example bit 6 from the

DR-11 out (1677728) is used to activate the precision liquid dispenser

during a simultaneous analysis which is discussed later. To send the

negative pulse the dispenser requires and to maintain the four logic

signals the following steps are taken. Location 1677728 is loaded with

1000011
2'

then 0000011
2

and then 10000112. The state of the lower four

bits) 00112, is not changed during this sequence.

Although the method for synchronizing the computer and the

external events described above and in Figure 38 is simple and

effective, another method was incorporated into an earlier prototype of

the current IDA system and is still being used in another application

(116). This method was abandoned because it required more circuitry

and did not include the capability to gate in the faster clock as the
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present method does. In addition it required the use of a logic signal

output by the IDA. In the earlier method the ADC START signal is

controlled such that it occurs only on the second clock fall after the

COMP BS signal, that is, only when a valid data point occurs. The ADC

START continues to be given for every clock fall until all 512 diodes

have been interrogated. If the software is interrupted by the ADC DONE

BIT this circuitry will cause 512 interrupts whether or not it is

reasonable to store 512 points.

To use the IDA system intelligently one must have an appreciation

of the limitations of the computer and software portion of the system.

The amount of computer memory is limited. Only nine 512 point spectra

may be stored at one time. More spectra with fewer points may be

stored; however, once conditions are established to do this, the

program treats all the stored data as having the same number of points

per spectrum.

Since the data points are stored in a 16 bit binary word numbers

larger than 65535 are impossible. This can limit the number of scans

per set to 16 when the diode array is near saturation (4095 counts).

The program was not organized to perform any other tasks while it

is timing an integration. In addition once a data collection scheme

has been entered the BASIC program is using an assembly language

subroutine and the operator cannot abort the run without halting the

computer.

When standard deviation calculations are performed on very large

numbers rounding errors can become noticeable. For example a nonzero

but very small standard deviation was obtained for a calculation
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involving identical numbers. The array in the BASIC program for

regions and wavelength calibration is dimensioned for only ten values.

There are some safeguards in the program to prevent the operator from

specifying disastrous or impossible conditions but the program is not

foolproof.
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This section covers the preparations and conditions used for the

studies performed as part of this thesis research. Solution and sample

preparations are discussed. The methods used in the UV absorbance

study of the reactions of thiamine are given. The procedures used in

the optimization and interference studies for the kinetic method for

thiamine and for the determination of thiamine in multivitamin tablets

and in cereal are presented. The modifications and the experimental

method used with the IDA system in the simultaneous determination of

vitamins B
1

and B
2

are detailed.

Thiamine Study

All solutions were prepared with deionized distilled water

(Millipore MilliQ system). All chemicals were reagent grade except

where noted. The glassware was cleaned as previously described (5).

Information about the stock solutions is listed in Table XXI. For the

absorption studies the stock solutions were diluted with H2O, while for

all the other studies dilutions of thiamine and Hg(II) stock solutions

were made fresh daily with 0.01 M HC1. The buffer was 0.2 M sodium or

potassium monohydrogen phosphate and sufficient 5 M KOH to give the

desired pH. The vitamins were from a vitamin test kit (ICN

Pharmaceuticals Inc., #103615) and most were of unknown purity. In



TABLE XXI. STOCK SOLUTIONS.

Solutions Supplier Comments

1 L 10
-3

M thiamine J. T. Baker
hydrochloride #V744

10
-6

M thiamine

100 mL 1% Hg(II)
(HgC12)

500 ppm Hg(II)
(2.5 x 10 M)

250 mL 200 ppm
thiochrome

1 L 0.2 M Na
2
HPO

4

J. T. Baker
#2594

Dry the thiamine hydrochloride at
105 C and store in a desiccator. Dissolve
0.337 g in water, add 10 mL 0.01 M HC1 and make
to the mark. Refrigerated the solution is stable
for months.

Make daily by dilution of the above solution
with 0.01 M HC1.

Dissolve 1.354 g HgC12 in 10 mL 0.01 M HC1
and water. The HgC12 is slow to dissolve.
Stored covered the solution is stable for months.

1 to 20 dilution of the above solution with 0.01 M Bel.
Stable for 3 days if kept covered.

Phaltz and Bauer Crush 50.0 mg thiochrome crystals.
#T10535 Dissolve in water made pH 12 with KOH.

Thiochrome is very slow to dissolve. Stored
in the dark, fluorescence intensity did not
decrease for a month.

Mallinckrodt
#7 917

a
in deionized distilled water

Dissolve 28.39 g in water. Solution is stable
indefinitely. On the day of use adjust to
measured pH 12.3 with KOH. 1 mL of this solution
plus 2 mL of 0.01 M HC1 will measure pH 12.2.
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making up the solutions the chemicals were assumed to be 100% pure

unless the purity was known. The substances for the interference study

were dissolved in water adjusted to pH 4 with HC1. The biotin, talc,

stearate and starch solutions contained particles due to solubility

limitations at the 200 ppm level in water at pH 4. These solutions

were filtered, as were samples, with a 1.2 gm membrane filter. Because

MgO did not dissolve appreciably in water, it was dissolved first in

concentrated HC1 and then adjusted to pH 4 with KOH for Mg(II)

interference studies.

The order and method of addition of the reagents into the sample

cell for fluorescence measurements was as follows: 1 mL of Hg(II)

solution, 1 mL of sample, both from Eppendorf
R

automatic pipets,

stirrer turned on, and 1 mL of buffer solution from the precision

liquid dispenser. For the blank, 1 mL of 0.01 M HCl was substituted

for the Hg(II) solution. For the interference study, 0.5 mL of

thiamine solution and 0.5 mL of the potential interferent, both from

0.5 mL, Eppendorf
R pipets, were substituted for the sample solution.

In some cases, 0.5 mL of water was substituted for the above thiamine

solution to determine if the potential interferent affected the blank

reaction. Between each run the sample cell was rinsed with pH 2 HC1

once and Millipore water three times. The effect of reversing the

order of addition of Hg(II) and thiamine was negligible, but allowing

the thiamine and buffer solutions to mix before oxidizing agent was

added, greatly decreased the reaction rate and precision. The reagent

and analyte solution bottles were immersed in the same temperature

controlled water bath from which water was circulated through the
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temperature controlled cell holder. All measurements were made at

22.8° C.

For the studies monitored by UV absorbance a Cary 118

spectrophotometer was used. The instrumental conditions typically used

for scanning were a scan rate of 2.0 nm/s, 20 nm/in, auto slit and a

period of 1 s. Auto slit and a period of 1 s were also used for fixed

wavelength measurements. Solutions were added to the sample cell with

Eppendorf
R

pipets. The order of reagent addition requird for each

experiment is given, with the experiment in the Results and Discussion

section if it differs from the normal Hg(II), thiamine, buffer

sequence. The last reagent was added with the sample cell in the

instrument and then the lid to the sample compartment was rapidly

closed. The delay from the addition of the last reagent to the first

instrument response was abot 5 s. No stirring or sample cell

thermostatting was used.

For the fluorescence studies the conditions were: for the

wavelength, slit width and spectral bandpass, respectively, 365 nm, 2

mm and 17 nm for excitation, and 444 nm, 1.4 mm and 12 nm for emission.

The divider settings were 10 MO for RF, 0.1 'IF for CF, and 4.7X which

causes a gain of 5. The RF was 1 MO and 1 RF for the PMT current to

voltage converter.

For kinetic fluorescence measurements the initial rate was

calculated over a 16 s period following a 16 s delay period which

allowed time for the automatic addition of the last reagent, for

mixing, and for the reaction to reach its maximum rate. The sample

addition, rate measurement, and cell cleaning procedures required about
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2 minutes per run. Unless otherwise stated the rates that are reported

in these studies are the mean values resulting from at least three runs

per test solution.

For the fluorescence equilibrium studies, solutions composed of

equal volumes of Hg(II), thiamine, and buffer solutions were mixed in

covered containers and allowed to react at room temperature. Samples

were withdrawn periodically and the fluorescence measured until the

reaction apparently reached completion. Some reactions were allowed to

go to completion in the sample cell under continuous observation.

Photodecomposition caused apparent lower yields and an apparent

decrease in the time to equilibrium. For the comparison with the

standard thiamine method the procedure was similar to the USP procedure

(55) and was as follows:

1. Pipet 5 mL sample solution or standard addition solution into

50 mL glass stoppered Erlenmeyer flasks

2. With mixing add 3.0 mL of the oxidizing reagent solution

which is 0.04% (w/w) in K3Fe(CN)6 and 14% (w/w) in NaOH

3. Within 30 s add 20.0 mL of isobutyl alcohol and mix

vigorously for 90 s.

4. Prepare a blank by substituting 30 mL of 14% (w/w) NaOH for

the oxidizing agent in step 2.

5. When the phases from Step 3 separate remove 3 mL of the top

layer, the isobutyl alcohol, and measure the fluorescence at

435 nm.
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Multivitamin Tablet Analysis

Multivitaminmineral tablets were prepared for analysis by

grinding to a powder and dissolving in pH 2 HC1. The solution was

filtered with a 1.2 pm membrane filter (Millipore) and diluted to 1 L.

Aliquots of this were diluted by another factor of ten giving a final

concentration of about 10
-6

M thiamine.

Standard additions were made with another aliquot by adding an

equal volume of 2 x 10
-5

M or 4 x 10
-5

M thiamine standard solutions

and eight times as much 0.01 M HC1. The analysis conditions were the

same as in the Thiamine Study section.

Cereal Analysis

The thiamine in samples of Kellogg's Most
R

breakfast cereal was

extracted by a method similar to that described by the Association of

Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC) standard method (54).

1. Weigh out about 1.43 g of crushed cereal into a 50 mL

Erlenmeyer flask.

2. Add about 15 mL 0.1 M

3. Heat with a hot plate at less than boiling for 30 minutes

4. Cool, empty into centrifuge tube, rinse flask with 0.1 M HC1

into centrifuge tube.

5. Centrifuge for 10 minutes at high speed (about 120 rpm).

6. Decant liquid into 25 mL volumetric flask, stir the pellet

and add about 5 mL 0.1 M HC1 to the centrifuge tube.
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7. Centrifuge for 5 minutes at high speed.

8. Decant the liquid into the same 25 mL flask.

9. Make up to 25 mL with 0.1 M HC1.

10. If the sample is not used within a couple hours a)

refrigerate and b) recentrifuge before analysis if the

solution become turbid.

11. Before the analysis a) filter with 1.2 gm Millipore filter b)

dilute by a factor of 20 with 0.01 M HC1. This is the sample

solution. c) For the standard addition 1 mL of 1 x 10
-5

or 2

x 10
-5

M thiamine solutin and 1 mL of the solution from Step

9 is diluted with 18 mL of 0.01 M HC1.

In the analysis, the same conditions as listed in the Thiamine

Study section were used. The blank is 1 mL of 0.01 M HC1, 1 mL of

sample solution and 1 mL of the buffer. The mean rate of the blank is

subtracted from the mean rate of the sample and standard addition.

Urine Samples

The urine samples were collected into black Teflon
R

bottles and

frozen. At the time of the analysis the thawed samples were filtered

with a 1.2 Km Millipore
R

fillter to remove precipitates. Dilutions as

indicated in the Results and Discussion section were made with 0.01 M

HC1.
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Kinetic Determination of Thiamine With the IDA System

This determination was performed in a manner similar to that

described in the Thiamine Study section with the exceptions described

below. The IDA system was used instead of the PMT and the ratemeter.

The IDA HANDLER was used to provide the timing for the data collection

and to perform the rate calculation. In this case the analyst

introduced 1 mL each of 2.5 x 10
-3

M Hg(II) solution, 1 mL pH 2

thiamine solution and 1 mL pH 12.2 K2HPO4 buffer solution into the

sample cell, turned on the intensifier to 4.0 and signaled the computer

to begin. This gave a delay of about 4 s between the buffer addition

and the begin of scanning. Fluorescence spectra were obtained with a 2

s integration time, with one scan per set and 14 s between sets. This

gives a computer controlled measurement time of 16 s from the beginning

of the one set to the beginning of the next. Spectra continue to be

stored every 16 s until 6 spectra have been obtained or saturation is

reached.

The BASIC program calculates the reaction rate using the CALCULATE

option. The reaction rate is calculated by subtracting the sum of the

signals from channels 223 to 228 (443 to 450 nm) for each spectrum from

the sum obtained for the spectrum stored 16 s later. This differs from

the method used by the Wilson ratemeter in that the IDA system uses a

multipoint delta method (14). That is, the signals from two periods of

the same length are subtracted from each other and the periods are

separated in time. The options to calculate reaction rates is not

included in the IDA HANDLER listed in Appendix II. When kinetic data
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were required the following lines were added to the BASIC program:

2481 LET T6 = 0

2740 LET T5 = T1 T6

2760 LET T6 = T1

2875 PRINT T5

When the CALCULATE option has been selected these instructions

cause the difference in the signals between the regions in two

consecutive spectra to be obtained and printed. This difference, the

reaction rate, is printed directly after the sum of the signals from

the chosen region for the second spectrum.

Simultaneous Determination of Vitamins B
1

and B

The samples analyzed were multivitamin mineral, coated tablets

made by Bronson Pharmaceuticals and named Therapeutic Formula.

Thiamine is very soluble in aqueous solutions but riboflavin (vitamin

B
2

) is much less soluble. Therefore a more stringent sample

preparation than used for the thiamine analysis must be used to insure

the thorough extraction of riboflavin and is described below.

Thiamine is extracted at the same time and is not affected

adversely by Step 3 when the solution is pH 4 or less. Since vitamin A

is easily air oxidized it is converted to a nonfluorescent product by

this sample preparation. This procedure is similar to that described

by the AOAC for riboflavin (54).

1. Grind the tablet.

2. Mix with 150 mL 0.1 M HC1 in a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask.
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3. Heat for 30 minutes below boiling, cool.

4. Filter with Whatman
R
No. 1 filter paper.

5. Dilute to 500 mL with 0.1 M HC1.

6. Filter with 0.45 Rm Millipore
R

filter.

7. Dilute by a factor of 100 with 0.01 M HC1. This is the

sample solution.

The blank for the riboflavin analysis in the simultaneous method

is the same as the blank for the standard method i.e., 20 mg of Na2S204

is added with mixing to 2 mL of sample solution. Then 0.5 mL of this

solution and 2 mL of 0.01 M HC1 are added to the sample cell and the

fluorescence measured as soon as possible because the solution

eventually becomes cloudy. The Na
2
S
2
0
4

oxidizes riboflavin to a

nonfluorescent product. The blank for the thiamine analysis is 1 mL

0.01 M HC1, 0.5 mL sample solution, 1 mL of 0.01 M HC1 and 0.5 mL of pH

12.2 0.2 M K
2
HP0

4
buffer.

The comparison to the standard riboflavin method used the

following procedure which is drawn from the AOAC (54) and USP (55)

methods

1. The same sample solution was used as for the kinetic

analysis.

2. For the blank 20 mg Na2S204 is added with mixing to 2 mL of

sample solution. The fluorescence of 0.5 mL of this solution

and 2.0 mL of 0.1 M HC1 is measured.

3. The fluorescence of 0.5 mL sample and 2 mL 0.01 M HC1, or 0.5

mL sample, 1 mL 2 x 10
-7

M riboflavin standard and 1 mL 0.01

M HC1 is measured.
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This procedure is the same as used for the simultaneous method

except that in the simultaneous method Hg(II) is also present in the

reaction mixture. This procedure follows the AOAC method for

multivitamin supplements which omits the KMn0
4

and H
2
0
2

steps the USP

uses. These steps are unnecessary in this matrix because no other

fluorescent substances are present. In addition the KMn0
4

and H
2
0
2

could not be used in the simultaneous method because the thiamine could

also be oxidized.

For the simultaneous analysis the following solutions are added to

the sample cell: 1 mL of 2.5 x 10
-3

M Hg(II) at pH 2, 0.5 mL of sample

solution and 1 mL of either 0.01 M HC1 or a standard addition of

riboflavin or thiamine standards also at pH 2.

The computer is signaled to begin scanning. The conditions used

are as follows: 4.0 s integration time, 4 scans per set, for a total

integration time of 2 s, 14 s between sets, intensifier gain at 4.0,

delete first 125 diodes, accept next 250. Usually 8 sets were stored

per run.

The computer signals the IDA to obtain the first spectrum which

should show predominately the riboflavin fluorescence. Immediately

after this spectrum is obtained, 0.5 mL of 0.4 M HP0
4

2
buffer is added

by the precision dispenser upon a signal from the computer. This

changes the pH from pH 2 to 12.2. The basic pH causes the riboflavin

to be about one fifth as fluorescent, and initiates the thiamine

reaction. The time between addition of the buffer and the beginning of

the next spectrum is about 13 s. Subsequent spectra are obtained to

determine the rate of formation of thiochrome. The regions used in the
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calculations were at the fluorescence maxima and were channels 80 to 89

for thiamine, 444 to 456 nm, and channels 155 to 164 for riboflavin,

533 to 545 nm.

The simultaneous analysis required a special version of the IDA

HANDLER AL for BASIC program which is the version listed in Appendix

III. The six instructions from 66452
8

to 66476
8

are unique to this

version and are used to activate the injector immediately after the

first spectrum is stored. To determine if the operator has requested

this option the program checks SR10 which also selects PUNCH. To avoid

unwanted punching of paper tape, either 010 should be set to zero

immediately after the injector has delivered the buffer, or lines 397

and 398, which check for the PUNCH option, could be deleted from the

BASIC program when the injector is connected. The +5 V and ground for

the injector are obtained from the computer with banana plugs between

COMP +5 and COMP GND, respectively, on the control module. The trigger

signal is brought to pin 33 of connector CND on the control module

which was connected to a banana plug. This banana plug is plugged into

the socket on the trigger line from the injector.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The MercuryThiamine Reaction

The reactions of thiamine in basic solutions have been

investigated by numerous workers (118, 119, 120). The oxidation by

K
3
Fe(CN)

6
has been studied primarily from the point of view of reaction

pathways rather than kinetics (118, 120). Although information was

gained on the way that thiamine oxidizes and rearranges, in some

studies the extreme conditions used, i.e. concentrated reagents, high

temperatures, long reaction times, and organic solvents, could cause

reactions not important in dilute aqueous solutions.

An excellent study of the reactions of thiamine in basic aqueous

solutions by Maier and Metzler (119) presented a reaction sequence

(121) similar to that shown in Figure 39. At pH's above 11 the neutral

thiamine (TM) immediately undergoes a two step acid base reaction

(reactions 1 and 3) and the yellow thiol (YT) is observed. The

tricyclic intermediate (CI) is present only in very small amounts.

When no oxidant is present, YT disappears in minutes and the colorless

thiol (CT) is formed (reaction 4). The CT is gradually oxidized

(reaction 5) to nonfluorescent thiamine disulfide (TDS).

Some studies of the oxidation of TM by ferricyanide suggest that

the YT is the TC precursor (119, 120) in a reaction not shown in Figure

39. Maier and Metzler (119) suggest that both CI and YT are readily

oxidized by K3Fe(CN)6 to TC. Since the CI and YT are in rapid

equilibrium it would be difficult to distinguish which species is the
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primary precursor. Using KMn0
4

as the oxidant, Risinger and Pell (122)

proposed a reaction scheme shown in Figure 39 in which YT is converted

to CT which is oxidized to TDS, and the CI is oxidized to TC (reaction

2). Their scheme did not include the oxidation of YT to TC. The fact

that the addition of methanol increased the yield of the TC reaction

was the only evidence supporting their scheme. The higher dielectric

constant solvent, H20, would stabilize the ionic YT, but the organic

solvent would favor the neutral CI.

It should be emphasized that when ferricyanide is used as the

oxidant both TC and TDS are produced and their ratio is subject to

conditions such as pH, solvent and lapse of time in the reaction (123,

124). Use of potassium permanganate, or manganese dioxide as the

oxidant (122) or the presence of dissolved oxygen favors the formation

of TDS (123). Allowing the pH 12 thiamine solution to stand for a few

minutes before the addition of ferricyanide (124), or stated another

way, allowing the basic thiamine solution to stand long enough for the

yellow thiol, YT, to disappear before the addition of ferricyanide

(119), insures that very little TC is produced and a high yield of TDS

is obtained. It was noted that a one electron oxidizing agent was

required to obtain a high yield of TC (118). Sykes and Todd (118)

mentioned that mercuric oxide and potassium ferricyanide effectively

produced TC whereas hydrogen peroxide and iodine did not. Although

Hg(II) was used in several studies as an oxidant for the analytical

determination of thiamine (66 69), no mechanistic investigation of

this reaction with TM was found in the literature.

The study of the reaction by fluorescence and UV absorption
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presented in this thesis provided valuable information concerning the

Hg(II) thiamine reaction and confirmed some of the results obtained

by Maier and Metzler (119). The formation and decay of several of the

species identified in Figures 40, 41, and 42 can be followed by

molecular absorption but since a great deal of spectral overlap occurs

quantitation is very difficult under many conditions. Strong

absorption by the more concentrated Hg(II) solutions, as shown in

Figure 40 curve D, and Figure 41 curve C prevent the use of spectral

information below 250 nm. The TM and CI spectra were not observable

with our spectrophotometer at pH 12.2 due to the very rapid reactions

(reactions 1 and 3) they undergo and because only a very small portion

of the thiamine originally in the solution exists as these species

after a few seconds. The spectrum of TM is observable at pH 10.8 where

the initial reaction is much slower. The absorption maxima for TDS and

spectra of TM, CT, and YT, which agree with those presented here, and a

spectrum of the CI have been reported (119). Table XXII lists the UV

absorption maxima obtained. Since only thiochrome is fluorescent it is

the only species which could be followed by fluorescence.

There are numerous indications that in the presence of Hg(II)

thiamine reacts differently with base, and differently than it does

with other oxidizing agents. 1) The formation of TC is much slower

than with other oxidizing agents. The increase in fluorescence due to

the formation of TC continues for over 30 minutes at pH 12 with 2.5 x

10
-3

M Hg(II). This slow reaction is especially surprising because

Maier and Metzler (119) found that YT has a half life of less than a

minute between pH 11.6 and 12. The results reported in this thesis
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Figure 40. Absorbance spectra of species in the mercury thiamine

reaction. Each spectrum results from a sample composed of 1

mL each of the solutions listed. A) 1 x 10-5 M thiamine, pH
10.8 phosphate buffer, H20, within 5 min after mixing. B) 1

x 10-5 M thiamine disulfide, pH 12.2 phosphate buffer, H20.

C) 1 x 10-5 M thiamine, pH 12.2 phosphate buffer, H20, at

least 10 min after mixing (this is th spectrum of the

colorless thiol). D) 5 x 10-3 M Hg(II), pH 12.2 phosphate
buffer, H20.
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Figure 41. Absorbance spectra of the mercury thiamine reaction

solution. Thiochrome and Hg(II) at pH 12.2. Each spectrum
results from a sample composed of 1 mL each of the solutions
listed, mixed in the order given. A) 1.25 x 10-3 M Hg(II),
1 x 10-5 M thiamine, pH 12.2 phosphate buffer, within 2

minutes after mixing. B) 1.25 x 10-3 M Hg(II), pH 12.2

phosphate buffer, H20. C) 9.5 x 10-6 M thiochrome, pH 12.2

phosphate buffer, H20.
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Figure 42. Absorbance spectrum of a solution containing the yellow

thiol. The absorption at 340 nm is characteristic of yellow

thiol. The spectrum was obtained immediately after mixing 1

mL each of H20, 1 x 10-5 M thiamine and pH 12.2 phosphate

buffer.



TABLE XXII. UV ABSORPTION OF SPECIES IN MERCURYTHIAMINE REACTION.

Species Absorption pH

158

Reference or Figure

Peaks (nm)

neutral thiamine 235, 268 6.8 (29)

(TM) 236, 268 10.8 Figure 40 Curve A

thiamine disulfide 235, 275 n. g .
a

(26)

(TDS) 236, 274 12.2 Figure 40 Curve B

colorless thiol 238, 255-268 10.4 (29)

(CT) (shoulder)
235, 260-268 12.2 Figure 40 Curve C

b

(shoulder)

yellow thiol (YT) 335, 238 13 (29)

340, 234 12.2 Figure 42

Tricyclic intermediate 240, 282 14 (29)c

(CI)

thiochrome (TC) 365 7.0 (10)

365 12.2 Figure 41 Curve C

Hg(II) <250 12.2 Figure 41 Curve B

<250 12.2 Figure 40 Curve D

a n.g. = not given

b this spectrum may show minor contributions from other species such as

TDS.

this spectrum obtained in methanol. The text of the paper indicates

that the peak in H2O may be 1-2 nm lower.
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support their findings. It was found that in TM solutions at pH 12,

not containing Hg(II) YT is formed and almost completely converted to

CT in only 4 minutes as indicated by the decrease in absorbance at 340

nm and the increase at 265 nm (See Figure 42 and Curve C, Figure 40).

After the CT concentration reaches a maximum it remains nearly constant

for over a half hour (119). It is known that CT is not oxidized to TC

(119). This was verified as part of this work by adding the oxidant to

the sample after the CT had formed and measuring the fluorescence.

2) When base is added to the TM before the Hg(II) a very fast

reaction occurs which greatly decreases the yield and rate of formation

of TC. If the Hg(II) is added first the production of TC continues for

about half an hour at a faster rate and with a good yield of TC,

indicating that Hg(II) prevents the reaction between TM and [OH 1.

3) The formation and decay of YT, as observed between 310 and 350

nm (Figure 42 and Curve A in Figure 41), is also severely altered. For

1 x 10
-5 M thiamine solutions, at pH 12.2 and between 2.5 x 10

-3
and

2.5 x 10
-5 M Hg(II), the concentration of YT initially formed is

inversely related to the concentration of Hg(II) and the rate of decay

of YT is much less than when no Hg(II) is present. Below 5 x 10
-5

Hg(II) the decay rate of the YT increases with decreasing Hg(II)

concentration and approaches the decay rate seen without Hg(II).

4) An absorption peak observed at 268 nm (Figure 41, Curve A) is

larger at higher Hg(II) concentrations.

This unusual behavior can be explained by expanding the previous

reaction scheme with reactions 6 and 7 as shown in Table XXIII. The

other reactions are numbered the same as in Figure 39. Addition of a



TABLE XXIII. THIAMINE REACTIONS.

H
TM e----* CI

fast
(1)

ox.
CI TC (2)

TM + Hg(II)-----4 Th Hg (6)

H
CI,====.! YT

fast
(3)

YT + Hg(II) Yt Hg (7)

YT + H 0.--- CT (4)
2

ox.
CT TDS

slow
(5)

160

Conditions: mixing order:Hg(II), TM, pH 12.2 buffer, room temperature,

aqueous solutions.
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large excess of Hg(II) to the TM solution drives most of the TM to the

metal complex form (reaction 6) which is denoted as Th Hg. The

absorption at 268 nm is attributed to this species. When much less

Hg(II) is added very little of the Th Hg can form and the TM is

rapidly converted to YT via reactions 1 and 3. The YT species is then

stabilized by the formation of a complex with Hg(II) denoted YT Hg,

reaction 7. These are the major reactions but may not be the only ones

which occur. It is acknowledged that Hg(II) at basic pH will exist in

various hydroxo complexes. It was found that CT may be also being

formed by another reaction which is the major reaction below pH 10.

Some YT may also be oxidized to TC and other species may form complexes

with Hg(II).

No mention of mercury thiamine complexes was found in the

literature but the existence of the proposed complexes is reasonable.

Hg(II) is known to favor complexes with sulfur or nitrogen compounds

(125). Hg(II) complexes with the amino acids, Lcysteine and

penicillamine, in which the separation between the amino nitrogen and

sulfur is similar to that seen in TM and YT, have been studied and have

formation constants of 10
14.21

and 10
16 15

, respectively (126).

Penicillamine has even been used as an antidote in mercury poisoning

(126). Although the formation of complexes does not appear to be

important in the ferricyanide oxidation, a thiazolium ferricyanide

complex has been reported (122). Thiamine complexes with other metals

are known (127, 128).

Lenz and Martell (126) also reported various copper complexes with

sulfur containing amino acids, but not with Lcysteine. The formation
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constants for Cu(II) complexes with these amino acids are usually about

a factor of ten greater than for the corresponding Hg(II) complexes.

The interference study for the kinetic method for thiamine, which will

be discussed later, indicated an unusual interaction between Cu(II) and

thiamine. It was found in the interference study that 7.9 x 10
-4 M

Cu(II) caused TC to form at about 12% of the rate of 2.5 x 10
-3 M

Hg(II). An investigation of the existence of Cu(II) complexes with

thiamine by UV absorption was impeded by the interaction of Cu(II) with

OH to form very absorbing species or precipitates. But it was

determined that between 0.0 and 3.2 x 10
-4 M Cu(II) and with 1 x 10

-5
M

thiamine and pH 12.2 phosphate buffer that the formation and rate of

decay of YT and the absorbance at 268 nm were not affected by the

Cu(II) concentration. However these observations are uncertain because

of the gradual increase in absorbance at this wavelength of solutions

containing 1.6 and 3.2 x 10
-4

M Cu(II). Precipitation occurred in

solutions containing 1.6 x 10
-3

M Cu(II) at pH 12.2. Cu(II) may also

form complexes with thiamine similar to the proposed Hg(II) complexes

but since it was not possible to go to higher Cu(II) concentrations

which would favor their formation their existence was not proved.

Data were obtained which support the proposed reactions. Figure

43 shows the effect of various Hg(II) concentrations on the initial

absorbances measured within 15 s after mixing, due to YT and YT Hg

measured at 340 nm, and due to Th Hg at 268 nm. It should be noted

that no change in the shape of the peak at 340 nm was observed when the

evidence indicated the formation of YT Hg, i.e. the absorbance of YT

Hg cannot be distinguished from that of YT. The values in Figure 43
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solutions were 1 mL Hg(II) solution, 1 mL 1 x 10-5 M
thiamine and 1 mL pH 12.2 0.2 H phosphate buffer,

immediately after mixing.
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at 0 M Hg(II) have the greatest uncertainty due to the fast reaction

and the delay before the absorbance could be measured. The dependence

of the absorbance at 268 nm on Hg(II) concentration is the same as seen

for the yield of TC at equilibrium at various Hg(II) concentrations to

be discussed in the Fluorescence Kinetic Method for Thiamine section.

This indicates that Th Hg is an intermediate in the reaction which

produces TC.

The absorbances at 268 and 340 nm add to a nearly constant value.

Between zero and 3.75 x 10
-3 M Hg(II) the sum of the absorbances

remains between 0.037 and 0.043 absorbance units with no obvious trends

as is shown in Figure 43. This additivity is complicated by the fact

that YT also absorbs somewhat at 268 nm, and that the molar

absorptivities of the two compounds at the respective wavelengths are

probably not identical, but it could indicate that the two species are

the two major products of the same starting material, thiamine. Above

1.25 x 10
-3

M Hg(II) (250 ppm) the initial absorbance at each

wavelength appears to be reaching a limiting value. The absorbance of

the 1 x 10
-5 M TM solution, which also has a maximum at 268 nm, between

pH 8.9 and 11.3 where the neutral TM is slightly more stable, was found

to average 0.0285. This is close to the level and wavelength of

absorbance obtained for Th Hg. This could indicate that it is the

neutral TM that is complexed and thus stabilized by the formation of

the complex with Hg(II) such that the TM is not immediately converted

to YT and can exist even at the higher pH. The calculated absorbance

spectrum of CI (119) has only a minimum in the region where Th Hg

absorbs.
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There are other indications that Th Hg is the major TC

precursor. During the reaction the absorbance at 268 nm decreases at

about the same rate that the TC absorbance increases at 350 nm. The

order with respect to Hg(II) of the decrease of Th Hg between 2.5 x

10
4
M Hg(II) and 3.75 x 10 3

M Hg(II) decreased from 1.0 to about 0.6.

It should be noted that since changing the Hg(II) concentration also

causes an increase in the amount of Th Hg which forms, the order

which is obtained here is only the apparent order with respect to

Hg(II). The same trend is obtained from TC fluorescence measurements

and is discussed in the Hg(II) studies portion of the Results and

Discussion section. At Hg(II) concentrations near 2.5 x 10
-4

M, the

gradual formation of CT also occurs and appears as an increased

absorbance between 260 and 280 nm. This interferes with rate

measurements of Th Hg at 268 nm at the lower Hg(II) concentrations.

The YT decays to form CT but the decreased absorbance due to YT decay

is difficult to quantitate due to the increase in TC absorption which

occurs in the same region. The TC absorption peaks at 365 nm but the

wings of the peak overlaps the YT maximum at 340 nm.

Further studies were made of the YT decay. Conditions were used

which were known to prevent TC from forming and thus interfering with

the measurement of YT absorbance. It was found that by mixing the

basic buffer with the TM and then adding the Hg(II) solution in 15

seconds very little TC is produced but YT is still formed. This mixing

order allowed the effect of different Hg(II) concentrations on the

decay rate of YT to be obtained. The decay rate of YT at 340 nm from

15 s to 5 min after mixing, and the absorbance due to CT at 270 nm, 5
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min after mixing, are listed in Table XXIV. The CT formation appears

in the spectrum as a shoulder rather than a peak (see Figure 40, curve

C). For 1 x 10
-5

M Hg(II) concentrations and above, this peak had a

broadness suggesting absorbance contributions due to TDS. This is

reasonable since CT is oxidized to TDS. It is reasonable that the

formation of YT Hg would affect the YT decay rate because the

addition of H2O necessary for CT production could be hindered. Above a

2.5:1 Hg(II) to YT molar ratio, the decay rate is not greatly affected

indicating that effectively all of the YT is complexed.

The stabilization of YT by Hg(II) is also demonstrated in another

situation. It is known that YT does not exist to an appreciable extent

below a pH of 10.6 (119); however, it was found as part of this thesis

research that at pH's as low as 8.9 more than 10% of the TM in a 1 x

10
-5 M solution is converted to YT in the prescence of Hg(II) and it

persists for more than two minutes. Without Hg(II) in the solution no

YT was observed. These experiments also established that YT is not the

major TC precursor in the mercury thiamine reaction because

conditions which favor the formation of YT result in a decreased yield

of TC.

Another study confirmed that the Hg(II) participation in the

reaction is complicated. Figure 44 shows the initial rate as measured

by the fluorescence of TC versus TM concentration at different Hg(II)

concentrations. Note that the rate decreases abruptly when TM is in

excess. At these lower Hg(II) to TM ratios a great deal of YT would be

produced. YT apparently effectively competes with TM for the available

Hg(II). If YT Hg, or some other Hg(II) complex, were not withdrawing



TABLE XXIV. DECAY RATE OF THE ABSORBANCE DUE TO THE YELLOW THIOL.

Hg(II) 340 nm 270 nm

Concentration Decay Rate Absorbance after

(M) a.u./2 min. 5 min.

1.25 x 10
-3

2.5 x 10
-5

1.0 x 10
-5

0.5 x 10
-5

0

0.0040

0.0035

0.0065

0.0075

0.011

0.021

0.021

0.023

0.034

0.045
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Conditions: one mL each of pH 12.2 0.2 M HP042 buffer, 1 x 10-5 M

thiamine, wait 15 seconds, Hg(II) solution, mixed in that order.

Reference cell, 2 mL H2O, 1 mL pH 12.2 phosphate buffer.
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Figure 44. Initial reaction rate at various thiamine and Hg(II)

concentrations. A) 2.5 x 10-4 M Hg(II); B) 5 x 10-5 M

Hg(II); C) 2.5 x 10-5 M Hg(II). The X on each curve is at

a 1:1 molar ratio of thiamine to Hg(II). Initial reaction

rate determined from the increase in thiochrome

fluorescence. All solutions contained 1 mL each of Hg(II)
solution, thiamine solution, and pH 12.3 phosphate buffer.
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the Hg(II) from the mercury thiamine reactions the initial reaction

rate would level off or increase when thiamine is in excess but not

decrease.

These mechanistic studies have implications in the optimization of

the reaction for a fluorescence reaction rate method for thiamine. To

obtain the highest yield of TC conditions must be established which

prevent the formation of YT, i.e. high Hg(II) concentrations and a

mixing order of Hg(II) before base. Experimentally it is found that at

pH 12.2 with a 15 s delay after the addition of base before the

addition of Hg(II) a 20 times smaller rate of formation of TC was

obtained. After a 3 min delay most of the thiamine is in the form of

the colorless thiol and the rate was 200 times smaller. Those using

ferricyanide in the thiamine oxidation have frequently pointed out that

the oxidant should be added before, or at the same time as the base

(129, 130).

Investigation of a Kinetic Method for Hg(II)

The investigation of the mercurythiamine reaction described above

actually arose out of some initial studies performed to assess the

feasibility of a kinetic fluorometric method for Hg(II). The method

also involved the reaction of Hg(II) with thiamine to form fluorescent

thiochrome. In retrospect, many of the observations of that study

either can be explained in terms of the reactions proposed in Table

XXIII or at least do not disagree with the present understanding of the

reaction. The method for Hg(II) which was investigated was an
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adaptation of an equilibrium method in which the fluorescence resulting

from the formation of TC was measured after one hour (131). The method

was found unsuitable for a kinetic determination of Hg(II) for several

reasons which will be enumerated below. Two different reactions

appeared to occur above and below pH 10.

Below pH 10 the reaction was not ideal for a kinetic method

because 1) the reaction was not first order with respect to Hg(II). A

log log plot of the maximum reaction rate versus Hg(II) concentration

had a slope of 1.4. The increase in fluorescence versus time for one

sample produced a reaction curve which was S shaped rather than the

characteristic shape obtained with a first order reaction. The time of

maximum reaction rate on the reaction curve varied with Hg(II)

concentration making automated rate measurements difficult. 2) The

Hg(II) calibration curve based on the maximum reaction rate was

nonlinear. 3) The method had a detection limit of about 50 ppb at pH

7.8. Below 250 ppb the reaction rate dropped off much more rapidly

than first order kinetics would predict. The yield of the reaction at

pH 7.8 was only about 1%, i.e. the molar concentration of TC produced

was about 1% of the molar concentration of Hg(II). 4) The reaction was

rather slow but attempts to increase the reaction rate by increasing

the TM concentration actually decreased the reaction rate in some

cases.

The reaction sequence presented in Table XXIII was based on

studies mostly conducted at pH 12.2 so extension to pH's 7 to 9 is

rather tenuous, especially since it is known (119) that the various TM

reactions are highly pH dependent. Nevertheless the various points
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mentioned above can be compared with the results at higher pH. 1) The

reaction was not strictly first order with respect to Hg(II) at pH 12.2

either. 2) and 3) The formation of complex(es) with Hg(II) could

withdraw effectively all of the Hg(II) from the analytical reaction

when TM is in excess causing low yields. In addition the TM is

reacting with OH and producing species which do not lead to TC. 4)

Increasing the TM concentration also decreased the reaction rate as

shown in Figure 44.

Above pH 10 the kinetic method for Hg(II) also was not suitable

for kinetic measurements. 1) The yield was still only about 2%. 2)

The reaction rate was faster at the higher pH and the reaction rate and

yield increased with pH. Above pH 13, Hg(II) precipitated and above

13.7 a blank reaction between thiamine and OH occurred which was

actually faster than when Hg(II) was present. 3) The method had a

detection limit of no better than 25 ppb because the blank reaction was

erratic.

The study of the thiamine reaction presented at the beginning of

the Results and Discussion section suggests these explanations. 1)

When YT is allowed to form and Hg(II) is present, the YT Hg species

also forms and would tie up the Hg(II) when YT is in excess. This

would give low yields. 2) The Hg (II) could suppress the blank

reaction at pH 13.7 because it tied up some of the TM, or blocked the

transition to TC by forming complexes. This is speculation because no

absorbance studies were performed at pH 13.7. 3) The many reactions

that the Hg(II) and TM could participate in are all highly pH dependent

and small changes in pH could favor one reaction over another. The
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analytical reaction could be especially sensitive to these changes

because it is only a minor portion (2% yield) of the total reaction

scheme.

These studies did not result in an analytically useful method for

Hg(II) but it was observed that the mercurythiamine reaction was first

order with respect to TM. Further studies resulted in the kinetic

method for thiamine presented in the next section.

Fluorescence Kinetic Method for Thiamine

Equilibrium Studies

Equilibrium studies were undertaken to gain a knowledge of the

yield of the reaction and the time to reach completion. It could be

advantageous to use conditions in which a large fraction of the TM is

converted to TC even though the rate of production of TC is the

measured quantity. The time to equilibrium is important because with

the instrumentation used in this research, the first few percent of the

reaction should occur in no less than 2 s for a kinetic measurement.

Unless the reaction requires it, measurement times longer than about

one minute are avoided because of inconvenience. The first few percent

of the reaction would occur between 2 and 32 s in a first order

reactions whose half lives were between 10 s and an hour.

PH Studies. The effect of pH on the reaction was studied by using

the same phosphate buffer for all samples and using K0H or HC1 to
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adjust the pH of the buffer. Figure 45 shows the maximum fluorescence

signal measured for a particular reaction mixture versus pH. The

signal is influenced by variation with pH of both the TC fluorescence

quantum efficiency and the reaction yield (% of thiamine converted to

TC), although the latter effect is dominant. The signal is optimum

between pH 10 and 13. The time to equilibrium decreases from many

hours at pH 8 to less than five minutes at pH 14. Studies were not

done below pH 7 because of the decreasing quantum efficiency of TC and

because TM is much less reactive under acidic conditions (71). The

fluorescence of the reagent blank is insignificant at all pHs. The

decreased yield below pH 10.7 is consistent with the reaction sequence

of Table XXIII. The abstraction of H
-1-

from the neutral TM to form the

tricyclic intermediate (reaction 1) is much less likely below pH 10.6

(119). Above pH 13 the yield could be reduced by the effect of OH on

Hg(II) which will be discussed later.

Hg(II) Studies. The effect of Hg(II) concentration on the

reaction is shown in Figure 46. The maximum fluorescence signal is

obtained with the highest Hg(II) concentration. A plot of the UV

absorption at 268 nm due to the Th Hg complex vs. [ Hg(II)] (Figure

43) has the same shape as the plot in Figure 46. Since higher Hg(II)

concentrations inhibited the formation of the YT and CT, less of the TM

would be oxidized to TDS, and more to TC. It is also interesting to

note that a curve similar to Figure 46 has been published as a

calibration curve for an equilibrium method for Hg(II) using TM as the

reagent (131).
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Figure 45. Fluorescence signal from the mercury thiamine reaction at

equilibrium vs. pH. 2.5 x 10-3 M Hg(II), 2 x 10-6 M

thiamine, 0.2 M phosphate buffer.
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Figure 46. Fluorescence signal from the mercury thiamine reaction at

equilibrium vs. Hg(II) concentration. The dashed line

represents the theoretical maximum signal. The solutions

contained 1 part each of Hg(II) solution, 2 x 10-6 M

thiamine, and pH 12.2 phosphate buffer.
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The time to equilibrium decreased with increasing Hg(II)

concentration. A sample containing 5 x 10
-4 M Hg(II) required about 30

min to reach equilibrium and a reaction mixture containing 3.8 x 10
-3

M

Hg(II) required about 15 min. This is an indication that the reaction

is not first order in Hg(II). The theoretical maximum yield plotted is

the signal that would be obtained if all the thiamine were converted to

TC.

The solubility of Hg(II) at alkaline pH's was also studied. The

formation of a precipitate in a fluorescence sample is unacceptable

because scattering from the particles would be detected as fluorescence

and because the nonreproducibility in the amount and particle size of

the precipitate makes it difficult to compensate for. Scattering also

increases the noise in the total apparent fluorescence signal. In

addition, if the precipitate formed during the rate measurement, the

increase in scattering would be measured as an apparent rate. When

Hg(II) solutions are made alkaline, sparingly soluble yellow Fig° forms

(125). A red precipitate was also observed and is probably also HgO,

differing only in particle size from the yellow form. Since the Hg(II)

ion forms hydroxo complexes it is expected that the formation of a

precipitate would be pH dependent. The optimum analysis conditions,

based on information obtained from the equilibrium and absorption

studies, would be the highest Hg(II) concentrations possible below the

precipitation threshold but above pH 10. Since calculations for the

solubility of Hg0 or Hg(OH)
2

and the formation of several Hg(II)

hydroxo complexes indicate that precipitation should occur much sooner

than was actually observed, it was necessary to determine the
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precipitation threshold empirically. It was found that, for stirred

solutions in the sample cell with the 0.2 M phosphate buffer,

precipitation occurred in five minutes or less for conditions at or

above the line shown in Figure 47. That a precipitate had formed was

determined by an apparent increase in the apparent fluorescent signal

of a blank solution caused by the scattering of excitation radiation by

the particles in the solution. Precipitation occurred at a given pH

whether the buffer or just KOH were in the solution with the Hg(II).

Kinetics Studies

The effect of the concentration of each of the reagents on the

initial rate and on the standard deviation of the initial rate of the

reaction was studied. To obtain the order of the reaction with respect

to a particular reagent, the concentration of one reagent is varied

while the concentrations of all the others are held constant. The

order is the slope of the loglog plot of the initial rate vs. the

initial concentration of that reagent. The optimum rate conditions for

an analysis would include the reagents in sufficient excess that the

reaction will remain pseudo first order with respect to the analyte,

although the analyte concentration may vary over several orders of

magnitude. Reaction conditions should be arranged such that only the

first few percent of the reaction occur in a conveniently short

measurement period to provide the greatest efficiency in terms of

precision per unit time (7).
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Figure 47. Conditions for precipitation of Hg(II) for stirred solutions

containing 0.2 M phosphate buffer. (0) Precipitation

occurred, (10) precipitation did not occur.
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Rg Studies. The results of the kinetics pH study are shown in

Figure 48 (curve A). The rate of the reaction increases steadily with

[OH ]. Since the formation of TC requires the abstraction of hydrogen

ions from the neutral TM it is expected that the rate would increase

with [OH]. The RSD the initial rate was 1 to 2% from pH 11.9 to 13.5.

Since slower rates were obtained at lower pH and the standard deviation

of the blank and dark signals began to be significant, the precision

decreased at lower [OH ]. At higher [OH ] poorer precision was also

obtained due to the precipitation of HgO which would eventually occur

at this pH, and because TC was observed to form without the addition of

Hg(II).

For curve B in Figure 48, the rate has been normalized for the pH

dependency of the TC fluorescence quantum efficiency which was

evaluated in a separate experiment. The relative fluorescence signal

from TC in the reaction mixture is shown in Figure 49. Curve B in

Figure 48 provides a plot proportional to initial rate of formation of

TC in mol/Ls. The conversion factor from a rate in counts to a rate

in mol/Ls for a 16 second measurment period, such as those in Figures

48 and 50, is approximately 7.4 x 10
-12 molL-1s-1count

-1
. This

conversion factor was determined for this specific instrument and

instrumental conditions used.

Since the rate is strongly pH dependent the reaction mixture must

be well buffered. The applicability of phosphate and carbonate buffers

were studied. The carbonate buffer gave slower rates but precipitation

with Hg(II) did not occur any more readily than in the phosphate

buffer. The phosphate buffer was selected for use in the reaction
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Figure 49. Relative Fluorescence of thiochrome versus pH. The solution
contained 1 mL of approximately 1 ppm thiochrome in 1 mL 1.5

x 10-3 M Hg(II) and 1 mL phosphate buffer for points above

pH 8. Below pH 8 the solution contained 1 mL 10-4 M

thiamine, 1 mL 5 x 10-3 M Hg(II) and 1 mL 0.05 M Na2B407
which had reacted at pH 8 to produce thiochrome. Very small

amounts of HC1 were used to adjust the pH once the reaction

mixture had reached equilibrium. The signals on either side

of the break point were normalized to the same relative

signals.
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mixture because it provided better buffering action at pH 12, and

because better precision in measured rates was obtained.

The slope of the plot in Figure 48 changes with pH but in the

region of analytical interest, pH 11 to 13, the slope is approximately

+0.9. The fractional order is not surprising in such a complex

reaction. The relative amounts of CI vary with pH and the rate of

formation of CT increases with pH (119). Hg(II) also interacts with

hydroxide and although the concentration of Hg(II) added to the

reaction cell is constant, the effective concentration is changing with

pH. A decrease in effective Hg(II) concentration with increasing pH

makes the slope of the plot in Figure 48 smaller than if only the

effect of the pH on the thiamine could be measured. Precipitation of

Hg(II) occured above pH 13, although usually not during the measurement

period.

Hg(II) Studies. The dependence of the rate on Hg(II)

concentration at constant pH follows the same trend as the equilibrium

Hg(II) study, and is shown in Figure 50. Curve C was obtained several

months earlier than the other three curves. That these curves are

nearly parallel indicates that the reaction is pseudo first order in TM

at all these Hg(II) concentrations. It is known from the absorption

studies that the concentration of Th Hg varies with Hg(II)

concentration as shown in Figure 43. Since Hg(II) effects the reaction

in several ways, only an apparent apparent order with respect to Hg(II)

can be determined from these plots. The slope at 2.5 x 10
-3

M Hg(II)

is approximately 0.6. The RSD in the initial rates was 1 to 2% for
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Figure 50. Loglog plot of initial rate vs [Hg(II)]. The solutions

contained 1 mL Hg(II) solution, 1 mL thiamine solution, and

1 mL pH 12.2 0.2 M phosphate buffer. A) 5 x 10-5 M

thiamine; B) 1 x 10-5 M thiamine; C) 2 x 10-6 M thiamine;

D, 5 x 10-7 m thiamine.
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Hg(II) concentrations between 5 x 10-5 M and 3.8 x 10-3 M. The RSD for

5 x 10
-3 M Hg(II) was 4% at pH 12.2 where precipitation occurs within

five minutes (Figure 47), but was 1 to 3% between 11 and 12.

Optimum Conditions. At the optimum conditions selected, 22.8° C,

pH 12.2, 0.2 M phosphate buffer, and 2.5 x 10-3 M Hg(II), the reaction

is pseudo first order in thiamine, 2% of the reaction occured in 16 s,

an 80% conversion of TM to TC was obtained, the precipitation of Hg(II)

was not a problem and precision was 1 to 2% at concentrations well

above the detection limit. The reaction rate approximately doubled

with a 5
o

C increase in temperature. Since the rate could be

adequately manipulated by varying pH and Hg(II), the convenience of

working at room temperature did not have to be sacrificed. Sixteen

seconds was found to be a convenient measurement time for routine

analysis. However, this measurement time is short enough that it could

be increased to provide better S/N (29) for very low thiamine

concentrations without suffering excessive photodecomposition.

Continuous irradiation of the reaction mixture caused

photodecomposition amounting to about 1% per minute.

These optimum conditions were used for all further work unless it

is explicitly stated otherwise. Under these conditions, the pseudo

first order rate constant determined from the first half life at

several thiamine concentrations, and by other methods (132, 133) is

0.002 s
-1

± 0.0002. The apparent orders with respect to hydroxide and

Hg(II) were 0.9 and 0.6, respectively.

The thiamine calibration curve is linear from the detection limit
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of 2 x 10
-8 M to 1 x 10

-4
M. The RSD is 1% at and above 1 x 10

-6
M and

2% at 5 x 10
-7

M. The detection limit is defined as the concentration

yielding a rate two times the standard deviation of the blank rate.

With the emission monochromator replaced by a 440 nm interference

filter (bandwidth 8 nm at half height), the fluorescence signals were

increased by about a factor of 100. The detection limit was improved

by a factor of ten to 2 x 10
9
M thiamine. This indicates that shot

noise in the blank fluorescence signal is limiting as previously noted

(17). The precision in rate measurements at higher thiamine

concentrations was not as good as with the emission monochromator

system.

Interference Study

An extensive interference study, aimed at the analysis of vitamin

tablets, was performed. The reaction mixture and solutions were

prepared as described earlier. A substance was considered to not

interfere at a given concentration if the mean thiamine rate measured

in the presence of the substance was within one standard deviation of

the rate with thiamine alone. Each potential interferent was also

mixed with the blank to determine if it reacted with the reagents or

exhibited an intrinsic fluorescence under the reaction conditions.

Compounds which appeared to depress the rate of the TM reaction were

further tested with TC to determine if they quenched the TC

fluorescence or caused a prefilter effect rather than affecting the

rate of the reaction. In most cases the highest concentration tested
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was 100 ppm. All concentrations are normalized to a sample volume of 1

mL containing the interfering species.

The results of the interference study are summarized in Tables XXV

and XXVI. The effects of Fe(II) and Mn(II) were further studied at pH

11.5. Precipitation is less of a problem at this pH and the

noninterfereing levels are 2.5 ppm and 100 ppm for Fe(II) and Mn(II),

respectively. If samples are known to contain considerable amounts of

these ions other reaction conditions, i.e. lower pH and higher Hg(II)

concentration, are suggested.

All of the metal ions that interfered tended to depress the rate

of the mercury thiamine reaction. Fe(II) is potentially the most

serious metal interference because it has one of the lowest

interference levels and is at sufficient concentration in many vitamin

mineral preparations to be near the interference level after the

dilution described for the sample preparation procedure.

Fe(II) and other metals have also been reported to produce low

results for TM determined by the standard method (50, 134) in some

cases because of decomposition of the vitamin rather than interference

with the method (134). Lenz and Martel (126) found that besides Hg(II)

and Cu(II), which have been discussed earlier, Mn(II), Zn(II), Ni(II),

Pb(II), and Co(II) also form complexes with sulfur containing amino

acids similar to thiamine. No evidence was found for complexes with

Ca(II), Mg(II) or Sn(II). Metals that form complexes with thiamine

would compete with Hg(II) in the analytical reaction and possibly

interfere by affecting the reaction rate. The interferences from

vitamins A and B
2

have been discussed previously by this researcher



TABLE XXV. SPECIES WHICH DO NOT INTERFERE AT HIGHEST CONCENTRATION

TESTED.

Highest Concentration
Tested
(ppm)

Excipients
Lactose 100

Fructose 100

Sucrose 100

Talc Saturated Solution

Starch Saturated Solution

Anions
Acetate
Sulfate

103

100

Vitamins
A (acetate)a 0.8 (2500 I.U./L)

E Saturated Solution

B6 10.3

Calciferol 111

Calcium Pantothenate 103

Choline Chloride 52

Biotin Saturated Solution

Metals
Ca

+2 100
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a Intrinsic fluorescence of substance decays under reaction conditions.
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TABLE XXVI. SPECIES WHICH INTERFFRF

Level of

NonInterference

(ppm) Type of Interference

Anions

Bromide 50 D (100 ppm, 2%)

Iodide 76 D (760 ppm, 14%)

Vitamins

B2
1.8 F (1.8 ppm, 2%)

C 3.5 P, B (35 ppm, 45%)

B12
0.5 D, A (2.6 ppm, 225)

Nicotinamide 25 D (50 ppm, 5%)

Folic Acid 5 D, A, B (10 ppm, 3%)

Metals

Mg+2 25 D (100 ppm, 15%)

Z+2n 5 D (50 ppm, 4%)

Cu+2 5 D, R (50 ppm, 5%)

Fe+2 1 D, P, A (5 ppm, 11%)

Mn+2 1 D, P, A, R (10 ppm, 7%)

A: substance interferes by absorbing excitation or emission radition

or by quenching fluorescence, B: substance reacts with reagents, D:

substance depressed apparent reaction rate, F: intrinsic fluorescence

of substance decays under reaction conditions, P: precipitation

occurs, R: substance reacts with thiamine, values in parentheses:

(level of substance tested which produced given percentage effect on

rate measured for 1 x 10-6 M (0.34 ppm) or 5 x 10-7 M (0.17 ppm)

thiamine).
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with respect to spectra taken with an intensified diode array during

the course of the TM reaction (78). Figure 51 shows the spectral

overlap of TM and riboflavin at pH 12. Under the analytical reaction

conditions riboflavin undergoes photolysis and the decreasing

fluorescence at the wings of the riboflavin peak can interfere with the

thiochrome rate determination if the riboflavin is in sufficient

excess. Other studies showed that at pH 12 equal levels of

fluorescence resulted from equal concentrations of TM and riboflavin,

after 1 min of the thiochrome reaction.

Figure 52a shows the emission spectrum of a fresh solution of 5900

I.U./L of vitamin A in the thiamine reaction mixture immediately after

mixing (A) and after about 10 min (B). Clearly there is some chemical

or photo decomposition of vitamin A and it also appears that the shape

of the spectrum has changed with time.

In Figure 52b, emission spectra of a mixture of thiamine and

vitamin A are shown immediately after mixing (A) and after about 4 min

(B). Here both the growth of the thiochrome peak and decrease in the

vitamin A peak are obvious. Also there is spectral overlap of the

vitamin A fluorescence at the peak wavelength of thiochrome emission.

At typical ratios of vitamin B1 to A or B2 in vitamin

preparations, there would be no interference problems. Although the

interference level for vitamin B
12

is the lowest, there would be no

problem with typical vitamin preparations because the ratio of B
1

to

B
12

is always very large (e.g. 100-1000). Vitamin C could cause some

problems for preparations which contain excessive amounts of vitamin C.

Vitamins A and C may decompose in the sample solution or in the sample
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Figure 52. Fluorescence spectra of vitamin A.
a. Fluorescence spectrum of 1 mL of a fresh solution of

5900 I.U./L vitamin A, A) immediately after mixing, and B)
after 10 min, both in 1 mL each of 2.5 x 10-3 M Hg(II) and

pH 12.2 phosphate buffer.
b. The fluorescence spectrum resulting from a mixture of TM
and vitamin A in 2.5 x 10-3 M Hg(II) and pH 12.2 phosphate
buffer, A) immediately after mixing and B) after 4 min.
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preparation steps.

Multivitamin Mineral Preparation Analysis

The applicability of the method to multivitamin mineral tablets

was tested on two types of samples: commercial multivitamin mineral

tablets and a synthetic mixture composed of all the listed ingredients,

in about the same proportions, as a Myadec multivitamin mineral

tablet. The nominal formula in an 0.8 g pill and nominal

concentrations after dilution are listed in Table XXVII. For the

synthetic sample, each constituent was ground to a powder, weighed and

mixed thoroughly with the other constituents. Samples taken from this

synthetic preparation were dissolved in pH 2 HC1, filtered and diluted

to 1 L. Aliquots of this were diluted by another factor of ten for the

analysis, giving an approximate TM concentration fof 3 x 10
-6

M. The

solution was pH 4. The results of the analyses are shown in Table

XXVIII. The values obtained for the commercial preparations agree

reasonably well with the nominal values. In the commercial tablets,

age and tablet to tablet variations could cause the amount of TM

present to be different from the amount claimed by the manufacturer.

Analysis of the synthetic preparation provides a better test of

the method because the amount of TM in each sample is known. The

agreement between the known and determined amounts is much better. It

was found that in these samples the TM concentration remained nearly

constant for a longer period of time if the final sample solution was

pH 2. Even at pH 2, 10% of the TM was lost overnight. Under these
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TABLE XXVII. FORMULATION OF SYNTHETIC MULTIVITAMINMINERAL PREPARATION
SIMILAR TO THE PARKEDAVIS MYADEC FORMULA.

Vitamins

Quantity in Equivalent Concentration in

of one Tablet (mg) Sample (ppm)

Vitamin A (acetate) 3 (10,000 I.U.) 0.3

Vitamin D (calciferol) 1 0.1

Ascorbic Acid 250 25

Thiamine 10 1 (3 x 10
-6

M)

Vitamin B2 10 1

Vitamin B6 5 0.5

Vitamin B12
0.1 0.01

Nicotinamide 100 10

Vitamin E 30 (insoluble)

Mineralsa

0.25 0.025Iodide (XI)

Manganese (MnSO4) 1 0.1

Iron (FeSO4) 20 2

Copper (CuSO4) 2 0.2

Zinc (ZnSO4) 1.5 0.15

Magnesium (Mg0) 25 2.5 ppmb

a Masses and concentrations refer to the element of interest.

b Mg0 would not completely dissolve under sample preparation conditions,

therefore, actual concentration would be less than this.



TABLE XXVIII. DETERMINATION OF THIAMINE IN MULTIVITAMINMINERAL
PREPARATIONS.

Amount Thiamine Amount

Sample Claimed Found Error

(mg) (mg) (% )

Parke Davis Myadeca 10 11.1 +11

BiMarta 2.5 2.5 Ob

BiMarta 2.5 2.1 16

Average error 1.7%

Synthetic Preparationc 10.12 10.45 +3.3

Synthetic Preparationc 10.17 10.21 +0.4

Synthetic Preparationc 9.92 9.79 2.1

Synthetic Preparationc 9.92 9.38 5.5

Average error 1.0%

a Commercial multivitamin mineral tablet

194

b Determined from calibration curve

Synthethic multivitamin mineral preparation as described in text
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analysis conditions, the standards should also be at pH 2.

Unless noted, all determinations were made by the method of

standard additions by spiking the final dilutions with a standard TM

solution to an added concentration of 2 x 10
-6

or 4 x 10
-6

M. The

standard addition method should compensate for changes in the slope of

calibration curve (i.e., the reaction rate) and for the gradual

decomposition of TM that occured in dilute solutions containing metals.

Determination of the TM concentration in the samples with a calibration

curve from external TM standards gave reasonable but less accurate

results. This is partially due to the difference in the rate of

decomposition of TM in pure standard solutions as opposed to thiamine

in solutions containing metals. Samples consisting of thiamine plus

all the metals salts, MgO, and PI in the same proportions as the

vitamin mineral mixture were also analyzed. The slope obtained from

standard addititons and external thiamine standards did not differ

significantly demonstrating that the thiamine reaction rate is not

appreciably affected by the metals.

A direct comparison of the reaction rate method and USP standard

method (55) was also performed using a synthetic vitamin mineral

preparation which did not contain TM. This sample was prepared as

before except that the pH 2 sample solution was spiked with a standard

TM solution at the final dilution such that its concentration was 2.5 x

10
-6

M TM. The results for both methods were obtained from a

calibration curve. Table XXIX shows that both methods gave accurate

results. Variations in turbidity of the butanol and the formation of a

very small amount of TC in USP method blank gave a detection limit of
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TABLE XXIX. DETERMINATION OF THIAMINE IN SYNTHETIC MULTIVITAMIN
MINERAL PREPARATION SOLUTIONS BY THE STANDARD METHOD AND THE KINETIC

METHOD.

Methodb

Thiamine

Cencentration Number of Relative Standard

Obtained (M) Runs Deviation (%)

USP 2.40 x 10-6 3 3 -4

2.40 x 10-6 3 1 -4

Kinetic 2.47 x 10-6 5 2.5 -1

2.35 x 10-6 5 2 -6

2.45 x 10 -6 3 2 -2

a The solutions were prepared to contain 2.5 x 10
-6 M thiamine.

b Concentration were determined from a calibration curve.
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7 x 10
-9 M TM for the standard method.

Cereal Analysis

An extract of cereal samples was investigated with the IDA system

and with the standard fluorometer with PMT detection. The spectra and

information obtained with the IDA are discussed in the section dealing

with the application of the IDA system. It was observed visually that

the cereal extract had significant background fluorescence and absorbed

in the visible region. Experiments were performed to determine if

quenching or absorption by the matrix would significantly affect the

analysis. The absorbance of the cereal extract at the dilution and pH

used in the analysis was 0.15 at 365 nm (excitation wavelength) and

0.02 at 444 nm (emission wavelength). This means that about 29% of the

excitation radiation would be absorbed in passing through 1 cm of this

solution and about 16% in passing through the approximately 0.5 cm of

solution before the viewed region in the fluorescence cell. When TC

was added to this solution the fluorescence from TC was only 83% of

what it was in the buffer alone. Since this is what would be expected

based on the matrix absorbance of 0.15 quenching does not appear to be

significant.

Another experiment was performed which differentiated between

chemical (quenching) and spectroscopic (absorption) effects. In this

experiment the cereal extract was placed in a separate sample cell in

the optical path of the excitation beam directly in front of the sample

cell which contained TC. Measurements of TC fluorescence were also
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made with only water in the first sample cell to compensate for the

reflectance from the surfaces of the additional cell. The fluorescence

of TC was decreased 33% with the cereal in the excitation beam compared

with the 29% predicted from the absorbance measurement. When the

cereal extract was twice as concentrated the TC signal was reduced 52%

compared with 50% predicted on the basis of absorption alone.

Variability in scattering and experimental error could account for the

larger than expected decreases. These data also indicate that

absorption of excitation radiation and not quenching accounts for the

decrease in TC fluorescence in the cereal matrix.

The absorption of excitation radiation by the matrix requires that

a standard additions procedure be used for the analysis. The proper

dilution factor to be used in the analysis is a compromise between less

dilution to give the highest possible rate due to TM, and greater

dilution to decrease the effect of matrix absorption and noise due to

background fluorescence and scattering, and to minimize the small

negative rate due to riboflavin decomposition. If flicker noise in the

blank signal determines the detection limit, the detection limit should

increase in proportion to the sample matrix concentration as does the

absorbance. Due to the absorption of excitation radiation, the

measured fluorescence reaction rate increases more slowly than the

sample matrix concentration. Thus dilution would improve the ratio of

measured thiamine reaction rate to background noise. The dilution used

in the analysis resulted in thiamine concentrations of about 5 x 10
-7

M.

The results of the application of the kinetic method for TM are
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listed in Table XXX. The detection limit in this matrix using the PMT

and monochromator was 1.6 x 10
-7

M thiamine. This converts to a

detection limit in the dry sample of 19 µg /g. The detection limit in

the cereal sample solution compares with a detection limit of 2 x 10
-8

M TM in deionized distilled water solutions. The background

fluorescence signal in this sample is about 25 mV which compares with

less than 0.5 mV background signal for the deionized distilled water

solutions. The standard deviations of the cereal matrix blank and the

deionized distilled water blank were 71 counts and 12 counts,

respectively.

Investigation of the Applicability of the Kinetic Method

for Thiamine to Urine Samples

Preliminary investigation of this sample with a PMT revealed high

background fluorescence and a rapid increase in fluorescence due to a

blank reaction which occurred when the diluted sample was made pH 12.

Freezing is a common method of sample preservation for urine (52).

Generally freezing causes some of the substances present in the sample

to precipitate. Freezing and filtering the sample reduced the

background fluorescence by about a factor of 1.5. A urine sample which

had been frozen and filtered was diluted by a factor of 20 with 0.01 M

HC1. A solution composed of 1 mL of the diluted sample, 1 mL of H20,

and 1 mL of pH 12.2 phosphate buffer still had an initial background

fluorescence signal of 40 mV. This is equivalent to the signal from

about 5 x 10
-7

M TC. The blank reaction rate in the same sample
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TABLE XXX. ANALYSIS OF CEREAL SAMPLES.

Sample Standarda Kinetica Percentage

Number Method Method Difference

1 .046 .054 +17.0

2 .047 .046 2.1

3 .054 .059 +10.0

4 .050 .049 2.0

5 .054 .052 4.3

average .050 .052 +3.6

a mg thiamine per g dry cereal
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solution was reduced by about a factor of two compared to an equivalent

unfrozen and filtered sample and varied from about 700 to 1000 counts.

This is comparable to the rate normally obtained for about a 6 x 10
-7

M

TM solution. The variability in the blank rate mades it very difficult

to compensate for. The blank reaction presents a considerable

interference for the kinetic method because the increase in

fluorescence occurs in the same general spectral region and on the same

time scale as the analytical reaction. In some cases it is possible to

measure the reaction rate after an interfering reaction has reached

equilibrium. It would not be possible to first add the buffer, let the

blank reaction subside and then initiate the thiochrome reaction by the

addition of the oxidant because the mixing order of oxidant before base

is required for the mercurythiamine reaction.

Quenching and inner filter effects were also present in this

matrix. The sample could not be diluted by more than a factor of

twenty to lessen any of these problems because the concentration of TM

in a normal sample at a twentyfold dilution would be about 1 x 10
-7

M,

only a factor of five above the detection limit obtained under ideal

conditions. The standard deviation of the rate of the blank reaction

in this matrix is comparable to the rate expected for 1 x 10
-7

M TM.

It was determined from emission spectra obtained at several

excitation wavelengths that more than one fluorescent component was

present in the solution. However it was not possible to obtain an

undistorted emission spectrum initially or during the background

reaction due to the slow scan speed of the fluorometer's monochromator

and the changing spectrum. Using the rapid scanning capability of the
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IDA it was determined that the emission maximum of the substance

forming in the blank reaction was at approximately 450 nm. Since TC

fluoresces at 445 nm, the possibility that the blank reaction was TM

reacting to form TC was investigated. The rate of the background

reaction was measured when the sample was spiked with 2 x 10
-6

M TM and

made pH 12. Normally at pH 12 with no Hg(II) present TM would not

react to form TC. It was found that the rate and extent of the

background reaction was not dependent on the level of TM in the

solution, implying that the substance forming was not TC.

In another experiment the background reaction was allowed to go to

completion and then the solution was extracted with butanol. Butanol

is commonly used to extract TC from aqueous solutions. The

fluorescence signal of the butanol was the same whether the sample had

been spiked with thiamine or not. The fluorescence maximum in butanol

for the unknown substance was about 445 nm whereas TC fluoresces at 435

nm in this solvent.

There are several compounds commonly found in urine, e.g.,

nicotinic acid, nicotinamide methochloride, salicylates, quinine, and

atabrine, which fluoresce in these regions and which have been reported

to interfere with TM analyses (135). In one analysis an ion exchange

step was followed by the standard thiochrome method butanol extraction.

Several fluorescent species were present in the butanol and interfered

with the measurement of TC fluorescence. The substances in the butanol

were separated by HPLC which separated the fluorescent interferences

from TC (136).

In addition to the problems mentioned above when Hg(II) is added
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to the sample solution and the pH is raised to 12.2 by the addition of

the buffer, a dramatic increase in scattering occurs. Visually the

solution appears grey and turbid and a precipitate involving Hg(II) has

obviously formed. The increase in scattering makes rate measurements

impossible. An ion exchange treatment identical to that commonly used

for the equilibrium TC method in interfering matrices (136) was also

investigated. The interferences for the kinetic method were reduced

but not removed and the analysis time was greatly increased.

Some of the problems in this matrix could be elucidated by the

rapid scanning capability of the IDA system. The further study of this

matrix is presented in the section on the application of the IDA to

matrix diagnostics.

All of these problems made it obvious that separations are

necessary before the kinetic method would produce acceptable results

with these samples. However the most time consuming steps of the

standard method are the separation steps and using these procedures in

conjunction with the kinetic method would remove the most significant

advantage of the kinetic method, leaving the standard method as the

method of choice in this type of sample.

Intensified Diode Array System

Control Module Tests

Studies were performed to determine the contribution of the

control module, computer interface and computer to the total system
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noise as discussed in the Instrumentation section. A battery or a

Heath Voltage Reference Source, Model EU-80A (VRS) was used as the

signal source in these tests. The cable from the IDA detector was

disconnected from the control module such that there was no interaction

with it. At least 30 sets were obtained, one second apart, and the

standard deviation calculated for the same point in each set. For 30

sets standard deviations in the signal magnitude of between 1.85 and

0.85 counts with an average of 1.14 counts and 1.16 counts were

obtained for the battery and VRS, respectively. The standard deviation

was independent of input voltage for all the voltages tested, i.e.

0.0, 25, 250, 2500 mV from the VRS, and 3, 4.5 and 6 V from the

battery.

This study shows that the electronic noise of the control module

and computer interface is measurable but is not significant in

comparison to the readout noise on the video line of the IDA. Assuming

the battery input is perfectly stable and an equal distribution of l's

and 0's in the least significant bit of the ADC, the standard deviation

over 30 data points would be 0.51 counts. Since 1.16 counts was the

total standard deviation measured for the system, minus the IDA

detector, it can be found from propogation of error formulas that at

least 1.04 counts is due to the electonics. In comparison to the 3.5

counts of readout noise typically obtained with the IDA the noise

contribution of the modules described in this thesis is very small.

The noise level of the modules can also be related to the number

of photoelectrons stored on the diode array as it was for the IDA

detector in the Instrumentation section. Using the factor 4900
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electrons per count derived in that section, 1.16 counts is equivalent

to 5700 electrons at the diode array.

One anomaly in the output of the ADC should be noted. The ADC

avoids outputting numbers ending in octal seven. This can only be

observed when the VRS input voltage is tuned to a level such that the

12 bit binary representation of that voltage level should have the

three least significant bits high. What is observed is a majority of

octal tens and sixes and only a few sevens. The entrance of noise into

sensitive portions of the circuitry, for example through the jumper on

the S/H ADC board which allows output on an oscilloscope, causes a

majority of odd numbers, especially octal seven and a standard

deviation of about 2.8 counts.

Application to Steady State Fluorescence

Multiplex Advantage. The performance of the IDA system at low

level steady state fluorescence signals was evaluated with solutions of

quinine sulfate. The results of this study are listed in Table XXXI

and Figure 53. An improvement in detection limits is obtained when

successively larger regions of the spectrum are observed; however, the

improvement between six channels and sixtyfive channels is not

significant. However for concentrations above the detection limit, the

RSD does improve when the signal from a greater number of channels is

summed or the concentration of quinine sulfate, and hence the signal

magnitude, is increased. The improvement in RSD is usually less than

is theoretically expected, i.e. it is not proportional to 1/(n)1/2, or



TABLE XXXI. PRECISION FOR QUININE SULFATE MEASUREMENTS USING THE IDA.

1 Channel 6 Channels

Concentration n SD RSD SD RSD

(ppb) (counts) ( %) (counts) (%)

65 Channels

SD RSD

(counts) (%)

blanks 20 11 52 448

0.1 10 14 85 44 48 276 46

1.0 10 22 35 88 24 233 6.5

10.0 10 38 10 113 4.3 475 1.9

33.3 10 68 4.3 198 2.1 1140 1.3

66.7 4 59 1.9 311 1.8 1963 1.2

Slope (counts /ppb), 45 265 2406

Detection Limit (ppb) 0.48 0.39 0.37

a includes dark noise

b note that this concentration is below the detection limit.

Conditions: Quinine sulfate in 0.05 M H 2 SO 4' 2 s integration time, 4.0 intensifier setting, 0.25

mm emission slit, 365 nm excitation wavelength, channel regions centered around 460 nm emission

maximum.
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to 1/(fluorescence signal)
1/2

, between six and 65 channels, and at the

higher quinine sulfate concentrations.

RSD's obtained for these solutions could be compared with that

obtained for scattered signals from the tungsten lamp which is shown in

Figure 24 in the Instrumental section. In that case on RSD of 3.3% was

obtained for about 1600 counts mean signal for 1 s integration with the

intensifier set at 4.5. For the 33.3 ppb quinine sulfate the RSD is

4.3% with 1566 counts mean signal with the intensifier at 4.0 and a 2 s

integration.

Integration Time. The effect on the detection limit of increasing

the integration time was also studied. In these studies the same IDA

detector previously used was connected to the Tracor Northern TN-1710

signal analyzer. The readout noise of IDA obtained with this signal

analyzer was about a factor of two larger than that obtained with the

IDA system described in this thesis. However the blank signal and the

standard deviation of the blank were measurable above the dark signal

and readout noise, respectively.

It was found that increasing the integration time did not

necessarily produce an improvement in the detection limit. The slope

of the analytical curve increases approximately in proportion to the

integration time but the standard deviation of the blank also

increases, in some cases faster than theoretically predicted. The

standard deviation of fluorescence signals from 0.05 M H
2
SO

4
blanks for

1, 2, 8, and 16 s integration times were 32, 33, 80 and 427 counts,

respectively. The detection limits for these integration times were
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0.8, 0.3, and 0.2 and 0.5 ppb quinine sulfate, respectively. There are

several factors which could contribute to these results. When

solutions are left in the sample cell for long periods photolysis and

increased background fluorescence can both occur. This causes drifts

over the times needed to obtain the measurements and can increase their

standard deviation. When the IDA was used with the fluorometer no

compensation was made for fluctuations in the excitation source. The

signal analyzer used here made data collection slower than with the IDA

system described in this thesis. Only eight spectra could be stored at

one time. Thus to get the spectra required for the standard deviation

calculation, usually 10 to 30, the data from the first eight had to be

obtained, then eight more spectra stored, etc. The process of

obtaining the sum of a region of channels from the signal analyzer was

also slower. This means the uncertainties due solutions, temperature

and light source instability will all be more significant. The RSD of

higher light level fluorescence signals from 100 ppb quinine sulfate

were found to improve with integration time. However even under ideal

instrumental conditions the instability of the solutions will

eventually limit the improvement in RSD and detection limit with

integration time.

Ensemble Averaging. The advantages of ensemble averaging have been

shown in Table VII and XI for dark and scattered light signals. The

effect of ensemble averaging for fluorescence signals from solutions

was not specifically studied but the option of adding multiple scans

per set was used in the simultaneous vitamin B
1

and B
2

analysis to be
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discussed later. Equation 3 predicts that one should increase the

integration time rather than accepting multiple scans per set because

each interrogation of the diode array is accompanied by about 3.5

counts of readout noise. However it can be advantageous to accept more

than one scan per set when more than one wavelength region needs to be

observed and the signal from one region approaches saturation before

sufficient signal is accumulated in another region. For example, in

the simultaneous vitamin B
1

and B
2

analysis, the steady state

fluorescence of riboflavin is much greater than the thiochrome

fluorescence in subsequent scans. Adding together four scans into one

set has the effect of increasing the dynamic range of the the diode

array and total integration times that would have saturated the array

in the riboflavin region can be used. It was shown in Table XI that

this should also improve the precision of the riboflavin measurement.

Application to Kinetic Measurements

The applicability of the IDA system to transient fluorescence

signals was illustrated with the kinetic method for thiamine. Table

XXXII lists the results of that study. The same trends are seen in

this table as are seen in Table XXXI, namely that the precision and

detection limits improve, in this case with the number of channels

observed, but that the improvements are not dramatic. The detection

limits obtained with the IDA are about a factor of two greater than

that obtained with the PMT and monochromator with approximately same

spectral bandpass. Figure 54 shows spectra obtained with the IDA



TABLE XXXII. APPLICATION OF THE IDA SYSTEM TO KINETIC MEASUREMENTS.

One Channel 6 Channels 66 Channels

Thiamine n Mean SD RSD Mean SD RSD Mean SD RSD
Conc. Rate (counts) (%) Rate (counts) (%) Rate (counts) (%)
(M x 10

-7
) (counts) (counts) (counts)

1 8 63 31 49 348 121 35 2764 688 25

5 5 387 25 6.5 2296 291 13 19762 995 5.0

10 5 727 55 7.6 4424 245 5.6 37841 844 2.2

20 5 1645 116 7.1 9917 525 5.3 82924 2065 2.5

Blanka 22 2 21 5 87 81 487

Slope

(counts/10-6 M)

Detection limit

(x10-8 M)

818

5.3

4600 40833

3.8 2.4

Conditions: 4.0 intensifier, 2 s integration time, 14 s between sets, 0.25 mm emission slit, 365

nm excitation wavelength, channel regions centered around 445 nm except for largest region which

started at 427 nm.

a Includes dark noise.
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during the TC reaction.

Application to Matrix Diagnostics

The IDA system was also used to investigate various sample

matrices to determine the applicability of the kinetic method for

thiamine to these types of samples. The IDA system allowed spectra to

be obtained in a fraction of the time required with a scanning

monochromator. The ability to plot multiple spectra on the graphics

terminal makes comparisons rapid and sure. The IDA system can aid in

the selection of analytical wavelengths and bandpasses by rapidly

determining the extent of spectral overlap of the emission of two

fluorescent compounds in a solution (78). The CROSSHAIR option can be

used to obtain wavelength, channel number, and magnitude of any point

on the screen.

Cereal. Figure 55 shows the spectra of the extract from breakfast

cereal used in the cereal analysis described earlier. The greater

fluorescence at approximately 520 nm in the pH 12 solution can be

attributed to riboflavin. This was determined from studies of

riboflavin standards with the IDA. The uncorrected emission maximum

for riboflavin at pH 12 is 520 nm and emission at pH 12 for riboflavin

is only about 20% as great as it is at pH 2. The emission maximum of

the sample at pH 12 and the change in fluorescence with pH is the same

as that for riboflavin, and the cereal was specified to contain

riboflavin. The spectrum also shows significant background
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fluorescence at 480 nm. This peak is sufficiently wide that it

strongly overlaps the thiochrome emission which peaks at 445 nm. There

would be little advantage to observing the thiochrome at a lower

wavelength. The peaks at 365 and 730 nm are the first and second order

scatter peaks, respectively. These peaks are flat topped because the

diode array is saturated at these channels. The magnitude of even the

second order scatter peak, labeled SS, indicates that scattering of

excitation radiation may be a problem in these samples. In standard

solutions made with double distilled water even the first order peak is

not saturated with a 1 s integration time. The scattering results in

an increased background signal at all wavelengths which is estimated to

be about 2% of the increased signal at the second order scatter peak.

The steady state signal resulting from scattered light would not be

measured in a kinetic method but the noise contribution would degrade

the detection limit and decrease the precision of the analysis. The

presence of noise in the scattered light at the analytical wavelength

region and noise in the background fluorescence degrades the detection

limit by about a factor of 10 in this matrix when the PMT is used.

Figure 56 shows spectra of the same extract obtained using two

different excitation wavelengths. Since the emission maximum changes

with excitation wavelength these spectra indicate, as does Figure 55,

that more than one fluorophore is present in the solution. The

simultaneous analysis for the thiamine and riboflavin discussed below

would not be applicable to this type of sample unless a blank could be

made which contains all the fluorophores except riboflavin. The

results of the application of the kinetic method for thiamine to cereal
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samples using the PMT as a detector has already been presented in Table

m.

Urine. The IDA system was also applied to the investigation of

the applicability of the kinetic method for thiamine in urine samples.

It was determined that the kinetic method for thiamine was not

appropriate in this case unless additional separation steps were

employed. However, the use of the IDA provided information on some of

the problems in this sample, which could be not have been obtained with

the typical single wavelength detection scheme.

Figure 57 shows spectra obtained during the spontaneous background

reaction which occurs when urine which has been frozen, filtered and

diluted by a factor of 5 is made pH 12. The background fluorescence is

so great that only a 50 ms integration time is sufficient to obtain a

signal approaching saturation. The spectra in Figure 57 could not have

been obtained with the scanning monochromator and PMT commonly used

with this fluorometer because the increase in the fluorescence at 450

nm is so rapid that the peak at 465 nm would have been distorted.

The difference between spectra A and C is shown in Figure 58. The

increase in fluorescence is occurring at approximately 450 nm. This

information also could not have been obtained without the IDA.

When Hg(II) is added to the urine sample and the pH is raised to

12.2 by the addition of the buffer a dramatic increase in scattering

occurs. Using the IDA system it was determined that the rate of

background reaction was less when the oxidant was present. This could

not be easily determined with the PMT system because the increased
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signal due to scattering was measured as an apparent fluorescence

signal. However, the IDA system was used to observe the increased

signal due to scattering in a spectral region where no change in

fluorescence is occurring and to compensate for the total increase

measured in the 450 nm region due to the effect of the scattering. The

fact that the oxidant is participating in the blank reaction means that

it would not be possible to make a proper blank measurement to

compensate the total rate for the blank reaction. In addition the

effective oxidant concentration in the thiamine reaction is reduced due

to the interaction of mercury with other species in the sample. This

would cause a slower thiamine reaction rate and would cause a standard

additions procedure to be necessary.

Simultaneous Vitamin B
1

and B
2

Analysis

The multichannel capabilities of the IDA system have also been

utilized for the simultaneous analysis of vitamins B
1

and B
2

. There

are several points in this method which were considered:

1. The potential for interference between the two analytes.

2. A suitable blank.

3. The type of samples to which the method is applicable.

The potential of interference with the thiamine determination by

riboflavin has been previously discussed. Further studies showed that

for solutions containing 1 x 10
-6

M thiamine and less than 1 x 10
-6

riboflavin, various riboflavin concentrations did not significantly

affect either the mean rate or the detection limit for the thiamine
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determination. When the riboflavin was in up to five times excess, the

effect on the mean thiamine rate was less than one standard deviation

in the mean rate. At this riboflavin concentration the standard

deviation of the thiamine rate measurement for 1 x 10
-6

M thiamine

increased about 25% and the detection limit degraded a factor of two to

three. For the riboflavin determination, the steady state fluorescence

of riboflavin is being measured and compounds which absorb

significantly at the excitation or emission wavelengths could

interfere. Thiamine does not absorb above about 310 nm and thiochrome

has not yet formed when the riboflavin signal is measured. This is in

contrast to an earlier simultaneous analysis for these vitamins in

which compromise conditions were used. In that case the presence of

thiochrome affected the signal measured for riboflavin and a special

nonlinear calibration grid had to be used (58).

The blank for the thiamine reaction would be just the sample and

the buffer. Since Hg(II) is not present thiochrome will not form.

The blank for the riboflavin determination is the same as the

standard method. The use of this blank assumes that either there are

no other fluorophores in the solution or they are not affected by the

sodium dithionite. The Hg(II) solution is not added to this blank

because it forms a grey precipitate with sodium dithionite.

Based on the two previous points the samples to which this

analysis could be applied would have the two analytes in approximately

the same concentrations or thiamine in excess. The integration times

selected assume final sample concentrations less than 2 x 10
-6

M

thiamine and 5 x 10
-7 M riboflavin to avoid saturation of the diode
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array. At riboflavin concentrations below 2 x 10
-7

M, two 1 s scans

per set instead of four 0.5 s scans would be advantageous.

The simultaneous analysis would be affected by the same

interferences as the kinetic method for thiamine. In addition the

determination of riboflavin would be interfered with by the presence of

other steady state fluorescence not compensated for by the blank.

Quenching, or low level absorptions effects would be compensated for by

the standard additions technique.

The matrix of the multivitamin mineral tablets would be amenable

to the simultaneous analysis. The interference study for the thiamine

study showed that the level of interferents in this sample could be

tolerated by the kinetic method for thiamine. In addition the

interference study showed that there were no other significant

fluorophores in the solution under the reaction conditions. Vitamin A

is fluorescent but it decomposes readily to a nonfluorescent compound

and the sample preparation required for riboflavin would ensure total

decomposition.

The analysis scheme presented is essentially the same as the

standard method for riboflavin except that Hg(II) is present in the

solution and it was determined that Hg(II) did not effect the

riboflavin fluorescence. The portion of the analysis from which the

thiamine rate is determined is essentially the same as vitamin analysis

presented earlier with the PMT detector, except that the riboflavin

concentration may be higher due to a more thorough sample preparation.

The IDA system has already been shown to be a suitable substitute

detector for the PMT in the kinetic method for thiamine at these
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contration levels. The results of a comparison of the simultaneous

analysis and the standard method for riboflavin are given in Table

%XXIII. The standard deviations for both methods were affected by

sample decomposition and sample to sample differences. The detection

limits for thiamine and riboflavin for a 10 diode region were 6 x 10
-8

M and 7 x 10
-10 H, respectively, and for a 1 diode region were 9 x 10

-8

M and 1 x 10
-9 M, respectively, in this matrix.

Figure 59 presents a series of spectra obtained during such an

analysis. A is the spectrum of the riboflavin fluorescence at 0 s at

pH 2. The buffer is automatically injected by a signal from the

computer. The B spectrum is obtained at 16 s after the buffer is

thoroughly mixed in, changing the pH to 12 and initiating the

thiochrome reaction. Spectra C and D show the increase in fluorescence

due to the formation of thiochrome at 48 s and 80 s. The primary

advantage of this simultaneous analysis is that it can be performed

about three times faster than separate determinations using standard

methods. Another significant advantage is that the riboflavin can be

determined under the conditions optimum for that analyte but in the

same run as thiamine. Previous adaptations of the standard methods for

the analysis of both vitamins in the same sample either involved

compromise conditions (58) or determined the vitamins in separate runs

after the same sample preparation (137).
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TABLE %XXIII. COMPARISON OF THE SIMULTANEOUS METHOD AND THE STANDARD
METHOD FOR RIBOFLAVIN IN MULTIVITAMIN - MINERAL TABLETS.

Sample Number

of

Channels

Simultaneous

Method

x 10-7)

Standarda

Method

(M x 10-7)

A %b

1 1 3.50 3.70 -5.4

1 10 3.65 3.82 -4.5

2 1 4.01 3.88 +3.4

2 10 4.20 4.00 +5.0

3 1 4.10 4.31 -4.9

3 10 4.10 4.37 -6.2

average 1 3.87 3.96 -2.3

average 10 3.98 4.06 -2.0

Silic 1 0.32 0.31

SD 10 0.29 0.28

mg. found 1 9.9 10.1 -2.3

mg. found 10 10.2 10.4 -2.0

mg. claimed 10 10

a See reference 55, MnO4 step omitted.

b 100% - (Simultaneous Method/Standard Method)

Standard deviation.

Conditions: 0.5 s integration time, 4 scans/set, 4.0 intensifier, 14 s

between sets, regions centered around riboflavin emission maximum, 0.25

mm emission slit, 365 nm excitation wavelength.
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CONCLUSIONS

Improvements were made to the fluorometric reaction instrument

which improved the convenience and reproducibility of kinetic

measurements. Modifications to the Wilson ratemeter allowed the rate

from each measurement period to be printed, and synchronized the

beginning of the rate measurement period with the automatic injection

of the reagent which initiates the reaction. Use of the automatic

precision liquid dispenser makes reagent introduction easier, more

reproducible in volume, technique and timing, and reduces the

possibility of contamination. However it also presents some

limitations. If reagent addition is to be synchronized with the rate

measurement, the automatic dispenser should be used for the last

reagent added to the reaction mixture and always for the same solution.

It is not reasonable to use the dispenser in situations where the

sample must be added last, or during studies where the reagent

concentration is varied, because if only a few runs are made, setting

up the automatic dispenser consumes more reagent and time than manual

reagent addition. Further automation using several dispensers or

valving or rinsing schemes could overcome these inconveniences.

The KIM ratemeter utilizes a unique method of acquiring and

outputting data, and fulfills the purposes for which it was designed.

It demonstrated that a single board microcomputer with 1K of memory and

limited external hardware could be a powerful software programmable

ratemeter.

However in developing such a system other factors became evident.
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The increased cost of additional memory for the KIM would be more than

offset by the decrease in development time and the increased power of

the system. The cost of 16K of additional memory is about 025

compared to about 1170 for the KIM.

The availability of more memory means that a higher level language

like BASIC could be used for more sophisticated and powerful programs

and for greater speed in program development. More than one week was

required to write and debug the software portion of the KIM ratemeter,

much longer than would have been required for a comparable BASIC

program. In addition one is severely limited in the arithmetic

functions one can perform easily in assembly language subroutines. The

accumulation of a library of assembly language subroutines and the

increased skill of the programmer could have reduced development times

on subsequent assembly language systems. Increased memory would also

greatly lessen restrictions on program length and amount of data

storage. With a higher level language portions of the program which

must be executed with optimum speed may still need to be performed in

assembly language. Auxiliary hardware for digitization and counting

similar to that presented here would be necessary in either case. The

printer used in this work also would require special decoding even with

BASIC. If a teletype were used with BASIC a number could be printed

with only a one word command and no additional hardware.

When similar systems are developed, the use of only a single board

microcomputer using only assembly language programs could only be

justified where development time was not important in comparison to

hardware expense, where several identical systems would be constructed,
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and/or where more advanced functions would not be desirable.

The kinetic fluorometric method for thiamine which was presented

here has been shown to be a sensitive method for a biologically

important compound. The detection limit for thiamine is 2 x 10
-9

using an emission filter, and 2 x 10
-8 M using a monochromator and PMT.

This is more than sufficient for multivitamin tablets. An extensive

interference study showed that there were few significant interferences

in a vitamin pill matrix and multivitaminmineral tablets were

successfully analyzed. The kinetic method is faster and easier, uses

less glassware, and more stable reagents than the standard method. It

does not involve the extractions with organic solvents or ion exchange

steps that the standard method does. The analysis of cereal samples

provided a more stringent test of the method and a standard additions

procedure was found to be necessary. The detection limit of 19 gg/g of

dry cereal is adequate for the analysis of samples like fortified

cereals but would not be adequate for samples which required as great

of dilutions in sample preparation but have a much lower thiamine

concentration. For example the concentration of thiamine in blood is

too low to apply the kinetic method.

The development of this analytical method included a study of the

thiaminemercury reaction. A reaction pathway previously proposed for

the formation of thiochrome was confirmed. The formation of a

previously unreported mercurythiamine complex allows Hg(II) to be

effective in the kinetic method for thiamine where other oxidants were

not. If other metals also form complexes with thiamine, and the

literature indicates that at least Cu(II) does, these metals may
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interfere with the Hg(II) complexation. In this respect the kinetic

method may be more sensitive to interferences than the equilibrium

method.

In general, kinetic methods involve more variables and can provide

more information on the solution conditions than equilibrium methods.

This ability can also make them more subject to interferences since

more factors must be controlled.

Experience with the urine and cereal samples has shown that

fluorescence detection can suffer from unique problems in certain types

of samples. The sensitivity of fluorescence detection is compromised

by the prescence of high background fluorescence and scatterers. In

addition absorbers in the solution present an interference for

fluorescence not found in absorbance monitoring. A standard additions

procedure, usually also prescribed for the standard methods, adequately

compensates for the background absorbance but is more time consuming.

However the concentration levels of thiochrome commonly observed with

fluorescence detection are about 100 times lower than could be observed

by absorbance monitoring.

The kinetic method for thiamine is rapid and could be easily

automated. However for some types of samples the separations

prescribed by the standard method are necessary. This makes the time

advantage of the kinetic method an insignificant part of the total

analysis time. In situations where major interferences do not mandate

separations the kinetic method is about 50% faster. The standard

method can be used to lower concentration levels since the separations

can be used to concentrate the thiamine and because all of the reaction
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rather than just a few percent are observed.

The IDA system has been shown to be a powerful, convenient, and

flexible analytical tool. Its rapid scanning and integrating

capabilities are its most valuable characteristics. The control module

and computer interface have been shown to contribute very little noise

to an analytical measurement. The flexibility of using the control

module with or without the computer is advantageous. The ability of

the software to store only part of the spectrum is very important since

the amount of computer memory available for data storage is limited.

The ability of the IDA system to provide immediate visual feedback of

spectral information over a wide wavelength range is helpful in many

analytical applications. The rapid scanning capability of the system

has allowed studies to be performed which would be very difficult or

impossible with the scanning monochromator system, as was shown in the

study of urine samples.

The unique utility of the IDA system was also shown in the

simultaneous analysis of vitamins B1 and B2. Both steady state and

kinetic fluorescence measurements are made in one run performed under

computer control.

The most significant problems with the IDA are functions of the

detector. Its dynamic range is limited. Adding together multiple

scans can compensate for the limited dynamic range in some cases. The

readout noise is about 0.1% of the full scale. However the noise in

the blank is usually greater than this. The new larger aperture diode

array promises to have lower readout noise and collect more light to

provide about a factor of five improvement in low signal situations.
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The variations in responsivity across the detector and their change

with time are also worrisome, particularly if the variations continue

to increase.

Improvements to the IDA system which would be helpful would be

mass storage, a floppy disc for example. Software control of the

intensifier gain and/or software decisions concerning the appropriate

integration times might be advantageous. Additional subroutines to

input spectra stored on paper tape or to plot calibrated spectra on an

x y recorder could also be useful. Storing data in double precision,

or in an array in BASIC would be advantageous in some situations.

However more elaborate programs will limit the number of spectra which

may be stored and it is very important to be able to make comparisons

or perform calculations between many spectra which are all in memory.

The IDA system and the KIM ratemeter have some similarities in the

way that they use technology for scientific purposes. Both systems

allow experimental data to be obtained more rapidly and with greater

flexibility of experimental variables. Both store the data to allow

later reexamination and recalulations. Both the speed of acquisition

and the ability to store data allow the scientist to draw more

conclusions from one group of experiments and to be more certain of

those conclusions. Many new applications which exploit the speed,

flexibility, and mass data storage of systems like the IDA system will

result from their continued development and their more general usage.
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APPENDIX I

KIM RATEMETER PROGRAMS LISTING

0001

0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007

0008

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

PAD=$1700
PADD=$1701
PBDD=$1703;D1RECTION
PBD=$1702;1NPUT NMI
STPCLK =$1707;READ&STOP
CLKSET =$170F;CLOCK C01600;VERSATILE PORT
VECTIN =$17FA ;VECTORS HERE
MEASNO =$0000

0009 0000 TIME =$0001
0010 0000 DELAY =$0002
0011 0000 SELECT =$0004;DVM,4,FIXED,1
0012 0000 OFFSET =$0003;FOR RATE CALC
0013 0000 TOP =$0005 ;TOP STORAGE
0014 0000 MEAS2 =$0007;TEMP MEASNO
0015 0000 TIMER =$0006;TEMP TIME
0016 0000 OVRFLO =$0008;ABOVE 32K?
0017 0000 X1NDEX=$001C;X INDEX
0018 0000 NEG=$0009;NEGATIVE NO.
0019 0000 RATE1 =$000A;SUM HERE
0020 0000 SERI =$000D;BCD TO SERIAL
0021 0000 SER2=$000E;COUNT DOWN SPOT
0022 0000 SER3=$000F
0023 0000 PORT =$15
0024 0000 CNTR =$16
0025 0000 SPOT =$17

0026 0000 RESET =$1C22
0027 0000 ZERO =$0010
0028 0000 STORE1 =$0020;STORE DATA HERE
0029 0000 DELAY2 =$0011
0030 0000 DUMMY =$0012
0031 0000 *=$0309
0032 0309 A9 OE LDA #<ROUTIN
0033 030B 20 00 02 JSR INIT;INITIALIZE
0034 030E A9 02 LDA # >ROUTIN
0035 0310 A9 OC LDA 01100
0036 0312 8D 02 17 STA PBD;INJECTOR
0037 0315 A9 CD LDA #$CD
0038 0317 85 05 STA TOP
0039 0319 A5 02 LDA DELAY;ONCE PRER PROG START
0040 0318 85 11 STA DELAY2; INITIAL DELAY

0041 031D A9 00 LDA #0
0042 031F 8D 02 17 STA PBD ;INJECTOR PULSE
0043 0322 8D 01 17 STA PADD ;INPUT
0044 0325 A2 00 LDX #0

0045 0327 C6 11 DELOOP DEC DELAY2
0046 0329 30 OD BMI RECOL

0047 032B A9 F4 LDA #244 ;.25SEC
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0048

0049
0050
0051

032D
0330
0333
0335

8D 07 17
2C 07 17
10 FB
4C 27 03

STA STPCLK;NONINTERUPT
CKLOOP BIT STPCLK;CLK DONE?

BPL CKLOOP
JMP DELOOP

0052 0338 20 B1 02 RECOL JSR RTMEAS

0053 033B C6 07 DEC MEAS2

0054 033D A5 01 COLECT LDA TIME

0055 033F 85 06 STA TIMER;INIT TIMER

0056 0341 E4 05 CPX TOP;ENOUGH DATA?

0057 0343 BO 6A BCS FINAL;WHEN X>=TOP

0058 0345 A9 00 TOWAIT LDA #0

0059 0347 95 20 STA STORE1,X

0060 0349 95 21 STA STORE1+1,X

0061 034B 85 08 STA OVRFLO ;INITIALIZE

0062 034D A9 04 LDA 0100
0063 034F 8D 02 17 STA PBD; CLEAR COUTNERS

0064 0352 OE 02 17 ASL PBD; OPEN GATE

0065 0355 C6 06 RETIME DEC TIMER;TIME UP?

0066 0357 30 2E BMI TPOINT;STORE POINT

0067 0359 A9 F4 LDA #244;LOAD CLOCK

0068 035B 8D 07 17 STA STPCLK

0069 035E 2C 07 17 CLKOOP BIT STPCLK;.25S UP?

0070 0361 30 F2 BMI RETIME

0071 0363 AD 00 17 CHANGE LDA PAD

0072 0366 10 F6 BPL CLKOOP ;MSB IS LO

0073 0368 AD 00 17 CHECK LDA PAD

0074 036B 10 11 BPL RESTOR;ONE COUNT

0075 036D 2C 07 17 BIT STPCLK;TIME UP?

0076 0370 10 F6 BPL CHECK ;WAIT FOR LO AT MSB

0077 0372 C6 06 DEC TIMER ;TIME UP?

0078 0374 30 11 BMI TPOINT ;STORE POINT

0079 0376 A9 F4 LDA #244 ;RESTART 0.25S

0080 0378 8D 07 17 STA STPCLK

0081 037B 4C 68 03 JMP CHECK

0082 037E F6 21 RESTOR INC STORE1+1,X;COUNTS COUTER OVERFLOW
0083 0380 DO DC BNE CLKOOP

0084 0382 E6 08 INC OVRFLO ;>32K

0085 0384 4C 5E 03 JMP CLKOOP

0086 0387 20 10 02 TPOINT JSR POINT;STORE DATA
0087 038A C6 07 ANOTHR DEC MEAS2
0088 038C 10 AF BPL COLECT

0089 038E A9 01 LDA #1;1 IS FIXEDT

0090 0390 24 04 BIT SELECT

0091 0392 FO 09 BEQ NEXT

0092 0394 20 A7 02 JSR XRIGHT

0093 0397 20 29 02 JSR FIXEDT

0094 039A A5 1C LDA XINDEX;

0095 039C AA TAX;RESTORES X

0096 039D A9 04 NEXT LDA #4

0097 039F 24 04 BIT SELECT;4 IS DVM

0098 03A1 FO 95 BEQ RECOL ;COLECT MORE PTS.

0099 03A3 20 A7 02 JSR XRIGHT

0100 03A6 20 6B 02 JSR DVM
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0101

0102
0103

03A9
03AB
03AC

A5 10
AA
4C 38 03

LDA XINDEX
TAX;RESTORES X
JMP RECOL;MORE DATA

0104 03AF 4C 22 10 FINAL JMP RESET ;TO STOP

0105 03B2 *=$0200
0106 0200 A9 00 INIT LDA #0

0107 0202 85 OD STA SERI ;CLEARING
0108 0204 85 OE STA SER2
0109 0206 85 OF STA SER3
0110 0208 A9 7F LDA 001111111 ;PORTS OUT

0111 020A 8D 03 17 STA PBDD ;1=OUTPUT

0112 020D 60 RTS

0113 020E C6 06 ROUTIN DEC TIMER;NO. OF .25S
0114 0210 OE 02 17 POINT ASL PBD ;CLOSE GATE

0115 0213 AD 00 17 LDA PAD

0116 0216 95 20 STA STORE1,X ;LOWER BYTE

0117 0218 A5 08 LDA OVRFLO
0118 021A FO OA BEQ LATER ;NO OVERFLOW

0119 021C 20 BC 01 JSR ERR111 ;PRINT X, 111

0120 021F A5 08 LDA OVRFLO
0121 0221 85 OF STA SER3 ;PRINT AMT OVERFLOW

0122 0223 20 35 01 JSR BCD

0123 0226 E8 LATER INX

0124 0227 E8 INX

0125 0228 60 RTS

0126 0229 20 5E 02 FIXEDT JSR TOCLR ;SUBROUTINE CALCS RATE

0127 022C 46 07 LSR MEAS2;DIVIDE BY 2
0128 022E 20 75 02 JSR ADDER ;THIS ADDS!

0129 0231 A9 03 LDA #3 ;3 HIGHER LOC

0130 0233 85 12 STA DUMMY;FOR ADD1
0131 0235 20 B1 02 JSR RTMEAS;FOR ADDER
0132 0238 46 07 LSR MEAS2;DIVIDE BY 2
0133 023A 20 75 02 JSR ADDER;ADD 2ND GROUP

0134 023D 20 99 02 JSR SUB1;LO BYTE
0135 0240 20 9C 02 JSR SUB2;MIDDLE BYTE
0136 0243 20 9C 02 JSR SUB2;TOP BYTE
0137 0246 BO 12 BCS NOMINS
0138 0248 A9 63 LDA #99 ;MINUS SIGNAL
0139 024A 85 17 STA SPOT ;TO PRINT
0140 024C 20 CO 01 JSR SIGNAL

0141 024F A9 00 LDA #0 ;GET PLUS VALUE

0142 0251 20 99 02 JSR SUB1

0143 0254 20 9C 02 JSR SUB2
0144 0257 20 9C 02 JSR SUB2

0145 025A 20 2A 01 NOMINS JSR RATBCD

0146 025D 60 RTS

0147 025E AO 05 TOCLR LDY #5;SUBROTINE
0148 0260 A9 00 LDA #O;CLEAR WORK SPACE

0149 0262 85 12 STA DUMMY;FOR ADD1
0150 0264 99 OA 00 CLEAR STA RATE1,Y

0151 0267 88 DEY

0152 0268 10 FA BPL CLEAR;TIL ALL CLEARED

0153 026A 60 RTS
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0154
0155
0156
0157
0158
0159

026B
026E
0271

0274

0275
0278

20 5E 02
20 75 02
20 2A 01
60

20 8B 02
20 8E 02

DVM JSR TOCLR;CLEARS WORK SPACqE
JSR ADDER

JSR RATBCD ;OUTPUTS PULSES
RTS

ADDER JSR ADD1; LO BYTE
JSR ADD2;HI BYTE

0160 027B A9 00 LDA #0;TO GET CARRY

0161 027D 79 OA 00 ADC RATE1,Y;YIS 20R 5

0162 0280 99 OA 00 STA RATE1,Y

0163 0283 C6 07 DEC MEAS2;ONE PT.DONE

0164 0285 FO 03 BEQ BOTTOM;ALL DONE?

0165 0287 4C 75 02 JMP ADDER;NO-GET MORE

0166 028A 60 BOTTOM RTS

0167 028B A4 12 ADD1 LDY DUMMY;FROM FIXEDT

0168 028D 18 CLC;READY TO ADD

0169 028E B9 OA 00 ADD2 LDA RATE1,Y; LO BYTE

0170 0291 75 20 ADC STORE1,X;LO BYTE

0171 0293 99 OA 00 STA RATE1,Y;ACCUM HERE

0172 0296 E8 INX;NEXT BYTE

0173 0297 C8 INY;NEXT BYTE

0174 0298 60 RTS

0175 0299 AO 00 SUB1 LDY #O;LO FIRST

0176 029B 38 SEC;READY TO SUB

0177 029C B9 OD 00 SUB2 LDA RATE1+3,Y;LATER DATA

0178 029F F9 OA 00 SUB3 SBC RATE1,Y;EARLY DATA

0179 02A2 99 OA 00 STA RATE1,Y;STORE IN EARLY

0180 02A5 C8 INY;NEXT BYTE

0181 02A6 60 RTS

0182 02A7 8A XRIGHT TXA ;MOV X BACK MEASNO

0183 02A8 86 1C STX XINDEX;SAVE X

0184 02AA 38 SEC

0185 02AB E5 00 SBC MEASNO

0186 02AD 38 SEC

0187 02AE E5 00 SBC MEASNO;2 BYTES

0188 02130 AA TAX ;REFILL X

0189 02B1 A5 00 RTMEAS LDA MEASNO;REINIT MEAS2
010 02B3 85 07 STA MEAS2

0191 02B5 60 RTS

0192 02B6 *.-10100

0193 0100 20 00 02 JSR INIT

0194 0103 A9 01 LDA #1

0195 0105 24 04 BIT SELECT;1 IS FIXEDT

0196 0107 FO OC BEQ AROUND

0197 0109 A6 03 LDX OFFSET

0198 0108 20 81 02 REPEAT JSR RTMEAS;LOAD MEAS2

0199 010E 20 29 02 JSR FIXEDT

0200 0111 E4 1C CPX XINDEX;THRU NEW DATA

0201 0113 90 F6 BCC REPEAT

0202 0115 A9 04 AROUND LDA #4 ;4 IS DVM

0203 0117 24 04 BIT SELECT

0204 0119 FO OC BEQ LAST

0205 011B A6 03 LDX OFFSET;SKIP X POINTS

0206 011D 20 B1 02 TODVM JSR RTMEAS;LOAD MEAS2
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0207
0208
0209
0210
0211

0120
0123
0125
0127
012A

20 6B 02
E4 1C
90 F6
4C 22 1C
AO 02

JSR DVM
CPX XINDEX;THRU NEW DATA
BCC TODVM

LAST JMP RESET
RATBCD LDY #2

0212 012C B9 OA 00 MOVE LDA RATE1,Y
0213 012F 99 OD 00 STA SER1,Y;LOAD COUNT DOWN
0214 0132 88 DEY;FOR 3 BYTES
0215 0133 10 F7 BPL MOVE
0216 0135 A9 04 BCD LDA # %100;CLEAR COUNTERS
0217 0137 8D 02 17 STA PBD
0218 013A A9 00 LDA #0
0219 013C 8D 02 17 STA PBD
0220 013F A9 02 LDA 010 ;PRINT DELAY

0221 0141 8D 02 17 STA PBD
0222 0144 A5 OF KCOUNT LDA SER3 ;UPPER BYTE
0223 0146 FO 1F BEQ LCOUNT ;IF ZERO TEST 100'S

0224 0148 38 SEC

0225 0149 AS OD LDA SERI ;SUBTRACT 60K

0226 014B E9 60 SBC #$60
0227 014D 85 OD STA SERI

0228 014F A5 OE LDA SER2 ;THRU 3 BYTES

0229 0151 E9 EA SBC #$EA
0230 0153 85 OE STA SER2
0231 0155 BO 02 BCS LOAD ;NO BORROW
0232 0157 C6 OF DEC SER3 ;BORROWED
0233 0159 A9 06 LOAD LDA #6 ;60K REQUIRES 6PULSES
0234 015B 85 16 STA CNTR ;FOR REPORT SUBROUT
0235 015D A9 22 LDA 0100010 ;PORT PB5

0236 015F 85 15 STA PORT
0237 0161 20 AD 01 JSR REPORT ;OUTPUT PULSES
0238 0164 4C 44 01 JMP KCOUNT ;EXITS ABOVE

0239 0167 A5 OE LCOUNT LDA SER2 ;ZERO?

0240 0169 FO 19 BEQ ICOUNT
0241 016B 38 SEC ;SUBTRACT 200

0242 016C A5 OD LDA SER1
0243 016E E9 C8 SBC #200
0244 0170 85 OD STA SERI

0245 0172 BO 02 BCS PREP ;NO BORROW

0246 0174 C6 OE DEC SER2
0247 0176 A9 03 PREP LDA 011 ;PORT PBO

0248 0178 85 15 STA PORT
0249 017A A9 02 LDA #2 ;TWO

0250 017C 85 16 STA CNTR ;2 PULSES

0251 017E 20 AD 01 JSR REPORT
0252 0181 4C 67 01 JMP LCOUNT

0253 0184 A5 OD !COUNT LDA SERI ;ONES COUNT

0254 0186 FO OD BEQ PRINT ;IF ZERO

0255 0188 85 16 STA CNTR ;SERI PULSES

0256 018A A9 00 LDA #0

0257 018C 85 OD STA SERI ;TO CLEAR
0258 018E A9 12 LDA 010010 ;PORT PB4

0259 0190 85 15 STA PORT
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0260 0192 20 AD 01 JSR REPORT ;PULSES

0261 0195 A9 00 PRINT LDA #0

0262 0197 8D 02 17 STA PBD ;END OF PRINT COMMAND

0263 019A A9 01 LDA #1 ;DELAY LOOP

0264 019C 85 16 STA CNTR

0265 019E A9 AA TOTIME LDA #$AA ;0.34 S TOTAL DELAY

0266 01A0 8D 07 17 STA STPCLK

0267 01A3 2C 07 17 PAUSE BIT STPCLK

0268 01A6 10 FB BPL PAUSE ;DELAY UP?

0269 01A8 C6 16 DEC CNTR

0270 01AA 10 F2 BPL TOTIME ;FOR >0.25S

0271 01AC 60 RTS

0272 01AD A5 15 REPORT LDA PORT ;BIT TO LOAD

0273 01AF 8D 02 17 STA PBD
0274 0182 A9 02 LDA ;END OF PULSE

0275 01B4 8D 02 17 STA PBD

0276 01B7 C6 16 DEC CNTR

0277 01B9 DO F2 BNE REPORT ;CNTR TIMES

0278 01BB 60 RTS

0279 01BC A9 6F ERR111 LDA #111 ;TO PRINT IT

0280 01BE 85 17 STA SPOT

0281 01C0 86 OD SIGNAL STX SERI

0282 01C2 20 35 01 JSR BCD ;PRINTS X

0283 0105 A5 17 LDA SPOT ;MESSAGE HOLDER

0284 01C7 85 OD STA SERI

0285 01C9 20 35 01 JSR BCD ;PRINTS SPOT

0286 01CC 60 RTS

0287 O1CD .END

ERRORS = 0000 <0000>

ADD1 028B ADD2 028E ADDER 0275 ANOTHR 038A

AROUND 0115 BCD 0135 BOTTOM 028A CHANGE 0363

CHECK 0368 CKLOOP 0330 CLEAR 0264 CLKOOP 035E

CLKSET 170F CNTR 0016 COLECT 033D DELAY 0002

DELAY2 0011 DELOOP 0327 DUMMY 0012 DVM 026B

ERR111 01BC FINAL 03AF FIXEDT 0229 ICOUNT 0184

INIT 0200 KCOUNT 0144 LAST 0127 LATER 0226

LCOUNT 0167 LOAD 0159 MEAS2 0007 MEASNO 0000

MOVE 012C NEG 0009 NEXT 039D NOMINS 025A

OFFSET 0003 OVRFLO 0008 PAD 1700 PADD 1701

PAUSE 01A3 PBD 1702 PBDD 1703 POINT 0210

PORT 0015 PREP 0176 PRINT 0195 RATBCD 012A

RATE1 000A RECOL 0338 REPEAT 010B REPORT 01AD

RESET 1C22 RESTOR 037E RETIME 0355 ROUTIN 020E

RTMEAS 02B1 SELECT 0004 SERI 000D SER2 000E

SER3 000F SIGNAL 01C0 SPOT 0017 STORE1 0020

STPCLK 1707 SUBI 0299 SUB2 029C SUB3 029F

TIME 0001 TIMER 0006 TOCLR 025E TODVM 011D

TOP 0005 TOTIME 019E TOWAIT 0345 TPOINT 0387

VECTIN 17FA XINDEX 001C XRIGHT 02A7 ZERO 0010

END OF ASSEMBLY



APPENDIX II

BASIC IDA HANDLER PROGRAM LISTING

100 DIM H(255),S(4),B(10),C(10),F(10),P2(2),V1(10),V2(10)
120 PRINT "IDA HANDLER" : PRINT
140 PRINT "1=YES, 0=NO OR EXIT LOOP"

170 LET X1=1 : LET Y1=1 : LET Y2=0

173 LET R=0 : LET D=0

174 LET V3=1.21 : LET V0=200

175 LET E=700
177 GOSUB 480

180 GOTO 240

190 LET Q=EXF(9,167772,67)
200 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,2) : REM PARAM

220 IF Q>0 THEN GOSUB 540

224 LET P2(1)=0 : LET F2(2)=81

227 LET E=700
230 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,40000) : REM STORE HERE

235 IF Q>0 THEN GOSUB 4100
240 LET Q =EXF(88,177570,4) : REM ACCEPT

260 IF Q>0 THEN GOSUB 1370

280 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,100000) : REM CALIBRATE

285 IF 0>0 THEN GOSUB 4600

300 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,40) : REM NEXT

320 IF Q <>1 THEN GOTO 370

340 GOSUB 2030
360 IF L>0 THEN GOTO 300
370 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,200) : REM SUBTRACT

372 IF Q>0 THEN GOSUB 3550
390 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,2000) : REM CHANGE REGIONS

392 IF Q>0 THEN GOSUB 3410
395 LET Q2EXF(88,177570,4000) : REM CALC REGIONS

396 IF Q>0 THEN GOSUB 2440
397 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,20000) : REM PUNCH

398 IF Q>0 THEN GOSUB 3810
420 PRINT "WAITING (ERASE?) ";: INPUT Q
440 IF Q<>0 THEN 190

460 STOP
480 LET F(1)21 : LET F(2)=0 : LET F(3)=512

500 LET F(4)21 : LET F(5)=1 : LET F(6)=1 : LET F(7)=1

520 GOSUB 3200
540 PRINT "INITIAL PARAMETERS"
560 PRINT "17";F(1);"=INTEGRATION TIME IN SECONDS (MINIMUM=0.017 SEC)"

600 PRINT "2)";F(2);"=NUMBER OF LEADING DIODES IGNORED"

620 PRINT "3)";F(3);"=NUMBER OF POINTS RECORDED"
640 PRINT "4)";F(4);"=NUMBER OF SETS (MAXIMUM=";G;")"
660 PRINT "5)";F(5);"=NUMBER OF SCANS PER SET"
680 PRINT "6)";F(6);"=TIME BETWEEN SETS IN SECONDS(MAX TIME =32 SEC)"

700 PRINT " (WHEN MORE THAN 1 SET IS SELECTED)"

720 PRINT "ENTER INDEX OF PARAMETER TO BE CHANGED ";: INPUT Q

740 IF Q=0 THEN 820
800 PRINT "PARAMETER VALUE= ";: INPUT F(0)

805 IF Q=3 THEN GOSUB 3205
807 IF Q=2 THEN GOSUB 3200
810 GOTO 720
820 LET F(7)=F(1)*1000+.5
821 LET F(8)=F(6)*1000+.5
840 REM VALIDITY CHECK

249
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860 IF (F(3)+F(2))>512 THEN 1180
880 IF F(7)<6 THEN 1140
900 IF F(5)<=0 THEN 1140
1060 IF F(4)>G THEN 1120
1080 IF F(6)>32767.5 THEN1140
1100 GOTO 1240
1120 PRINT "MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SETS=",G0 GOTO 720
1140 PRINT "INVALID TIME OR SCANS" : GOTO 720

1180 PRINT "POINTS RECORDED+DIODES IGNORED MUST BE LESS THAN 513"

1200 GOTO 720
1220 REM LOAD PARAMETERS
1240 LET Q=EXF(9,67624,F(4))
1260 LET Q=EXF(9,67626,F(5))
1280 LET Q=EXF(9,67630,F(8))
1290 LET X=1000/81*X1
1295 LET Y=700/4096*Y1
1300 LET Q=EXF(9,67632,F(7))
1360 RETURN
1370 IF F(4)>G THEN GOSUB 4090
1380 PRINT "LIFT BIT 0 TO BEGIN SCANNING"

1400 LET M=EXF(999,66210)
1403 LET G=G-F(4)
1420 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,10) : REM DISPLAY?

1440 IF Q>0 THEN GOSUB 1540
1460 RETURN
1540 LET M1=0 : REM DISPLAY
1550 LET Y5=0
1580 LET Q=EXF(0)
1625 LET Q=EXF(15,640,720,0,SET ID SCANS TIME)

1632 LET Q=EXF(80,60000+M,4,S(0))
1633 LET E2=630
1634 FOR J=0 TO 3

1636 LET Q=EXF(16,E2,E,S(J))
1637 LET E2=E2+90
1638 NEXT J
1680 LET M=M+4 : LET A=0 : LET C1=256 : LET R=I

1800 IF B1<256 THEN LET C1=81 : LET R=0

1825 LET Y=700/4096*Y1
1827 LET X=1000/B1*X1
1830 LET S9=1
1832 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,1000)
1834 IF Q=1 THEN LET S9=5

1838 LET Q= EXF(80,60000+M,C1,H(0))
1840 FOR J=0 TO C1-1 STEP S9
1850 IF H(J)<0 THEN LET H(J)=H(J)+65536
1860 LET Q=EXF(15,(J+A)*X,(H(J)-Y2)*Y,0,.)
1880 NEXT J
1900 LET R=R-1
1920 IF R<0 THEN 1950
1940 LET C1=81-256 : LET A=256 : LET M=M+256

1945 GOTO 1830
1950 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,20) : REM CROSSHAIRS

1960 IF Q>0 THEN GOSUB 4435 ; GOTO 1950
1990 PRINT
2000 RETURN
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2020 REM DISPLAY NEXT SET
2030 LET E=E-20
2040 LET Q=EXF(15,50,E,O,NEXT SET NUMBER=) : INPUT L
2080 IF L=0 THEN 2220
2085 IF L>G2 THEN LET Q=EXF(15,300,E,0,INVALID SET NUMBER)

: GOTO 2030
2100 LET 9=EXF(88,177570,100)
2120 IF Q>0 THEN GOSUB 3050
2140 LET Q=EXF(9,67514,L)
2160 LET M=EXF(999,67336)
2200 GOTO 1632
2220 RETURN
2240 PRINT : PRINT "ENTER LOWER,UPPER BOUNDARIES OF REGION"
2260 LET D=0
2280 FOR J=1 TO 10
2290 GOSUB 4430
2300 PRINT "REGION ";J;" = ";: INPUT N,P
2320 IF N<=0 THEN 2400
2325 IF P<N THEN PRINT "UPPER BOUNDARY ERROR" : GOTO 2300
2340 LET D=0 +1

2360 LET B(J)=N : LET C(J)=P
2370 LET V1(J)=V0+((N+F(2))*V3)
2375 LET V2(J)=V0+((P+F(2))*V3)
2380 NEXT J
2400 RETURN

2420 REM CALC MEAN AND STAND DEV OF REGIONS
2440 IF D>0 THEN 2445
2442 GOSUB 2240
2445 PRINT : PRINT "ENTER LOWER,UPPER SET FOR REGION CALC. ";: INPUT R1,R2
2450 IF R1<=0 THEN GOTO 3020
2455 IF R2>G2 THEN PRINT "INVALID SET NUMBER" : GOTO 2445
2456 LET S9=1
2457 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,20000)
2458 IF Q>0 THEN PRINT "INPUT STEP";: INPUT S9
2460 FOR 1=1 TO D
2471 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,4000)
2472 IF Q<=0 THEN GOTO 3020
2480 LET T=0 : LET W1=0 : LET V=0 : LET T4=0
2500 LET N=B(I) : LET P=C(I)
2510 LET N1=P-N+1
2520 PRINT : PRINT "REGION";I;" ("0;"TO";P;") ";V1(1);" NM. TO ";V2(I);" NM."
2530 LET J1=1
2540 FOR J=R1 TO R2
2580 LET Q=EXF(9,67514,J)
2600 LET M=EXF(999,67336)
2640 LET M=M+3+N : LET 71=0
2680 FOR K=1 TO N1 STEP S9
2700 LET Q=EXF(80,60000+M,1,R)
2702 IF R<0 THEN LET R=R+65536
2704 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,10000)
2706 IF Q=0 THEN 2720
2710 PRINT R,
2720 LET M=M+S9 : LET TI=T1+R
2730 NEXT K
2780 PRINT T1,
2840 LET T=T+T1
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2845 LET T2=T1*T1 : LET T4=T4+T2
2850 LET 13 =T*T
2860 LET U=T/J1
2870 IF J=R1 THEN 2950
2880 LET W1=T4-T3/J1
2920 LET W2=W1/(J1-1)
2940 LET V=SQR(W2)
2950 LET J1=J1+1
2960 NEXT J
2970 PRINT
2974 PRINT "SUM=";INT(10*T+.5)/10
2980 PRINT "MEAN=";INT(10*U+.5)/10,"STANDARD DEVIATION=";INT(10*V+.5)/10
3000 NEXT I

3020 RETURN
3040 REM SCALER
3050 LET E=E-20
3060 LET Q=EXF(15,50,E,O,SCALE Y*) : PRINT Yl;: INPUT Y1
3080 IF Y1 <=0 THEN LET Y1=1 : GOTO 3160
3100 LET Q=EXF(15,250,E,O,SCALE X*) : PRINT Xl;: INPUT X1
3120 IF X1<=0 THEN LET X1=1 : GOTO 3160
3130 LET E=E-20
3140 LET Q=EXF(15,50,E,0,ON X AXIS Y=) : PRINT Y2;: INPUT Y2
3160 RETURN
3200 LET Q=EXF(9,67620,F(2))
3205 LET B1=F(3)
3210 LET Q=EXF(9,67622,31) : LET Q=EXF(999,66100)
3220 LET G=EXF(999,66142)
3240 LET G2=G
3250 RETURN
3299 REM DRAW AXES
3300 LET Q=EXF(10,0,0,0)
3305 FOR J=1 TO 10
3310 LET Q=EXF(10,J*100,0,1)
3315 LET Q=EXF(10,J*100,10,1)
3320 LET Q=EXF(10,J*100,0,I)
3325 NEXT J
3330 LET Q=EXF(10,0,0,0)
3335 FOR J=1 TO 7
3340 LET Q=EXF(10,0,J*100,1)
3345 LET Q=EXF(10,10,J*100,1)
3350 LET Q=EXF(10,0,J*100,1)
3360 NEXT J
3370 RETURN
3400 REM CHANGE REGIONS
3410 IF D>0 THEN 3419
3415 GOSUB 2240
3417 GOTO 3510
3419 PRINT "REGION - -- BOUNDARIES"

3420 FOR J=1 TO D
3430 PRINT J;")",B(J);"TO";C(J)
3440 NEXT J
3445 PRINT "REPLACE ALL OLD REGIONS";: INPUT Q1
3447 IF Q1=1 THEN GOSUB 2240
3448 IF Q1=1 THEN 3510
3450 PRINT " ENTER INDEX OF REGION TO BE CHANGED";: INPUT Q
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3460 IF Q<=0 THEN GOTO 3510
3465 IF Q>1) THEN 3450
3466 LET I=Q
3467 GOSUB 4430
3470 PRINT "ENTER LOWER THEN UPPER BOUNDARY";: INPUT B(I),C(I)
3480 IF B(I)<=0 THEN 3510
3490 IF C(I)<B(I) THEN PRINT "UPPER BOUNDARY ERROR";: GOTO 3470
3500 GOTO 3450
3510 RETURN
3540 PRINT "SET NUMBER TOO LARGE"
3550 LET E=E-20
3560 PRINT "ADDITION(1) OR SUBTRACTION(2)";: INPUT Q
3570 IF Q<=0 THEN 3690
3580 IF Q>=2 THEN 3605
3585 PRINT "INPUT SET TO BE ADDED";: INPUT L2
3590 PRINT "INPUT SET ADDED TO";: INPUT L
3595 LET Q=EXF(98,67452,62325)
3600 GOTO 3647
3605 PRINT "INPUT SET TO BE SUBTRACTED";: INPUT L2
3640 PRINT "INPUT SET SUBTRACTED FROM";: INPUT L
3645 LET Q=EXF(98,67452,162325)
3647 IF L2<=0 THEN 3690
3650 IF L<=0 THEN 3690
3655 IF L2>=G2 THEN 3540
3660 IF L>=G2 THEN 3540
3665 LET Q=EXF(9,67514,L2)
3670 LET 0=EXF(9,67516,L)
3680 LET Q=EXF(999,67410)
3682 PRINT "DISPLAY ";: INPUT Q
3684 IF Q<=0 THEN 3560
3686 LET E=E-40
3688 GOSUB 2030
3689 GOTO 3560
3690 RETURN
3799 REM PUNCH
3800 PRINT "TOTAL POINTS AVAILABLE=";81: GOTO 3840
3810 PRINT "1)";P2(1);"=LEADING POINTS DELETED"
3820 PRINT "2)";P2(2);"=POINTS PUNCHED"
3840 PRINT "INPUT INDEX OF PARAMETER TO BE CHANGED";: INPUT Q
3850 IF Q<=0 THEN GOTO 3870
3860 PRINT "INPUT VALUE ";: INPUT P2(Q) : GOTO 3840
3870 IF P2(1)+P2(2)>B1 THEN GOTO 3800
3880 LET Q=EXF(9,67614,P2(1)) : LET Q=EXF(9,67616,P2(2))
3900 PRINT "PUNCH ALL SETS";: INPUT Q
3910 IF Q<=0 THEN GOTO 3930
3920 LET Q=EXF(999,66714) : GOTO 3980
3930 PRINT "PUNCH SET NUMBER";: INPUT L
3940 IF L<=0 THEN GOTO 3980
3945 IF L>G2 THEN PRINT "INVALID SET NUMBER" : GOTO 3930
3950 LET Q=EXF(9,67514,L)
3960 LET Q=EXF(999,67014)
3970 GOTO 3930
3980 RETURN
4090 PRINT "MEMORY FULL"
4100 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF NEXT SET TO BE STORED";: INPUT L
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4105 IF L<=0 THEN GOTO 4170
4110 IF L>G2 THEN PRINT "INVALID SET NUMBER" : GOTO 4100

4120 LET Q=EXF(9,67514,L)
4130 LET M=EXF(999,67336)
4140 LET M=M*2+24576
4150 LET Q=EXF(9,67612,M)
4155 LET G=EXF(999,66142)
4160 LET L=L-1
4165 LET Q=EXF(9,67566,L)
4170 RETURN
4400 PRINT "SET CROSSHAIRS";: INPUT Q
4420 IF Q<=0 THEN 4520
4430 LET Q=EXF(88,177570,20)
4432 IF Q<=0 THEN 4520
4435 LET Y5=Y5+1
4440 LET C3=EXF(11)
4460 LET X3=EXF(12)
4480 LET X4=INT(X3/X)
4482 LET X5=V0+((X4+F(2))*V3)
4485 LET Y3=EXF(13)
4487 LET Y4=INT(Y3/Y)
4489 PRINT Y5
4490 PRINT Y5;",X=";X4;",";X5;" NM.",Y4;"COUNTS"
4510 GOTO 4430
4520 RETURN
4600 PRINT "CALIBRATE REQUIRES CROSSHAIRS"
4610 LET Q=1
4620 GOSUB 4432
4640 PRINT "INPUT LOWER POINT, WAVELENGTH";: INPUT 01,V1
4650 IF D1< =0 THEN GOTO 4702 _

4660 PRINT "INPUT UPPER POINT, WAVELENGTH";: INPUT D2,V2
4680 LET V3= (V2- V1)/(02 -D1)

4700 LET V0 =V1-((01+F(2))*V3)
4702 LET V4=V0 +F(2)*V3
4710 PRINT V3;" NM PER DIODE,";VO;" NM AT DIODE ZERO"
4712 PRINT V4;" NM AT POINT ZERO"

4720 RETURN
8000 ENO



APPENDIX III

255

IDA HANDLER A L FOR BASIC ASSEMBLER LISTING

000000 RO =%0

000001 RI =%1

000002 R2 =%2

000003 R3

000004 R4 =%4

000005 R5 =%5

000006 SP =%6

000007 PC =%7

167760 DRCSR =167760

167764 DRIN =167764

167774 DRINB =167774

167772 DROUT =167772

172540 CLKCSR =172540

172542 CLKSET =172542

172544 CLKCNT =172544 ;CLK COUNTER ZERO WHEN TIME UP

177554 PCHCSR =177554 ;177554 FOR HS PUNCH

177356 PCHDBR =177556 ;177556 FOR HS PUNCH

066100 =66100 ;RESTART HERE IF ORANGE CR DDELET CHANGED

066100 013737 BEGIN: MOV Q#TEMP,OTOHERE ;TOHERE AT BEGIN OF MEMORY

067512
067612

066106 013737 MOV @ADRANGE,E#TWOORA ;TWODRA=2X ORANGE

067622
067520

066114 063737 ADD WRANGE,B#TWODRA
067622
067520

066I22 005037 CLR USETNO ;ORDER OF SET IN MEMORY

067566

066126 012737 MOV #103,0DROUT ;100 KHZ CLOCK, REFRESH

000103
167772

066134 000207 RTS PC

066136 000400 400

066140 000400 400

066142 005000 CALC: CLR RO ;RO WILL DISPLAY NO. OF SCANS

066144 013705 MOV UTOHERE,R5 ;WHICH WILL FIT INN MEMORY

067612
066150 063705 CHECK: ADD @#TWODRA,R5

067520
066154 062705 ADD #8.,R5

000010
066160 020527 CMP R5,J0 ;KEEP R5 FROM GOING NEGATIVE

000000
066164 003406 BLE CUT

066166 020567 CMP R5,TIPTOP ;EXCEEDING MEMORY?

001316

066172 003003 BGT OUT

066174 005200 INC RO

066176 000764 BR CHECK

C66200 000400 400

066202 000207 OUT: RTS PC
;CALC REQUIRES R4(CURRENT
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;BOTTOM OF MEMORY), TWODRA
; (2X ORANGE), AND TIPTOP,
;THE HIGHEST USEABLE MEMORY
;LOCATION.

066204 000400 400

066206 000400 400

066210 013704 SETTER: NOV @/TOHERE,R4 ;R4 AT CURRENT BOTTOM OF MEMORY
C67612

066214 005037 CLR 04CNTSET ; SETTER WILL ACCEPT
067526

;FROM 1 TO MANY SCANS,AND ADD
;THEM INTO A

- ;REQUESTED # OF SETS. IT REQUIRES
;R4 SET EXTERNALLY AT THE
;BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM.

066220 012700 MOV 4DROUT,R0 ;FOR BEGIN SCAN PULSE
167772

066224 012701 NOV 4ORCSR,R1
167760

066230 012702 MOV 4DRIN,R2 ;A/D DONEBIT AND DBR
167764

066234 010437 MOV R4,R4START ;FOR BASIC
067564

066240 033727 READY: BIT U177570,41 ;READY FOR SCANS
177570

000001
056246 001774 BEQ READY ;AWAITS S.R.BIT 0=1

066250 012737 NEWSET: NOV 411224,@IMOVER ;GET MOVER RIGHT
011224
066652

066256 012737 MOV 4101,UDROUT ;STOP REFRESH
000101
167772

066264 000400 400

066266 000400 400

066270 000400 400

066272 000400 400

066274 000400 400
066276 000400 400
066300 005037 CLR @ICNTSCA ;NEW SET,NO. OF SCANS=ZERO

067524
066304 005237 INC USETNO ;SET ORDER IN MEMORY

067566
066310 005237 INC UCNTSET ;THIS IS ANOTHER SET

067526
066314 013724 MOV 0#SETNO,(R4)+ ;FIRST ID NO. OF SET

067566
066320 005237 INC @ #ID ;2ND SET ID

067522
066324 013724 MOV @;111D,(R4)+ ;SETS PER PROGRAM START

067522
066330 004737 JSR PC,UCLEAR ;CLEARING SCAN

067670
066334 005237 READD: INC UCNTSCA ;THIS IS ANOTHER SCAN
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067524
066340 013705 MOV BODDELET,R5 ;REESTABLISH COUNTERS

067620

066344 013703 MOV e/DRANGE,R3
067622

066350 013724 MOV eiCNTSCA,(R4)+ ;3RD ID.SCANS PER SET

067524
066354 013724 MOV @1TIME,(R4)+ ;FOURTH 10.INNTEEGRATION TIME

067632
066360 004737 JSR PC,81CLK ;BEGINS SCAN

066552

056364 033727 BIT C10177570,1400 ;CHECK S.R.

177570

000400
066372 001404 BED NORMAL

066374 005237 INC R1CNTSCA ;NOTE!! EVERY SCAN COUNTED WHETHER

067524
;ITS ADDED OR SUBTRACTED!!!

066400 004737 JSR PC,I1SUBAC ;FOR SUB DURING ACCEPT

067640
066404 023737 NORMAL: CMP tifSCANNO,d1CNTSCA ;ENOUGH SCANS YET?

067626
067524

066412 003410 BLE SETCHK ;BR IF YES

066414 012737 MOV 161224,i1MOVER ;THIS MODIFIES AN INSTRUCT

061224
066652

;ION IN ACCEPT TO NOW ADD

066422 162704 SUB 84.,R4 ;THESE REPLCE R4 TO BEGIN.OF SET

000004
066426 163704 SUB @1TWODRA,R4

067520
066432 000740 BR REACO ;DO OTHER SETS

066434 012737 SETCHK: MOV 0103,i1DROUT ;BETWEEN Sc REFRESH

000103
167772

066442 023737 CMP USETSCA,OPCNTSET ;ENOUGH SETS?

067624
067525

066450 003421 BLE LATER ;NO MORE SETS

066452 033727 BETWEN: BIT 0177570,120000 ;;;INJECTOR

177570
020000

066460 001410 BED NOJECT ;DON'T USE INJECTOR

066462 023727 CMP tgCNTSET,11 ;INJECT ONLY AFTER FIRST SET

067526
000001

066470 001004 BNE NOJECT
066472 012710 MOV 13,IRO) ;BIT 6.INJECTOR, LO=ACTIVE

000003
066476 012710 MOV 1103,(R0)

000103
066502 105737 NOJECT: TSTB UCLKCSR ;BETWEEN SET TIME

172540

066506 100375 BPL NOJECT

066510 000137 JMP @ONEWSET
066250
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066514 010437 LATER: MOV R4,WOHERE ;SAVES END OF LAST SET
067612

066520 013700 MOV MTART,R0 ;FOR BASIC EXF999

067564
066524 162700 SUB #50000,R0 ;CALC OFFSET FOR BASIC

060000
066530 006200 ASR RO

066532 000207 RTS PC
066534 000400 400

066536 000400 400

C66540 000400 400

066542 000400 400

066544 000400 400

066546 000400 400

066550 000400 400

066552 105737 CLK: TSTB i.41CLKCSR ;TIME UP?

172540

066556 100375 BPL CLK ;NO

066560 013737 MOV OTIME,UCLKSET ;INTEG. TIME
067632
172542

066566 023737 CtP 0 #CNTSCA,P4SCANNO ;IS THIS THE LAST SCAN?
C67524
067626

066574 002403 ELT STRCLK ;NO

066576 013737 140V @#INTRIM,UCLKSET ;BETWEEN SET TIME

067630
172542

066604 012737 STRCLK: MOV #7,0 #CLKCSR ;START CLOCK

000007
172540

066612 012710 MOV #111,(RO) ;STOPS ALL CLOCKS
000111

066616 012710 MOV #110,(RO) ;BEGIN SCAN PULSE
000110

066622 005205 INC R5 ;FIRST DONE BIT INVALID
066624 005210 INC (RO) ;BEGIN SCAN
066626 005712 TST (R2) ;CLEAR LEFTOVER DONE BITS
066630 012710 MOV #115,(R0) ;START 30KHZ CLOCK

000115
066634 005711 ACCEPT: TST (R1) ;A/D DONE BIT?

;DONE BIT.PIN 25 167760A,BEQ B BIT 15 OF CSR
066636 100376 BPL ACCEPT ;REJECT LEADING DIODES
066640 005712 TST (R2) ;CLEAR DBR
066642 005305 DEC R5

066644 003373 BGT ACCEPT
066646 005711 LOOPAC: TST (R1) ;A/D DONE BIT?
066650 100376 BPL LOOPAC
066652 011224 MOVER: MOV (R2),(R4)+ ;MOV DATA FROM DBR

066654 005303 DEC R3 ;ORANGE COUNTER
066656 003373 BGT LOOPAC
066660 012710 MOV #101,(RO) ;100KHZ CLOCK

000101
066664 000207 RTS PC

066666 000400 400

066670 000400 400
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066672 000400 400

066674 000400 400

066676 000400 400

066700 000400 400

066702 000400 400

066704 000400 400

066706 000400 400

066710 000400 400

066712 000400 400

066714 013737 PUNEND: MOV @#SETNO,OSETPUN ;SET COUNTER

067566
067532

066722 013737 MOV g#DRANGE,UTOTAL ;TOTAL PUTS LOCAT TO END OF SET

067622
067534

066730 163737 SUB @#DELPUN,YTOTAL
067614
067534

066736 163737 SUB @#KEEPUN,UTOTAL
067616
067534

066744 013737 MOV NiTEMP,R#LOCAT ;START PUNCHING AT BOTTOM OF MEMORY

C67512
067570

066752 004767 REPUN: JSR PC,PUNCH

000036
066756 063737 ADD @ITOTAL,O#LOCAT

067534
067570

066764 063737 ADD WOTAL,ULOCAT
067534
067570

066772 005367 DEC SETPUN ;ALL SETS PUNCHED?

000534
066776 003365 BGT REPUN

067000 000207 RTS PC

067002 000400 400

067004 000400 400

067006 000400 400

067010 000400 400

067012 000400 400
067014 005037 PUNCH: CLR UCHKSUM

067550
067020 013737 MOV @IDELPUN,MTWODEL ;TWODEL=2X DELPUN

067614
067536

067026 063737 ADD UDELPUN,UTWODEL
067614
067536

067034 013737 MOV UKEEPUN,OCNTRP ;BYTES,PUNCH COUNTER

067616
067 540

067042 063737 ADD @#KEEPUN,OCNTRP
067616
067540

067050 013737 MOV UCNTRP,g#BYTCNT ;CALC BYTE COUNNT
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067540
067542

067056 062737 ADD #24.,8#BYTCNT ;ID"S START,NULLOYTE COUNT&BYTE COUNT

000030
067542

;AND START ADDRESS+4 MORE ID'S

067064 013737 MOV 8 #BYTCNT,@#ABF0R+2

067542
067574

067072 013737 MOV Q#BYTONT,8#ABFOR+6 ;AVAILABLE TO BASIC

067542
067600

067100 004737 JSR PC,a#SEPAR ;SPACE BETWEEN PUNCHES

067250
067104 012700 MOV #ABFOR,R0 ;PUNCH INFO AT START OF SET

067572
067110 012737 MOV #8.,8 OPUNCNT ;START, NULL,BYTE COUNT

000010
067546

; START ADORESSMIVTE COUNT

067116 004767 JSR PC,LOOPPN ;DOES ACTUAL PUNCHING

000160

C67122 013700 MOV g#LOCAT,R0
067570

067126 012767 MOV #8.,PUNCNT ;ID NOS.

000010
000412

067134 004767 JSR PC,LOOPPN
000142

067140 063700 ADD 8#TWODEL,R0 ;LEADINNG DATA DELETED

067536
067144 013737 MOV OCNTRP,UPUNCNT ;NO. DATA POINTS PUNCHED

067540
067546

067152 004767 JSR PC,LOOPPN
000124

067156 010037 MOV RO,8#LOCAT ;THIS FAR WAS PUNCHED

067570
067162 012737 MOV #8.,8 #PUNCNT

000010
067546

067170 012700 MOV #DELPUN,R0 ;DELPUN,KEEPUN,DDELET,DRANGE

067614
067174 004767 JSR PC,LOOPPN

000102

067200 105737 CKLOOP: TSTB R #PCHCSR

177554
067204 100375 8PL CKLOOP
067206 113737 MOVB 8#CHKSUM,UPCHDBR ;PUNCH CHECKSUM

067550
177556

067214 012700 MOV #ABFOR+8.,R0 ;FOR ABSOLUTE LOADER FORMAT

067602
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067220

067226

067232

067236

012767
000007
000320
004767
000050
004737
067250
000207

MOV

JSR

JSR

RTS

#7,PUNCNT

PC,LOOPPN

PC,R#SEPAR

PC

067240 000400 400

067242 000400 400

067244 000400 400

067246 000400 400

067250 012737 SEPAR: MOV #10.,NISPACE

000012
067 544

067256 105737 LOOPSP: TSTB d#PCHCSR

177554

067262 100375 BPL LOOPSP

067264 112737 MOVE) #0,0PCHOBR ;SPACE ON TAPES BETWEEN SETS

000000
177556

067272 005367 DEC SPACE

000246

067276 001367 BNE LOOPSP

067300 000207 RTS PC

067302 105737 LOOPPN: TSTB WCHCSR ;DOES ACTUAL PUNNCHING

177554

067306 100375 BPL LOOPPN

067310 111037 MOVB (R0),OPRESUM ;GET TOEVEN BYTE

067552
067314 063737 ADD UPRESUM,R#CHKSUM ;GENERATE CHECK SUM

067552
067550

067322 112067 MOVB (R0) +,PCHDBR

110230

067326 005367 DEC PUNCNT ;PUNCH COUNTER

000214
067332 003363 SOT LOOPPN

067334 000207 RTS PC

067336 013700 POSIT: MOV OTEMP,R0 ;POSIT EXITS WITH LOCAT AT

067512
067342 013737 MOV UNTHSET,UNTHCNT ;THE BEGINNINNG OF NTH SET,FOR PUNCH

067514
067554

067350 005367 SITION: DEC NTHCNT

000200
067354 003405 BLE FINISH ;IS THIS THE FIRST SET?

067356 063700 ADD YTWOORA,R0
067520

067362 062700 ADD ,Y13.,R0 ;IDENTS

000010
067366 000770 BR SITION
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067370 010037
067570

FINISH: MOV ROMLOCAT ;FOR BASIC

067374 162700 SUB #60000,R0

060000
067400 006200 ASR RO

067402 000207 RTS PC

067404 000400 400

067406 000400 400

067410 004767 SUBBER: JSR PC,POSIT ;FIND SET

177722

067414 013703 MOV g#LOCAT,R3 ;SAVE START OF SET

067570

067420 013737 MOV 0 #FRMTHS,E4NTHSET ;FIND 2ND SET

C67516
067514

067426 004767 JSR PC,FOSIT
177704

067432 013705 MOV N'LOCAT,R5

067570
067436 062705 ADD 48.,R5 ;GET PAST ID'S

000010
067442 062703 ADD #8.,R3

000010
067446 013700 MOV MRANGE,R0 ;COUNTER

067622

067452 162325 RESUB: SUB (R3)+,(R5)+ ;R3 FROM R5

067454 005300 DEC RO

067456 003375 BGT RESUB

067460 000207 RTS PC

067462 000400 400

067464 000400 400

067466 000400 400

067470 000400 400

067472 000400 400

067474 000400 400

067476 000400 400

067500 000400 400

067502 000400 400

067504 000400 400

067506 000400 400

067510 066100 TIPTOP: 66100
067512 044000 TEMP: 44000

067514 000001 NTHSET: 1

067516 000000 FRMTHS: 0

067520 000000 TWOORA: 0

067522 000000 ID:

067524 000000 CNTSCA: 0

067526 000000 CNTSET: 0

067530 170007 OPTION: 170007

067532 000000 SETPUN: 0

067534 000000 TOTAL: 0

067536 000000 TWODEL: 0

067540 000000 CNTRP:

067542 000000 BYTCNT: 0

067544 000012 SPACE: 12

067546 000000 PUNCNT: 0
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067550 000000 CHKSUM: 0

067552 000000 PRESUM: 0

067554 000000 NTHCNT: 0

067556 000000 MAXSET: 0

067560 000000 MESSGE: 0

067562 000000 DUMMY: 0

067564 000000 START: 0

067566 000000 SETNO: 0

067570 062030 LOCAT: 62030

067572 000001 ABFOR: 1,0,60000,0,1,6,77420,152 ;FOR PUNCHFORMAT

067574 000000
067576 060000

067600 000000
067602 000001

067604 000006

067606 077420
067610 000152
067612 062030 TOHERE: 62030

067614 000000 DELPUN: 0

067616 000010 KEEPUN: 10

067620 000000 DDELET: 0

067622 000010 ORANGE: 10

067624 000001 SETSCA: 1

067626 000001 SCANNO: 1

067630 000310 INTRIM: 200.

067632 000620 TIME: 400.

067634 000000 MIDTIM: 0

067636 000000 TIMER: 0

067640 163704 SUBAC: SUB Q#TWODRA,R4 ;REPLACE R4 TO BEGIN OF SET

C67520

067644 013703 MOV 2#DRANGE,R3 ;POINT COUNTER

067622
067650 013705 MOV @4DDELET,R5 ;IGNORED POINT COUNTER

067620
067654 012737 MOV #161224,M0VER ;SUB NEXT SCAN

161224

066652
067662 004737 JSR PC,OCLK ;STORES DATA

066552
067666 000207 RTS PC

067670 012737 CLEAR: MOV #5.,d#CLKSET ;TO MISS REFRESH

000005
172542

067676 012737 MOV #7,UCLKCSR ;START CLK

000007
172540

067704 105737 TOCLR: TSTB UCLKCSR ;TIME UP?

/72540

067710 100375 BPL TOCLR

067712 013737 MOV UTIMEMCLKSET ;INTEG TIME

067632
172542

067720 012737 MOV /7,UCLKCSR ;START CLK

000007
172540

067726 012710 MOV #111,(R0) ;NO REFRESH, NO CLOCK

000111
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067732 012710 MOV 1110,CRO) ;BEGIN SCAN PULSE
000110

067736 013705 MOV ODDELET,R5 ;TIME THRU LEADING AND ACCEPTED DIODES
067620

067742 005210 INC (RO)

067744 005205 INC R5 ;ONE INVALID DONE 31T
067746 063705 ADD 210RANGE,R5 ;ACCEPTED DIODES

C67522
067752 005712 7ST (R2) ;CLEAR LEFTOVER CONE BITS
067734 012710 '0V 1115,(R0) ;START 30KHZ CLOCK

:00115
:57750 005711 CLEANR: 737 (RI) ;A/C CONE
:67752 100375 SP! CLEANR
67754 005712 7ST (R2) ;CLEARS A/D DONE 317
057756 005305 DEC R5

C67770 003373 3G7 CLEANR
067772 012710 mOV 001,(R0) ;START 100KHZ CLOCK

000101
:67775 C00207 ATE PC

013712 .13712
013712 044000

2:0020 .END 20

SYMOL TABLE

AEFCR 067572 FRMTHS 067516 REA00 066334

ACCEPT 066634 ID 067522 READY 066240

BEGIN 066100 INTRIM 067630 RERUN 066752

SEMEN 066452 KEEPUN 067616 RESUB 067452

SYTCNT C67542 LATER C66514 SCANNO 667626

CALL 066142 LOCAT 067570 SEPAR 067250

CHECK 066150 LOCPAC 066646 SETCHK 066434

CHKSUM 067550 LOOPPN 067302 SETNO 067566

CKLCOP 067200 LCOPSP 067256 SETPUN 067532

CLEANR 067750 AXSET 067556 SETSCA C67624

CLEAR 067570 mESSGE 067560 SETTER 066210

O LK C66552 1OTIM 057634 5171CN 067350

OLKCNT. 172544 MOVER 066652 SPACE 067544

CLKCSR= 172540 NEWSET 066250 START C67564

CLKSET. 172542 NO ECG C66502 STRCLK 066604

CNTPR 057540 NORMAL 066404 SUBAC 067640

CNTSCA 067524 NTHCNT 067554 SURER 067410

CNTSET :67526 NTHSET 067514 TEMP 067512

00ELE-7. 067620 OPTION 067530 TIME 067532

DELPUN 067514 OUT 066202 TIMER 067636

ORANGE 067622 PCHCSR= 177554 TIPTOP 067510

CRCCR . '67760 PCHOaR= 177556 7CCLR 067704

ORIN . :67784 POSIT 067336 7CHERE 067612

DRINS . 157774 PRESUM 067552 TOTAL :57534

0IRCUT . :67772 PUNCH 067014 MODEL 067536

CUM' 367562 PUNCNT 067.546 71.100RA 067520

FINISH 067370 PUNENO 066714

. ABS. 070000 :00

000000 001

ERRORS CETECTED: 0

IIRTUAL MEMORY USED: 313 4ORDS 2 PAGES)

CYNAMIC mEMCRY AVAILABLE =OR 57 PAGES

CK:ICIA,CK:10A=OK:10A


